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: I co on the record at 1007 am.
2 This is an interview of Steven Sund conducted by the House Select Committee to
3 Investigate the January th Attack on the United States Capitol pursuant to House

4 Resolution 503

s Chief Sund, could you please stateyour full name and spell al of it for the record?
s Mr. Sund. Yes,sir. My frst name is Steven, S-t-e-v-e:n. Middle name is

7 Andrew. Lastname is Sund, S-un-d

. | ——
° 1d like to ask everyone in the room that they introduce themselvesfor the record.

10 Iwill begin with my colleagues.
n I Goo morning, Chief sund. I ma
12 senior investigative counsel here on the committee.

5 EE | I io: - SR estate counsel
1 I Goo rornine. tooJERestitive counsel with the
15 committee.
16 EE i. Chief sund. mmthe chief investigative
17 counsel for the select committee. Thanksvery much for being here.

1 Ioo forthe committee, online wehave[ENvho is an
19 investigator with the committee. We also have Vice Chairwoman Cheney,who'salso on
20 the callas well. Good morning, ma'am.
2 Ms. Cheney. Good morning. Thankyou. And good morning, Chief Sund.

2 Mr. Sund. ~ Good morning, ma'am.

23 I /-c ='so Lisa Walters from the United States Capitol Police, Office

24 ofthe General Counsel.
2 And 1 would note, with you, Mr. Sund, | believe we have Ms. Lisa Banks, your
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1 counsel. Is that correct?

2 Mr. Sund. Yes.

3 Ms. Banks. Yes. This is Lisa Banks representing Chief Sund.

a EE hankyou so much.

5 This will be a staff-led interview, and members, of course, may choose to ask

6 questions during this process.

7 Again, my name isIES Myself and my colleague,Jfvill be the

8 primary investigative counsels conducting this inquiry.

9 Before we begin, 'd like to describe a few ground rules. ~ There is an official court

10 reporter transcribing the record for this deposition. Please wait until each question is

11 completed before you begin your response. We will try to wait until your response is

12 complete before we ask our next question.

13 The stenographer cannot record nonverbal responses, such as shaking your head,

14 soitisimportant that you answer each question with an audible, verbal response.

15 We ask that you provide complete answers based on your best recollection. If

16 the question is not clear, please ask for clarification. If you do not know the answer,

17 please simply say so.

1 12l50 want to remind you that it's unlawful to deliberately provide false

19 information to Congress, and that you and your counsel have an opportunity to review

20 the transcript of this transcribed interview.

2 Before we begin in earnest, Chief Sund or Ms. Banks, any questions before we

2 begin?

2 Mr.Sund. No, si.

20 I ich. So Chief, what Id like to dos give you an outline

25 of - sort ofa breakdown of what the interview's going to look like, a roadmap, so you
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1 Kind of know where we're going throughout the process.

2 50 I'm going to start with some background information about you professionally,

3 about your role as the chief of police for the United States Capitol Police,talk about the

4 organization itself, what are its main functions, roles, and responsibilities, and how it

5 interplays or interacts with other elements of what Il call the Capitol complex enterprise,

6 meaning the House Sergeant at Arms, the Senate Sergeant at Arms, Architect of the

7 Capitol, Capitol Police Board.

8 We'll then talk about the events leading up to January 6th and sort of what the

9 Capitol Police's role was during that time. During that portion, we're going to segue

10 over tomy colleague, who's going to spend some time talking about the intelligence

11 portion of that discussion. And then we'll come back, and we'l talk about the 6th itself.

2 And then we'll have some questions about the summer of 2020 and how that may

13 or may not have informed any preparations for January 6th, and then conclude, sr, with

14 any recommendations that you may have for the committee about what we can do -- and

15 when say we, | mean the global corporate Federal Government we -- what we can do to

16 prevent something like this from happening again.

FY So that's the roadmap that we've got going forward.

1 If at any time, ir, you need a break or you want to take a break for a comfort

19 breakor grab some water, we can go off the record and make that happen. So just let

20 meknow

2 Anyquestions before we begin?

2 Mr.und. No, sir.

23 I ci

2 EXAMINATION

= oI
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1 Q So, Chief, let's start with: When did you serve as the chief of police for

2 United States Capitol Police?

3 A StartedJune ~I'm just - let's see. June 2019.

4 Q June 2019. And, sir, can you describe for us your professional experience

5 thatsort of led up to that position as the chief of police for the United States Capitol

6 Police?

7 A With the Metropolitan Police Department fora lttle over 25 years and rose

8 up through the ranks to the rankof commander, which is equivalent to what's the rank of

9 adeputy chief, having run their special operation division for approximately 5 years from

10 2000 - beginning of 2011 till the end of 2015. And in that role, | handled a lot of the

11 major events, demonstrations in Washington, D.C.

2 left there, was out in the private sector for a short time, and was advised of an

13 opening at the Capitol Police for a operations chief. Was asked to apply for that

14 position. Went ahead and | thought about tfora ttle bit, talked to the wife about

15 getting back into policing, because | did miss it, and joined Capitol Police as theirassistant

16 chief of operations - atthe time, they had one assistant chief over all operations - in

17 January of 2017, shortly before the inauguration. And | was in that role up until

18 transitioned to the chief's position. Again,| believe it was June of 2019.

19 Q Thankyou, sir

20 And could you just describe for us briefly a tle bit about your educational

21 background?

2 A Yes,sir. | havea bachelor's and a master's from Johns Hopkins University,

23 anda master's from the Naval Postgraduate School.

2 Q Thankyou, sir

2 I want totalk a little bit about the role of the chief of police for United States
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1 Capitol Police and ask you to describe for us sortofwhat are the primary responsibilities,

2 roles, and the duties of the chief of the Capitol Police?

3 A Chiefofthe Capital Police is kindofa strategic leader for the agency to kind

4 of setthe strategic plans for the department, set some of the goals that we want to have,

5 long-term goalsfor the department, and look out for, you know, what are we doing for

6 personnel, what are we doing for budget, things like that, with the department, and

7 developing it into, you know, what we envision t to be 5 years from now.

5 I think any chief wants to always leave a agency ina better position in which they

9 found it, and I think the role the - ofa chief, and especially a good chief isto kind of seta

10 roadmapto reach those goals. So that's kind of how| looked at my role as the chief.

1 Q Thankyou, sir

2 Would it be fai to say that the chief is - s the leader of the senior leadership.

13 team within the Capitol Police?

1a A Yes,sir. Within the Capitol Police, yes, the chief is the - you know, even

15 though we have lots of chiefs, the chief is the chief of the department, yes.

16 Q Thankyou, si.

FY And you've described sort of the role from a strategic standpoint, which makes a

18 lotof sensetome. Asa chief of police, did you have any operational role in terms of the

19 direction of movement or operations, either from a planning perspective and/or in the

20 actual execution of an event?

2 A When youtalk about planninga operational role, so when we were planning.
22 someof the MAGA rallies, like the MAGA I rally, | reviewed — you know, I've got

23 experience ~ I've handled a couple of demonstrations, but I reviewed some of the fencing

24 layout for the MAGA | and made some recommendations for some changing - changes in

25 thoseareas.
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1 50 I'm trying to think of any other operational. But, you know, I kindoftry to do

2 mybest tolook over and see, you know, the operation plan and make sure it's being

3 executed, or see, you know, that we have a decent one put together.

4 Q Copy that, sir.

5 So it sounds like you have experience both to sort of put the ops plan together,

6 and then it may come to you for sort of a final review or input before it's executed. Is

7 thatafairassessment?

8 A Yeah. Yes. Yeah,sometimes, yes, yeah.

9 Q And do you recall sir, if that happened specifically with respect to

10 January 6th? | know you mentioned the MAGA -- one of the MAGA marches. Do you

11 recallif that also happened with respect to January 6th?

2 A When you say that, having an operational role?

13 Q Yeah. Imsorry. Letmeclarify. So you described for us how your team

14 puts togetheran op plan, and then youreview that op plan. | guess I'm wondering, did

15 the team put together an op plan for you for January 6th that you had the opportunity to

16 review and provide input?

1” A Sothe team put togethera -- an operations plan. So you have really two

18 eventson January 6th. You have the outside demonstrations that are taking place

19 outside the Capitol, and inside the Capitol, you have the Joint Session of Congress. So

20 you really have two different plans taking place.

21 The ops plan had been developed for the assistant chief of operations, for

22 uniformed operations. He actually was on leave, | want to say, the last week of

23 December. Soone of the deputy chiefs I guess he had advised one of the deputy

24 chiefs to forward it over to me for review. | had reviewed it. We had talked about --a

25 little bit about some of the CDU deployment.
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1 But when Chief Thomas returned, we had some further discussions about our

2 personnel number of personnel that we had on it. We expanded to the maximum

3 amount of COU personnel that we could have deployed on the 6th. | activated the most

4 amount of resources available at my disposal to put on the event.

5 And thenthey wrote a second ~ that's when we had a second CDU plan that came

6 out. think we're in - January Sth was the dateof the second COU plan. And |did

7 some review of fencing with the two assistant chiefs — fencing, the metal barricades that

8 would metal crowd-control barriers, where we had them placed, and made some

9 recommendations on where those barriers should be placed to providebetter coverage

10 for some parts of the Capitol.

1 Q appreciate that, sir. And | definitely want to spend some time diving into

12 thatalittle deeper later on inour conversation, but that's avery good overview, so

13 appreciate that.

14 Switching now from the primary duties and functions of the chief of police for the

15 United States Capitol Police, likewise, from sort of a 30,000-foot view, what are the

16 primary roles and responsibilities of the Capitol Police organization itself?

7 A So the Capitol Police organization, it's ~ it's the only law enforcement agency

18 forthe legislative branch. Their job s to provide protection, securityfor the

19 congressional office buildings, anyone coming into and out of the buildings for providing

20 screening, providing protection for the Members of Congress, the visitors on the Hill, the

21 employees on the Hill, as well as investigating criminal activity that may occur either on

22 Capitol Groundsor affecting any membersor a Member of Congress. And we also have

23 adignitary protection division that provides protection to the designated leadership

24 positions.

2 And s0 ata high level, we provide for the security of the congressional complex.
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1 Q Thankyou, sir.

2 And would it be fair to say that would include the people and the - forlack of a

3 better term, the infrastructure that's all part of the Capitol complex?

a A Yes

5 Q Thankyou, sir.

6 How does the Capitol Police interplay or interact with, or what is its relation to

7 other parts of what | call the Capitol ~ the Capitol complex enterprise? So, specifically,

8 the House Sergeant at Arms, the Senate Sergeant at Arms, the Architect for the Capitol,

9 andthe Capitol Police Board. AndI know that's alot, so le’ just start with, first, what's

10 the relationship between the Sergeant at Armsboth for the House and Senate to the

11 Capitol Police?

2 A Okay. Iwas trying to think of going back and patching it to the Capitol

13 Police Board, but - 50 the House and Senate Sergeant at Arms - 50 you have a House

14 Sergeant at Arms that's in charge of everything. He's called the chief law enforcement

15 officerfor the House of Representatives. And you have the Senate Sergeant at Arms,

16 who is considered the chief law enforcement officer for the Senate.

FY They're really in charge of the two - two halves of the Capitol complex the

18 staff - you know, if you were to take it and kind of sice it right down the middle, ight

19 down the dome, and say, you know, those on the north side, you're the Senate, and those

20 onthe south side, you're the House, they're in charge of kind of all the security apparatus

21 of those two parts of the Capitol complex when it comes to law enforcement type of

2 activity.

2 50 our interaction is, as the chief, | would regularly interact with the two Sergeant

24 atArms. We would talk on a regular basis if we had anything that was law enforcement

25 focused. It was always the discussions with the two Sergeant at Arms.
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1 So that's kind of how the role played. We you know, it was interesting to work

2 between the two halves, but, you know, that's how you had to work it.

3 Q Understood, sir

a And earlier in our discussion, you described that part of your responsibilities as

5 the chief was to provide strategic direction for the department. ~ Did either the House or

6 the Senate Sergeant at Arms have any role inthat as well? ~ Did they also provide

7 strategicinput?

5 S0'm trying to understand sort of their - you mentioned that they are the chief

9 law enforcement officer for their respective halves. Soin terms of how the Capitol

10 Police organization ran as an organization, did they provide strategic input, operational

11 input, that sortofthing?

2 A Yesto-yestoboth of those. So let's go back to the strategic input. Yes,

13 they would regularly provide strategic input. But ust togive you an example, in

14 October 2020 I believe it was published, and it is stil available online — was the

15 strategicplanfor the department

16 We put together the strategic plan and then had to shop it around for the input as

17 we were putting it together, getting the input from the membersof the Capitol Police

18 Board, which included the two Sergeant at Arms, and my oversight. | knew that

19 intelligence played a big role in that, so you'll see intelligence weaved throughout that,

20 but they played a big role in that.

2 Operational, yeah, we'd have very similar discussions, whether it was January 6th,
22 youknow, a Supreme Court nomination, a different demonstration come up, healthcare,

23 immigration. There was often discussions with the two Sergeant at Arms about what

24 security protocols would be implemented around the campus. A lot of it often had to

25 dowith how we'd be securing the east plaza where the Members would often park.
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1 Q Understood, sir. Appreciate that.

2 Andif there's ever a disagreement about how the Capitol Police Department's

3 goingto conduct its business, sort of how s that resolved? Does the chief have the sort

4 of final say as to what the department is going to do, or does that rest witheither the

5 House or Senate Sergeant at Arms, or is it sortof a collective discussion?

6 A It's—it's avery sensitive collective discussion, because, you know,

7 they they're the next rung up the chain for me. You know, soif your bossis telling you

8 this is what he you know, he wants done, whether it's securing the east front or not

9 securing the east front, that's where we you know, we'd usually run into the conflict.

10 And, you know, I'm usually going to listen to what the -- what my boss is telling me.

u It's you know, you'd also run into the problem where there's conflict between

12 the two of them, and they'd have to work that out between the two of them.

13 Q Understood, sir. | appreciate that.

1a So now let's shiftthe discussionto the Architectof the Capitol. And, again, for

15 the benefit of people like me who are not familiar with sort of the organizationas a

16 whole, meaning the Capitol complex enterprise, what interplay or interaction, if any, does

17 the Capitol Police have with the Architect of the Capitol?

18 A 50, you know, if in talking to somebody like you had described that doesn't

19 really have a -- an understanding of howthis works, so the Capitol Police Board, being an

20 oversight board over the Capitol Police Department, you have three -- you have really

21 four people within the Capitol Police Board, but you have the Architect of the Capitol, the

22 Senate Sergeant at Arms, and the House Sergeant at Arms that are considered to be what

23 is considered voting members. And then you have the chief that's considered a

24 nonvoting member of the board. So they kind of oversee, you know, the department

25 from a Capitol - from a board perspective.
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1 The interactions | always had with the Architect, if | ever had a question that had

2 anything to do with Member protection, security of the campus during an event, or

3 security of the campus just in general, my first discussionwas always with the two

4 Sergeant at Arms. The only time the discussion really included the Architect was when it

5 included a physical security aspect that - excuse me - if we're doing something that

6 required the installation of any kind of physical security structure, alarm systems,

7 cameras, stuff like that that would affect the facade, the architecture of the Capit, that's

8 where the Architect of the Capitol played a role and was ~ would be asked for their input.

9 Those come to mind.

10 Q didn't mean tocutyouoff. I'msorry. | appreciate that, sir.

n So that answers a good segue to the Capitol Police Board. ~ So you mentioned in

12 youranswer that to my previous question, that the Capitol Police Board is an oversight

13 board thatis composed of four members, three of which are voting the House,

14 Senate - House Sergeant at Arms, Senate Sergeant at Arms, the Architect of the Capitol,

15 and the chief of police, right? And the chief of police of the Capitol Police is the

16 nonvoting member.

FY Do I have that correct?

1 A Yessir,

19 Q Thankyou, sir

1) And, | guess, first describe for me, whereisthe Capitol Police Board in the

21 hierarchy? Soyou mentioned earlier that your immediate boss is the - the Sergeant at

22 Arms, and they both sit on the Capitol Police Board. So does the Capitol Police Board

23 sortof sitabove all of you collectively, or sortofwhere s it in the organizational tree, so

2 tospeak?

2 A Soif you would look at the Capitol Police Department as, you know, any
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1 other police department, i's avery complex agency. You've got your bureaus. You've

2 gotyour different ranks: lieutenant, captain, inspector, deputy chiefs. It all creates a

3 hierarchical structure. | sit at the pyramid of the Capitol Police structure. Above that is

4 where you'd see the Capitol Police Board.

5 Q Understood, ir.

6 And what kind of oversight functiondoes the Capitol Police Board provide? Is it

7 strategic? Isit operational? Sortof what s the operational role excuse me the

8 oversight role that the board serves?

9 A sayitsalitie of both. A litle strategic, a little operational. They, you

10 know, playa key role in looking at, you know, what kind of programs we may be

11 implementing for security on the Hil, for security for events coming up, long
12 term longterm plans.

13 If we're talking about our hiring, theyll review our you know, our hiring,

14 attrition, things ike that. If we're looking to implement a new program, ike when |

15 became chief, | wanted to get more less lethal capabilities into the hands of my officers.

16 We weren't using the electronic control device, and we often are faced with various

17 mental health consumers that are coming up to the Hill to voice their grievances. And |

18 wanted my officers to have more opportunity to deal with them rather than move to

19 higher levels of less lethal or lethal force.

1) So implemented a program to say lets, you know, pilot the electronic control

21 devices, which sometimes people hear referred to as tasers. That had to be shopped

22 through, get the approval, run everything through, and coordinate kind of how we do

23 that with the Capitol Police Board.

2 So that gives you an ideaof just how ~~ one of the programs | worked with the.

2 Q Appreciate that, sir.
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1 And putting January 6th asideas a specific date for my next question and just

2 asking more generally from a process standpoint, if, for example, the Capitol Police want

3 topartner with or use the National Guard, is that a decision that typically would go

4 through the House Sergeant at Arms, the Capitol Police Board? How would that process

5 work generally speaking?

6 A Generally speaking, that is a oh, first ofal t's ~ you know, it's a very

7 delicate process. It's a process where the National Guard is only rarely used to support

8 major events up on the Hill. And the process that would take would be a process where

9 itwould be first taken to the two Sergeant at Arms to get their input, to get their

10 concurrence, before moving forward with what would be called a emergency declaration

11 that would require the three voting members to approve an emergency declaration for

12 metocallin Federal resources.

13 Q  Copythat,sir. appreciate that. That will be helpful when we get to the

14 more specific discussion about January 6th.

15 So think | have a good understanding of how the Capitol Police interacts within

16 the Capitol complex enterprise.

7 How does the Capitol Police -- well let me ask the questionthis way: Does the

18 Capitol Police regularly interact with interagency partners,either at the Federal, State,

19 local, or Tribal level, and just sort of generally speaking, who do you normally interact

20 with and under whatcircumstances?

2 A Yes. Usually, you know, Washington, D.C., it's small. You know, and

22 considering some other jurisdictions, a small jurisdiction. You have a number of law

23 enforcement agencies within close proximity to everybody down here, so there's usually

24 afairly decent working relationship.

2 It usually consists of some of the coordination with regular -- MPD would usually
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1 do regular conference calls with some of the partner agencies in coordinating either

2 sharing of information or planning for an upcoming event. We have ~ I have a special

3 events branch within the Capitol Police. They'l oftentalk to special eventsunitswith

4 the Park Police and Metropolitan, becausea lot of times we have the same people that

5 are applying for our permits with us or marches or runs taking place - will take place

6 through those various jurisdictions becauseof the close proximity. So they'l talk among

7 themselves with special events branch

8 50 that's kind of how some of the coordination works.

9 Q Copy that, sir.

10 And as compared to when the Capitol Police interact with the National Guard, s it

11 asimilar process in terms of officially involving them or is there a different avenue or a

12 mechanism for involving other law enforcement agencies?

13 A The National Guard, | don't | don't recall the National Guard participating

14 likeintheregular conferencecalls that MPD would put together. It would be a rarity for

15 that. I'm trying to think of when they — when they did. Usually the any coordination

16 with the National Guard would be specific to an event or a specific request.

7 I'm trying to think of some of the things. Like, maybe if we were doing air

18 evacuation, some of the assistance with some of the assets to do drills and exercise for air

19 evacuation. We'd just go directly with the National Guard once ~ you know, once that's

20 all approved by the Capitol Police Board - you know, by the two Sergeant at Arms, with

21 the Capitol Police Board, to conduct the exercise, and we'd go direct with the National

2 Guard.

23 I don't know. ~ Doesthatansweryourquestion?

20 Q Yessir. Andlapologize. Like, the question is probably a little confusing

2 1 guess what I'm trying to understand is, if the Capitol Police make a decision that,
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1 hey, because of event X, we're going to need to work with Park Police or Secret Service or

2 MPD, is that a decision that can be executed at your level as the chief or is that something

3 that has to, you know, be discussed amongst the Capitol Police Board?

4 A No. Sowhen you're talking about that -- things like that regularly happen,

5 where you're working with your partner agencies -lie | sad, our special events branch

6 maybe working -- say, if you've got a march that's heading from the White House or

7 the or the Washington Monument grounds, you're going to have Park Police involved

8 forwhere their - the permitted areas and when they're going to leave.

9 You're going to have the streets coming up, which is MPD's jurisdiction, many of

10 us. Somy special events branch and my deputychiefwith the Operational Services

11 Bureau under the assistant chief for operations, they would have authority to go ahead

12 and start, you know, doing that, that coordination for - for that event.

13 Q  Copythat,sir. appreciate that. And | apologize if my earlier question

14 was confusing.

15 So what | want to do now -- now that as background, which has been very helpful

16 tounderstand sort of what the roles are of the chief, what the roles are of the

17 organization itself, | want to move to what the Capitol Police were doing i the lead-up to

18 January 6th. So we're going to talk about sort of the lead-up to January 6th, and then

19 wellltalk about the 6th itself.

0 But with respect to the lead-up, | want to break it sort of into two parts, right?

21 Soyouandl, | would like us to talk about sort of what you all were doing to prepare

22 operationally, some of the things you mentioned before, like the fencing and that sort of

23 things, all the things you put into place there, and then I'm going to segue over to Robin,

24 whois going to spend some time talking to more focus on the intelligence piece. Okay?

2 A Okay.
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1 Q Okay. So with that as background, with respect to the lead-up to

2 January 6th, when, from an operational perspective, did the department start planning

3 forthat event, to the best of your recollection?

4 A For the event for the 6th, | believe it was right around Jan — I'm

5 somy- December 14th. | think there was an email that came out - | don't recall

6 who whoitwas from. It was maybe Gallagheror Assistant Chief Pittman -- that

7 indicated that yeah, | don't recall. It could have even been Chief Thomas -- that

8 indicated that the group that had done the two previous MAGA rallies may be getting

9 readyto doa third MAGA rally that would be focused on the Capitolfor -- that would

10 coincide with January 6th.

u I believe my response was something along the lines like, thank you, let'sdiscuss.

12 I'mlooking at probably significant deployment of somethingfor that - along those lines.

13 So-and then we sat back and waited for the intelligence assessments to start coming

14 outregarding that.

5 Q Copy that, sir.

16 Then putting the intelligence assessment aside for a minute,afterthat initial

17 notification to you, what were the nextsteps that you and your team took in terms of

18 preparing operationally for the event?

19 A I'mtryingtorecall. | may have had a brief discussion with Thomas about

20 CDU,aboutlet's start putting togethera COU plan. You know, usually that would be the

21 course of action that fairly early on, and then wait for the intel to start coming in.

2 Q  Copythat,sir.

23 And when you say CDU, is that the civil disturbance unit?

2 A Yessir. Imsorry. |don'tmeanto--

2 Q No, that's okay. That's really just for the record.
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1 A Yes

2 QI want to make sure we're clear.

3 A Yes. Ciildisturbance unit. It's our crowd management, civil disorder

4 control capabilities.

5 Q Okay. Andsoit sounds ike you waited until you reviewed the intelligence

6 assessment before you moved on. So after you got an opportunity to review that, what

7 issort of the next operational steps that you and your team take in order to prepare for

8 thesth?

9 A Sothere'sa number of things that go on. So just want to make sure that

10 we're capturing this in the previous question as well. Like I said, the Capitol Police:

11 Department’ a very big, complex police department, probably about the 25th largest

12 police department in the country. So have a numberof different units that are

13 simultaneously probably starting to lean forward on this

1a 50 you have a Joint Sessionof Congress coming up. That's going to start

15 developing lot of coordination and planning with the two Sergeant at Arms, different

16 folks that have to do with the stuff going on inside the Capitol. So Capitol division will

17 start coordinating some. That would oceur just under my chiefs of operations.

1 So they very likely were leaning forward. | know like, you know, Ted Daniels

19 and just trying to thinkof the other personfor the House and the Senate that began to

20 do, you know, like protocol. So there'sa lot of operational planning that begins for the

21 event taking place inside the Capitol.

2 Outside the Capitol, again, my special events at that point was probably looking

23 andtalkingwith the other special events offices trying to find out what permits are out

24 there. That's part of, you know, intel until we start looking at what permits are taking

25 place.
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1 So don't want to sound like we just sat back and waited. There's things that are

2 obviously taking place well within the complex agency we have. ~ So everyone has a

3 responsibility when we have something like this coming on. So at the various levels,

4 there's actions being taken.

5 Q appreciate that, sir. And that actually is a good segue into my next

6 question.

7 You mentioned in your answer the complexity of the department, which | can

8 appreciate ina number of different, you know, for ack of a better term, because | tend to

9 oversimplify things, a lot ofdifferent moving parts.

10 We've had the opportunity to speak with Chief Gallagher and Chief Pittman about

11 that. And one of the things that they told us was, in hindsight, they did not feel like:

12 there was alot of internal coordination amongst all these moving parts, that sort

13 of ~ people were sort of moving in different silos of excellence, you know, doing the best

14 they can, but there wasn't any sort of cross-discussion or sort of unified plan going into

15 the6th. And was just wondering what your reaction was to that.

16 A Yeah, Ifind that interesting and concerning. I'd always talk regularly with

17 both my two assistant chiefs. So prior to me becoming chief,| had one assistant chief

18 overall the operations of the department, whether it's overseeing our physical security,

19 ourdignitary protection, our intelligence, our uniform, our different divisions. It was a

20 huge undertaking

2 Ireally wanted toelevate the level of intelligence. | wanted to elevate our focus

22 onintelligence. So that's why! did get the opportunity, again, after going to the Capitol

23 Police Board and getting approval and approval from oversight, adding in a second

24 assistant chief.

2 So what | did was | puttheiroffices right next to each other, one, to help facilitate
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1 that communication. So Id regularly go and meet with them, talking about what my

2 plans are for developing intelligence and incorporating intelligence into operations.

3 Sol find it atte disheartening that they feel there wasn't a lot of discussions.

a We'd regularly talk about some of the planning as we were moving forward for the 6th,

5 you know, and -- yeah. So | --and |think | just answered it, so

5 Q appreciate that sr

7 And in fairness to you, | didn't mean my question to suggest that peopleweren't

8 talking at all. But, for example, my understanding from my conversations with them,

9 just to give an example, that CDU may not necessarily know what CERT was going to do.

10 CERT may not necessarily know what first responders were going to do. Like, there

11 wasn'ta crosscutting sort of discussion about how folks were goin to go into the 6th.

12 And | guess that's what | was trying to get from you,if you felt like that'sa fair

13 assessment of what was going on at the time, or what your thoughts were.

14 A The way we had kind of coordinated things, for an agency my size, you know,

15 we have to be an intelligence-led agency. Our planning has to be based on intelligence.

16 So, you know, first, you know -- and Chief Pittman and Chief Gallagher,

17 again assistant chief, deputy chief | don't mean to confuse t ~ are overseeing the

18 intelligence, will playa key role in what she's talking about with the others planning the

19 coordination of, you know, what CERT's going to do, things like that.

2 Soitis important that the two assistant chiefs talk. But, you know, the

2 operational aspects of it are all under one assistant chief to help kind of make sure that

2 we're getting that coordination.

23 You know, I'm -- | hadn't heard that, but, | mean, you know, I'd hope that by

24 facilitating it and setting it up in the way | had and, you know, having -- when we first

25 made the two assistant chiefs, you know, pulling them together, talking to them about
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1 the importance of communications, that that wouldn't have been an issue. ~ So I'm just

2 concerned about hearingit, but that's not something | had heard.

3 Q Understood, sir. And just for the record, when I say CERT, | mean the - |

4 thinkit's Containment Emergency Response Team. Do have that right?

5 A Thats thats correct.

6 Q Okay. And that is, again, to oversimplify i, Capitol Police version of SWAT,

7 Special Weapons and Tactics. Is that correct?

8 A Yessir.

9 Q Okay. So earlier in our discussion, you talked about things lie getting bike

10 racks in place and making sure you had enough folks to deploy. Again, from an

11 operational preparedness position, talk to me a little bit about sortofwhat you did to

12 begin planning putting those things in place so they could be executed on or about the

13 eth

14 A So the two assistant chiefs wouldwork on beginning to develop those plans.

15 So Chief Pittman, in her intelligence - so she Assistant Chief Pittman oversaw what was

16 called intelligence and protective operations, if| remember correctly. That included

17 what we say is the physical security aspect, the alarms, the cameras, barriers, things like

18 that, because we have to monitor all those for the department.

19 She is also in charge of, if we go and get bike rack, if we're going to use any type of

20 barrier, if we're going to use bike rack, or if the intelligence, you know, her part of the

21 department's providing, if we need to go to: bigger fence, if we need to ask for more

22 additional resources.

23 And the way that relates is Chief Thomas then begins to develop the staffing for

24 the CDUs, how many CDUs we're going to have, who's goingto be out there. So the two.

25 of them would talk and determine, okay, where do we need fencing, and come up with
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1 the plan for the fencing. So, you know, you're having that communication. So that's

2 how that works.

s Sow had developed, ay, we need tafing inside the Capit handle the ont
4 session, we need staffing outside, we need the incident commander outside, which would

$ fall under one of Chief Thomas’ personnel. And then we'd turn to -- Chief Thomas would

6 um to Pitman and request ening sport wherever hey had determined they wanted
7 the fencing.

8 Q Copy that, sir.

9 And in the operational planning stage, was there any consideration given to the

10 possibility of needing to arrest folks and how that would be processed?

u In the course of our investigation, we've learned from others that there was the
12 belief that therewas a plan in place, buses, sort of dealing with folks that might have

13 been arrested as a result of what may happen on the 6th. Was that part of the

16 operation! paring tal?
15 A A-I'm trying - the mass arrest plan or mass contingency plan is usually part

16 of any operational plan, so there should have been contingencies for offsite processing if

RT——
18 Q And that would involve something like, for example, a bus offsite that would

19 be utilized to handle the processing of those folks?

» A should, yes
2 Q Copy that, sir.

2 So think from an operational perspective, that's all the questions | have for right

5 ow
2 rmsptngtasagsa avert mytergunJil osevs otatayen
25 specifically about the intelligence piece. And then we'll sort of come back and walk
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1 through the rest of the story, okay?

2 A Allright. Thankyou, sir.

3 ovI
4 Q Good morning, Chief. Have you had an opportunity to review some of the

5 documents that we sent over?

6 A Yes. Yes,lhave.

7 Q Okay. Perfect. Do you have them also available to you in case | want to

8 refertoany?

9 A I'd have to see about pulling them up. | don't

10 Q Okay. Don'tworryaboutit. Ican doa good jobof help -- of describing

11 them for you, and then, if there's something you want to

2 A Yeah, I'm not sure if you can put them up on the screen or anything like that,

13 butifyou can describe them. But, yeah, let's see how this goes.

14 Q  Wellldothat. Andif at anypoint you wanttolook atsomething in

15 particular, we'll put them up on the screenforyou, okay?

16 A Yes,si

7 Q Allright. Sol want to start justa ttle bit about intelligence, how it got to

18 you as chief of police, and then how that informed some of your operational decisions for

19 January 6th

0 Basic question first: As chief, where did you get your formal intelligence from?

2 A got myintelligence assessments, intelligence products that came from our

22 ICD, which is our intelligence and interagency coordination division.

23 Q Okay. And we'll call it ICD thank you for spelling it out for us as we

24 move forward

2 How about, how did you get you said intelligence assessments. ~Does that
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1 meanwritten? Isitoral? In what sort of ways would you get told that intelligence?

2 A Its usually ~ it's usually written. | have attended a number of oral briefings

3 downin the llcD, but usually itd be in a written form.

a Q The way intelligence reached you, was it exclusively through the ICD or did

5 you haveother channels outside of that division, any Federal agencies or law

6 enforcement agencies that shared intelligence with you?

7 A Forthe most part, it was always through ICD. ~ That was my main conduit.

8 Q Did you have an understanding as towhether your ICD division received or

9 shared intelligence with those sort of Federal agencies, FBI, DHS, 18, or other law

10 enforcement agencies, lie Metropolitan Police Department? Were you aware if

11 whether they had those sort of open lines of communications with other

12 intelligence-gathering operations?

13 A Certainly hope so. That's their that's their ole. They have personnel

14 embedded with Secret Service, the DHS National Operations Center, the NOC, F8l, various

15 taskforces over at FBI. And | would expect them to be regularly talking with our

16 partners, with Park Police, Secret Service, MPD intel. So, yeah, | would expect them to

17 havea very healthy relationship with those agencies.

18 Q Sometimes you were on calls, you and your executive team, with some of

19 these other Federal agencies. You mentioned in your previous written testimony to the

20 House ~ by the Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee over in the

21 senate ~excuse me and you said this:

2 On Tuesday, January Sth, | hosted a virtual meeting with my executive team, al

23 three principals of the Capitol Police Board, and a dozen of the top law enforcement and

24 militaryofficials from D.C. including the FBI, the U.S. Secret Service, and the National

25 Guard. This meeting focused on both the January 6th event and the upcoming
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1 Presidential inauguration on January 20th. During the meeting, no entity, including the

2 FBI, provided any intelligence indicating there would be a coordinated violentattack on

3 the United States Capitol by thousands of well-equipped, armed insurrectionists.

4 So sort of want to talk through — again, outside the ICD, when you're having.

5 these calls with these agencies, was it expected that intelligence would be shared with

6 you one way or anotheror was that not really something that you would get through

7 those calls and, instead, you relied, as | said, almost exclusively through ICD for your

8 intelligence?

° A Sothat call was a call, you know, again, to talk about, you know, hey, what's

10 the latest everyone's seeing? And | would expect, if somebody is seeing something

11 significant and if we're expecting, you know, a significant incident up on the Hill, to have

2 tyes

13 Assistant Chief Pittman participated in that meeting as well. We -- at the

1a beginning of it, there was a — kind of a overviewof whatour expectations were. And |

15 believe other agencies provided verysimilar overviews as they went through the

16 introductions and kindofwhat their plans were and what their preparations were, and

17 also making sure that everybody kind of had everyone else's contact number, because we

18 hada couple of new people in theirseats.

19 That was oneof the main reasons | wanted to make sure that we were having this,

20 justto do some introductions with some of the people. ~ But it was also an opportunity

21 toshare any of the latest information.

2 Q  Soonlya few months before January 6th, a new director and an assistant

23 director were hired for the ICD. Julie Farnam and Jack Donohue, respectively. How

24 would you characterize the reputation of the IICD before their hiring?

2 A Now, when you say the - was it reputation? You cut out for a second.
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1 How would | characterize the reputation?

2 Q Yeah. Sowhat was your understanding of whether it functioned well as a

3 division, whether it was providing the intelligence, and the way it was providing it in the

4 ways that were helpful to you, and how it was viewed within the intelligence community

5 asto, again, whether its products were seen as quality products? What did you thinkof

6 howit was functioning? Let’startwith before the hiring of the two new heads.

7 A soit had handled many, many events, to include events over the summer,

8 events with the MAGA, MAGA effectively. I'm trying to - MAGA Il, Ithink the former

9 director was just finishing when we had that. ~ So they had handled those effectively.

10 You know, my goal in - you know, we knew -- Norm Grahe was the previous

11 director. We knew NormGrahe was getting ready to leave. | wanted to go and find,

12 you know, someone that was going to be able to take the intelligence, you know, up

13 to-youknow, just to even the next level. You know, | wanted to, you know, think

14 about what - you know, what can we do to, you know, even increase intelligence

15 capabilities.

16 50 that was - you know, when we were lookingfor the new people, those were

17 someofthe things | was interested in. But it had proved effective, but looking to kind of

18 increase capability with the new staff.

19 Q Okay. Ifgetthat right, not necessarily because you thought they were

20 functioning ata lower level; you just had sort of aims or goals to make them better with

21 the hiring of the two new leads. Isthat right?

2 A Yep. Welland, again, initially, all we were hiring was a director. We

23 went out looking for the director to replace Norm Grahe, and, you know, my goal was, in

24 talking with the twoassistant chiefs, but mainly Chief Pittman, because, you know, he'd

25 be working with Chief Pittman, was, you know, bring somebody in that can really, you
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1 know, take our intelligence to a - you know, to a new level.

2 Because | knew, as an agency, with the threatswe were getting, everything that

3 wasgoingon, intelligence was key to what we do. t's key to how we plan, how

4 we ouroperations. Sol want to make sure we got a good director. And they — you

5 know, she and Gallagher -- and we also brought in an outside assessor to sit on a panel

6 andreview them.

7 So they initiallywas just hiring one, but Chief Pittman and Chief Gallagher came

8 after the process and said, Hey, we also identified a numbertwo that wethink would be

9 really goodfor the intelligence analysis - analysts, and that was Julie Farnam. = So | was

10 able toidentify through working with Richard Braddock a FTE position and brought her on

11 asthe | think assistant director would be the title.

2 Q And you mentioned, you know,youwanted to take it to a new level. Can

13 youbespecific? What wasn't it doing previously that you were hoping it would start to

14 doorstart todo better?

15 A Oh, it not that it wasn't ~ | wanted to look at ways we could incorporate

16 new technology, what could we do to ~ like cell phones, | had been wanting to, you know,

17 finda way to push cell phones into the officers’ hands. And this was a process - 1 know

18 now they've deployed them, but this was a process we had started when | got into chief.

19 I think technology can be beneficial. You can use it as ~ to collect intelligence.

20 Youcan useit to disseminate intelligence. So | wanted to look at, what can we do with

21 new technology? Sol just wanted somebody that was coming in considering, you know,

22 what can be done with new technology, what can be done with new products to assist

23 ouropen source?

2 If we're looking at threats, you know, open-source threats against our Capitol

25 campus and the congressional community skyrocketing, what technology is out there to
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1 help us start sifting through these threats, you know, to help us find the needle in the

2 needle stack that could actually be abig threat to us.

3 So just wanted somebody - you know, | just wanted to find somebody that was

4 technologically driven that could be incorporating new tools. That may be the best way,

5 justnew tools.

6 Q How did you conceive of the IICD's role - as an intelligence-gathering.

7 operation, an intelligence-sharing operation, merely an ntelligence-consuming operation,

8 allthree, if that's what you wanted? And it could be all or none of them. What was its

9 objectiveinyourmind?

10 A Iwould lookat tas a intelligence processing. We are consumers of

11 intelligence. We get our intelligence from, you know, the intelligence community, and

12 processit into something that we can use. Really, the only intelligence-gathering

13 capability that we have is our open source, open source section, OSS, it would be referred

14 to, where they can go out and they can look and see what's being posted on social media

15 and pull that together, determine if there is anything within that social media that is

16 concerning to the campus and then include it in the intelligence products.

7 Q How did intelligence from the IICD get to you -- | know you said written and

18 briefings. Was there an open line of communication between yourself and the director

19 ofthelicD? Did you rely on yourassistant chief over that intelligence umbrella to sort

20 of be the conduit between the IICD and yourself? ~ Basically, who from the division spoke

21 directly to you, or through which liaison did you get sort of information from them?

2 A Most of my information was - | get most of the written information.

23 Verbal information was always either Deputy Chief Gallagher or Assistant Chief Pittman,

24 who wasusually would have been with Deputy Chief Gallagher at the time. Even

25 though | had avery good relationship, I'm a firm believer of knowing and kind of, you
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1 know, your staff, what's going on. 1doa lot of management by walking around.

2 501d regularly walk through Protective Services Bureau, the bureau that houses

3 NCD. It's one floor right directly below me in headquarters, and I'd regularly walk

4 through. Julie Farnam and Jack Donohue — John Donohue, the director,their offices

5 were right next to each other, and I'd regularly stop by and checkin, how -- you know,

6 howare they settling in, how's everything going?

7 So there was a good line of communication there. Sof there's a an issue, |

8 would have thought they could have brought it up. But | think Gallagher and Pittman

9 really wanted to, you know, kind of control the information. ~ They like to know what's

10 going up to their boss, so I'd usually hear -- anything verbally usually would be from the

11 twoof them, with the exception of if | was invited to a intelligence briefing, | would

12 usually go down to ICD, and the intelligence briefing would be provided in the SCIF if it

13 was classified or if we have a - usually down in the SCIF inthe IICD.

14 Q  Didanyone at ICD have a voice or input on the operational end of the

15 department? And, if not, whose role was it to marry intelligence with the security

16 posture planningforanevent?

7 A Can you clarify thatjust alittle bit better? |just want to make sure I'm fully

18 understandingit.

19 Q Sure. I'm wondering if ICD got together with the operational side and had

20 sort of input, you know, was able to talk about the intelligence that they were seeing and

21 have input in that decisionmaking about how operations would be informed from that

22 intelligence, or is there a role to give someone -- maybe it's yourself, maybe it's lower

23 than you that intelligence, so that that person can sort of make decisions based on the

24 intelligence operationally?

2 A Gotit. Sothe operations -- so intelligence would regularly brief the
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1 operational commanders within the department, division commanders that run the

2 Capitol, Library, House, Senate divisions, the deputy chief, and officials from OSB that

3 were onour CDU, CERT, our SWAT team. So they would regularly brief them and get

4 an you know, so they'd make sure that they had the intelligence that they needed to do

5 the planning.

6 Those briefings would usually be attended - planned - you know, should be

7 attended by the two assistant chiefs. Sof there was a concern or coordination that

8 needed to be done asfaras if there was a discrepancyor anything like that that had to do

9 with the planning or if there was a concern, | would anticipate it would work somewhere

10 between the two assistant chiefs andtheir subordinates.

1 Q  I'dlike to talk about the first two MAGA marches on November 14th and

12 December 12th.

13 Whatwas the intelligence that you were looking at seeing i the lead-up to those

14 first two events?

15 A That we were expecting - I'm just trying to summarize it. We were

16 expecting large crowds coming in. We expected members of the Proud Boys to be

17 there. We expected possibly some White supremacists. We expected

18 counterprotesters to be there - antifa, you'll sometimes hear folks refer to - and other

19 groups protesting against the MAGA marchers.

0 1 would get an idea of where they were going to march, that they're going to be

21 coming up, they're going to marching, They'd have - they'd oftentimes have some of

22 the people apply for permits on Capitol Grounds. I'd get an assessment of

23 Ms. Banks. Whatdid you have?

2 Mr. Sund. Oh, yeah, Id get assessments of the groups that are applying for

25 permitsas| apply as | approved the permits. And we'd coordinate with Supreme
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1 Court Police -- they have a police department -- for how the march would come up and

2 march past the Capitol.

3 So we had an anticipation that we had some large groups, that there could be

a some violent skirmishes along the routes, and that we may have some White

5 supremacists, some militia group type of folks. So possibly, yeah, some folks could be

6 armed.

7 ovIN

8 Q What were the preparations securitywise as related to the Capitol? | know

9 these demonstrations were out in the city, but as it related to the Capitol, what did you

10 do given that intelligence that was given to you about those first two events?

n A Sothe intelligence developeda perimeter plan, which i the barrier the

12 metal barriers. The assistant chief for operations -- so when | say we, would develop,

13 you know, the perimeter plan, would develop the COU plan. They would activate COU

14 platoons. And I'm trying to recall off the top of my head. | think it was maybe four

15 CDU platoons that were deployed during that time, and come up with a plan for where

16 they would go, you know, how we'd handle -- where we'd deploy the CDU along the

17 route, what we'd do to keep counterprotesters separated from each other, things like

18 that.

19 Q  Andjust to beclear for the record, because we're going to be using a lot of

20 thetalk internal emails called it bike rack. When you say metal barriers, you're talking

21 about bike racks?
22 A Yeah. They're often referred to as bike racks, yes.

23 Q Okay. Perfect. And you talked about activating four platoons, COU

24 platoons. What's the total number of CDU platoons at your -- available to you?

25 A Soa lotof that has to do with--when yousayavailable to me, it can change:
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1 based on other eventswe have going on at the Capitol. So if nothing else is going on

2 and I'm able to activate, | want tosay -- | believe it's seven.

3 Q Okay. Perfect. Thankyou.

4 So that's at least a maximum number. | understand perhaps there may be fewer

5 available to you depending on what's going on, but the total extreme, maximum universe

6 of COU platoons available to you at the time would have been seven?

7 A Itwould have been seven. And you're also able to pull together people

8 outside of the CDU platoons that can assist if needed as well

9 Q Not talking about what actually happened in the first two MAGA marches,

10 butdid you become aware of skirmishes between protesters and counterprotesters after

11 those events? And, if so, how did it affect your outlook on the possibility of violence

12 leading up to January 6th?

13 A Yes. We did have -- we did have skirmishes. We -- you know, 058, | think,

14 prepared -prepared an afteraction for it that talked about needing people in their hard

15 gear earlier, deployed to their locations earlier. We adjusted —took t and we adjusted

16 some of the bikerack to help separate some of the groups because of some of the

17 skirmishes thatwe had for the MAGA Il. So we knew we were going to have some of

18 the similar instances during MAGA VI. ~ That's what | expected.

19 Q Did

20 A I'msorry. NotMAGA VI, but the January 6th event.

2 Q Right. Did Capitol Police, if you know, either have any injuries from those

22 two events or themselves effectuate arrests?

23 A Ibelieve we had — there was, | believe, one arrest on the first one, and we

24 did have a couple of people complaining of injuries.

2 Q Okay. Andwhatabout the second,if you know?
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1 A Second -- the second one, no arrests, and | don't recall any injuries.

2 Q When did you become aware that January 6th, the day of theelectoral votes

3 are certified, you know, a day of ttle importance every other election cycle, that it would

4 this time draw more public attention, particularly from demonstrators protesting the

5 election results?

6 And | don't need an exact day, but around when do you think it dawned on

7 you~ ifit ever did, of course that this was going to be different?

8 A Ithink when -- when we first knew that the group had put in forthe permit

9 orwere planning to have the event on the Ellipse and, again, | believe that was maybe

10 around December 14th - we anticipated that we were going to be having demonstrations

11 around the CapitolforJanuary 6th.
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1

2 [07am]

3 ovI
a Q Did you take any note of the December 19th tweet by President Trump.

5 saying, quote, "Be there, wil be wild!"? Do you recall?

6 A I'd heard about the tweet. Again, at the time | thought it's social media

7 grandstanding.

8 Q Okay. Didthe fact that the President of the United States is promoting an

9 eventat least affect your thinking as to how many people might actually end up showing

10 up?

1 A suspected there was probably going to be a large amount of people. It

12 was probably going to be a significant event.

3 Q How in tune were you with open sourcing that was reporting on the tension

14 that was building after the election - claims of election fraud and the election being

15 stolen, tension between the President and the Vice President and the latter's ole in the

16 election certification, and whether he had the power to halt the certification, delay the

17 certification?

1 Were you aware of that tension that was sort ofbuilding around the country

19 through open sourcing as we're leading into the January th event?

1) A Again, for my intelligence, 1 look to my intelligence products and I look to,

21 what my intelligence division is evaluating what's going on on social media to determine

22 howitmay impact us on the Hil and I'm looking for that in their intelligence products.

2 Q Does that mean - how aware were youof open sourcing yourself? Sojust

24 the newspaper, reading the media reports, if you have social media of your own.

25 Howaware ~
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1 A Atthetime—

2 Q Sorry. Just let me the court reporter gets really angry if we talk over one

3 another. Soletme just finish the question, which is just, how aware were you outside

4 of what the ICD formally prepared for you?

5 A Notveryaware. |wasn'ton social media, wasn't monitoring what was

6 going on with social media. I'm just not on social media.

7 Q Okay. Iwanttotalk about the threat assessment that IICD put out. It's

8 the final oneforJanuary 6th. It's exhibit. And it was completed on January 3rd,

9 2021

10 Before we get to that, was that the first piece of sort of finalized intelligence you

11 gotfrom ICD about January 6th, or had you been receiving anything previous to that?

2 A Okay. Sowhenyou say finalize it," so you're interested - we didn't lose

13 you okay, there we go.

1a So just to make sure | understand your question, what previous intelligence did we

15 getpriorto this?

16 Q Yes.

1” A Okay. So there was -- this was the fourth of three intelligence assessments

18 forit. |wanttosay the first -- I'm just drawing on - that maybe December 16th,

19 December 23rd was the second, December 30th may have been the third, and this

20 wouldve been the fourth. So | would've reviewed those as well.

21 And I'm trying to thinkifthere's anything else that | recall, anything else. But

22 there was three previous assessments.

23 Q Yeah. And the assessments were - they were basically updates of one

24 another, right? So it's the same sortof document being updated each time a new one

25 comesout?
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1 A Well,yeah, it's an assessment,yeah,whether it'supdated. But,yeah, it's

2 anassessment that provides - if there's more clarity or more intelligence, it would just be

3 included in the next assessment, yes.

4 Q And before we get to this January 3rd and the top line that you took away

5 fromit, it has an overall analysis, which is new, which wasn't in the previous three

6 iterations of the bulletin.

7 So putting that aside, just the first three, can you tell me what your feeling of what

8 theassessment was from the frst three versions of this document?

° A The first three versions of the document was that we were looking at an

10 eventvery similar to the two previous MAGA events, that we would be seeing groups

11 comingup. Rather than protesting the Supreme Court, they would be protesting

12 Congress and the electoral vote, that they'd be coming up toward the Hill. So we

13 expected a numberof groups putting in for permits and demonstrating upon the Hill.

1a But from everything | was reading, it was going to beof a similar natureas the

15 previous two MAGA rallies.

16 Q  Solet's talk now about this, the completed version that comes out January

17 3rdof2021. Ifyou recall, when did you first read that document, and what were some

18 of your topline takeaways from it?

19 A lLet'ssee. |don't recall exactly when I first read it. | know, going through

20 mytakeaways again, looking through it, | was really surprised by the numberof traffic

21 closures with MPD.

2 It read very similar to what we had seen before. It readverysimilar to the two

23 previous ones, the two previous - I'msorry - the three previous assessments, kind of

24 buildingon it.

2 The two previous MAGA rallies, that we expected that they would be coming, and
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1 we expected along day of protests on the Hill. But we expectedvery similar

2 altercation like we had before.

3 We expected Proud Boys. We anticipated that you may have some people come

4 downarmed. MPD had seen that in the two previous rallies for it. Andweanticipated

5 that we could have physical altercations, limited skirmishes around the Capitol Grounds.

6 Nowhere did | walk away fromreading that assessment that we were goingto

7 have a coordinated attack by hundreds and thousands of people.

8 Q And you did use the word "similar" often. ~ So is itfairto say that even with

9 this third this January 3rd final assessment, you believed it was in linewith the

10 intelligence you were receiving before? Nothing in it was sort ofa departure, a shock,

11 orsomething new to you that you hadn'talready heard. Is that fair?

2 A Yeah, that's fair. | mean, when you read through it, and especially when

13 you get toward the last paragraph, the intelligence - or the analyst assessment — it's very

14 similar to kindofwhat we expected.

15 We expected people to be coming here. We expected demonstrations. We

16 expected Proud Boys, members of the militia, some militia groups, some White

17 supremacists to be here.

18 Alarge crowd, but it would be focused on the Capitol. That's what we -- we had

19 anticipated every - it was no different than | think what we had anticipated in the

20 previous two rallies.

2 Q And sso the overall analysis at the end of the document, it read this way,

22 quote, "This sense of desperation and disappointment may lead to moreof an incentive

23 tobecome violent. Unlike previous post-election protests, the targets of the pro-Trump

24 supporters are not necessarily the counterprotesters, as they were previously, but rather

25 Congress itself is the target on the 6th," end quote.
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1 Can you help reconcilethat for me? You've talked, again, a lot about how for

2 you the takeaway was itssimilar to the previous two events. But this overall analysis

3 says, unlike previous events, thetargetsare not going to be one another, the

4 counterprotesters versus the protesters, it's Congress -which of course the Capitol Police

5 issworn to protect - it's Congressthat's the target.

6 Can you reconcile for me howthat isn't a new, additional warning distinct from

7 the previous two MAGA marches?

8 A Well, what's interesting is the two previous MAGA marches actually

9 weren't theirfocus wasn't on the counterprotesters, the focus was on the Supreme.

10 Court. So their focus being on the Capitol and Congress makes sense.

u Anygroup that comes and marches tothe Capitol or has events up here on the

12 Capitol that is — whether it's immigration, healthcare reform, Supreme Court

13 nominations - their reason for coming up here and protesting s to influence and sway

14 Congress. Their target for the protest is Congress. So that in itself doesn't send up a

15 bunch of red flags for me.

16 Q We've spoken to who think both she and Jack Donohue agree was the

17 author of that paragraph. That's Ms. Julie Farnam. And she talked to us about how at

18 least her intention with that paragraph was to say that it was different, that while the

19 violence that was seen on MAGA | and MAGA Il were between protesters and

20 counterprotesters, that it was her concern that the violence would now be targeted at

21 the Capitol, at Congress, at Congress Members, as opposed to skirmishes between

22 protesters and counterprotesters.

23 Is it fair to say then that it is not how you read it and that was not your thinking

24 leading into January 6th?

2 A Sothere'sa couple concerns. One -- yeah, that is not how I read it. |
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1 don'tthinkalot of other people read it that way.

2 One, there's a lot of qualifiers peppered throughout that paragraph which raises

3 the level of concern for the paragraph.

4 But also what I'd be lookingfor and is kind of missing, ifyou look at some of the

5 previous ones, what you have is an analyst saying our assessment with a levelofcertainty

6 sth.

7 That's what I'd be looking for. We assess with a high level of certainty that the

8 stuffs going to hit the fan on January 6th, we're going to see this, this, and this, or we're

9 likely to see these type of fights.

10 You don't see that in this. You see: It could be, might be. It just - it seems

11 verysimilar to thestuff we had seen before.

2 And then when you take this into consideration with the product that was put out

13 the very same day most people got this - | mean, | think this was distributed Sunday

14 night Monday, ICD then puts outa Daily Intelligence Report, a DIR, that indicates all the

15 groups that are coming to protest as low of low concern. Its put out the 4th, the Sth,

16 andthe 6th

7 50 you got to take all that into consideration when you're evaluating this

18 intelligence product.

19 Q Right. | want toask you alittle bit about those Daily Intelligence Reports.

0 But sticking right now to this threat assessment, do you have a sense of how

21 widely the threat assessment was shared? First, lets start internally, within Capitol

2 Police

23 A I would've expected it to be shared with all the operationalplannerswithin

24 Capitol Police. Its usually distributedfairlywide. | don't know what the exact

25 distribution is, but usually goes to most officials on the Department.
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1 Q Are you aware of whether it actually was? | know you said twas your

2 expectation,

3 A Yes. Idobelieveit was. believe there's an email that has it being

4 distributed down to the rank — I believe its the rankofsergeant. That includes all our

5 CDUand things like that.

6 And in addition, 1 also asked, you've probably seen one of my emails where |

7 directed that al roll calls be addressed in what the expectations werefor January 6th as

8 wel, 50 to make sure that ths information was getting out there.

° Q Whatabout externally? How was it shared, if you know, externally outside

10 the Capitol Police?

1 A Noldon'tknowthat.

2 Q And so think for the record I'm just going to read the entire paragraph.

13 Youmentioned that there were somequalifierswithin it. | understand you brought up,

14 and] think it'sa good point, that the Daily Intelligence Report is somewhat different or

15 casts somewhat a different picture.

16 But within this paragraph itself if you could help me, point me to where it

17 is there are the qualifiers. Sol just read it for the record.

1 "Due to the tense political environment following the 2020 election, the threat of

19 disruptive actions or violence cannot be ruled out. ~ Supporters of the current President

20 see January 6, 2021, as the last opportunity to overturn the results of the presidential

21 election. This sense of desperation and disappointment may lead to more of an

22 incentive to become violent.

2 “Unlike previous post-election protests, the targets of the pro-Trump supporters

24 are not necessarily the counter-protesters as they were previously, but rather Congress

25 itselfis the target on the 6th.
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1 "As outlined above, there has been a worrisome call for protesters to come to

2 these events armed and there is the possibility that protesters may be inclined to become

3 violent.

a “Further, unlike the events on November 14, 2020, and December 12, 2020, there

5 are several more protests scheduled on January 6, 2021, and the majorityof them will be:

6 onCapitol grounds.

7 “The two protests expected to be the largest of the day the Wornen for America

8 First protest at the Ellipse and the Stop the Steal protest in Areas 8 and 9 -~ may draw

9 thousands of participants and both have been promoted by President Trump himself,

10 “The Stop the Steal protest inparticular does not have a permit, but several high

11 profile speakers, including Members of Congress, are expected to speak at the event.
12 This, combined with Stop the Steal's propensity to attract white supremacists, militia

13 members, and others who actively promote violence, may lead toa significantly

14 dangerous situation for law enforcementand the public” "the general public,” excuse

15 me alike

16 Sif you could just point me to where you feel there's some hedging.
FY A Okay. Yeah, I mean, you got ~ there's a lot there to get through. So, let's

18 see. The combined ~ the very last sentence - the combined

19 Ms. Banks. Start at the top.

1) Mr. Sund. Yeah, okay.

2 Solet's get through the first sentence. The very next sentence, "This sense of

22 desperation and disappointment may lead to more of an incentive to become violent."

2 We understood you may have some groups there that may become - have some

24 altercations with law enforcement. That was one of the things we were preparing for.

2 Let's see. Counterprotests, we already talked about that. But Congress itself,
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1 Asoutlined above, there had been a worrisome call.

2 1 tend to wonder if an intel analyst would actually use the term "worrisome."

3 But anyway, worrisome call

4 We knew that they may have some people that come armed. | had actually

5 coordinated with theassistant chief to come up with a plan to deal with armed

6 protesters, and we can deal with -talk about that ifyou want later.

7 But "may be inclined" and there you go again "may be inclined" to become

8 more violent

9 These are the areas I'm looking for, if there'sa high level of concern, that it's

10 sayingthat. Asan analyst, we have a high level of concern, we assess with a hgh level

11 of high level of I'm drawing a blank - that we're sure, a high level of being assured,

12 thatthisis likely to happen. That's not what we're seeing there.

13 Let's see. The two protests expected tobe the largest of the day, the Women for

14 America First, the Stop the Steal protests, may draw thousands of participants. They

15 have been promoted by Donald Trump.

16 Vl talk alitle bit about that real quick in just a second.

7 Does not have a permit. And we had several groups that were there that had

18 permits, including Members of Congress, who were expected to speak. Now, they were

19 expected to speak at some of the groups that had permits

0 “This, combined with Stop the Steal's propensity to attract white supremacists,

21 militia members, and others who actively promote violence" - again, there's a

22 “may” "may lead toa significantly dangerous situation."

23 Oh, just lost it.

2 So you've got a number of qualifiers through there that begin to raise your

25 concern. Butalso, and you just reminded me of it, there appears to be these people
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1 thatare thinking that, hell, this indicated that Armageddon was coming.

2 Well, the very next dayafter this was distributed the assistant chief - both the

3 deputychief from IICD - or the deputy chief for PSB and the assistant chief over

4 intelligence, both let's see, the assistant chief I think it was the assistant

5 chief forwarded a number of those permits with their recommendation that | approve

6 them. Thatright there gives me the impression, okay, there's not a high levelof concern

7 overthis.

8 Q Buin the history of Capitol Police, had they ever denied a permit that had

9 beenputin?

10 A Inthehistoryof Capitol Police, if we had a high level of concernfor violence,

11 sure as hell would expect somebody to at least make a notation on there to say, "Hey,

12 we gota high level of concern for violence on this, and let's start getting the lawyers

13 together and find out what we're going to do."

14 Q But was it your understanding - and it's mine - that it never has come to

15 pass, therehas never beenadenialofa permit?

16 A Idon'tknow. Mytime there is somewhat limited. But | don't know what

17 theirhistorys.

18 Q Did you havea role in sort of putting together the Civil Disturbance Unit

19 operational plan?

0 A Not the operational plan, no. It's just you're going to try and activate the

21 maximum amount of COU possible. ~The only role | had was adjusting some of the

22 fencing, making recommendations for adjusting some of the fencing.

23 Q About this threat assessment, we talked about it being shared internally.

24 Doyouknow if it reached the rank and file officers?

2 A So when you say rank and file officers, | just want to make sure, the
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1 assessment my direction, again, | know you've got an email chain out there I think that

2 hasit going down to the rank of sergeant -- | can't testify or state whether it went to

3 everysingle sergeant. But my direction was for that everyone to be briefed in roll call

4 forthe expectations of the day.

5 S01 don't know to what level it went. But there was an email that went - looked

6 like it went out to all the lieutenants, | believe most of the sergeants, if not all. 1 just

7 can't confirm that.

8 Q Because at the time the frontline officers didn't havephoneswith access to

9 their emails, they would have to go into a computer on campus to check their emails.

10 Isn't that right?

1 A Thatis correct. And]kind of look at ~that's kind of the role of some of the

12 officials that are doing rol cal, things like that, to make sure the officers are briefed on

13 what's going on during the day. That would be my expectationsafteralmost 30 years in

14 law enforcement.

15 Q 50, to be fair, your expectation wouldn't be that rank and fle or first

16 responding officers would necessarily read this paragraph on their own. They would be

17 tolditorally from their superiors.

18 How they took away, what their impression of what the takeaway was, it would be

19 conveyed to them by their supervisors at rol call orally? Is that correct?

0 A Just for clarification, can yourepeat the question again, just so | understand

a i

2 Q Sure. just wanted to the expectation wasn't that they would necessarily

23 read it themselves. The expectation would be that it would be orally conveyed to them

24 bythe superiors, the sort of crux ofwhatthis 15-page intelligence assessment is saying.

2 A Yeah, mean, it could occur in both ways. I'm sure you've got some places,
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1 someofthe units, where they're actually — the officers will be able to have the time to it

2 down and read it andgo through and take care of it.

3 Then you're going to have other divisions where i's most likely going to be best if

4 it's briefed down just because of the time they have to get out on post.

5 Soit may be a variety of ways they're consuming the information.

s Q So we talked a litlebit about the January Sth or 4th, Sth, and 6th Daily

7 Intelligence Report. The one for the Sth isin exhibit 6, and it rates the, quote, "level of

8 probability of acts of civil disobedience/arrests" as improbable for a few pro-Trump
9 groups, which it says translates to abouta 20 to 45 percent chance.

10 That was the sort of highest level of risk, with others coming in a rung lower at

11 highly improbable, or the lowest, which was remote.

2 Youtalked a litle bit about preferring in the intelligence bulletin there be sort of

13 quantified numbers as to certainty of violence.

1a How did you interpret this improbable level of risk? It says 20 to 45 percent

15 chance.

16 A That there's not a high level of- nota strong probabilityofarrests or civil

17 disobedience associated with them.

18 Q isi the label of improbable that's communicating that to you, or do you

19 agree thatat the highest level ~ it says 45 that 45 is not a particularly high percentage

20 of violence risk of violence?

2 A Letme make sure | understand your word. | mean, the word "improbable"

22 is probably what focus on,

2 Q Okay. So that seems to be fair to me.

2 Soit had defined improbable as 20 to 45 percent, but you weren't necessarily
25 looking at those numbers. You were more looking at the topline labeling of it as
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1 improbable.

2 Is that fair?

3 A Yeah, Id say that's probably fair, yes.

a Q  Andit sounds to me that you did not feel that to be contradictory to what

5 you readin the January 3rd assessment, that the January 3rd assessment was in line that

6 thelevel of risk would be improbable?

7 A Yeah. Canyourepeatthat one more time? I'm sorry.

8 Q Yeah. I'm wondering if that labeling of improbable stood in contrast to the

9 January 3rd assessment in your view or whether it was inline.

10 Aer reading the January 3rd assessment, did you come away thinking that

11 violence would be improbable?

2 A When you look at the entire assessment, from the very beginning, the

13 bottom line up front, how it reads, the number of groups that were expected to stay in

14 theirassigned areas, things ike that, it doesn't read thatwe're seeing a significant issue

15 coming down the pike, that we knew, we knew we were expecting you're going to have

16 some pockets of some people that are going to be problematic, but not a wide range of

17 violence, no.

18 Q Did you have any visibility into how the Daily Intelligence Report was put

19 together? Sowhodidit? How wasitverified? Were there multiple people analyzing

20 that level ofrisk or was it merely one analyst? And how senior, if it was one person,

21 howsenior that person waswithinthedivision?

2 Did you know anyofthat when you were reading that intelligence report?

2 A No,sir, I didnot. Alll know is that it came out. If you've seen one and

24 you compare it with the assessments, very similar look, feel, you expect to be one and the

25 same.
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1 Yeah, there you go. You look at i, it looks like official document. ~ At the time,

2 noideawho reviewed it.

3 1d say | don't know if we were able to do a break here sometime soon.

a Q Yes. Why don't] 1just have one final question ora couple questions

aboutthis, and then we'll take a break, a S-minute break. Is that okay?

s A That would be great. Thank you.

7 Q Of course. And let me know if you need us to go down. | was talking at

8 yousortof the number percentages and the improbable and not probable. Let me

9 know. It'sactually kind ofa long document because this one is both the January Sth and

10 January 7th Daily Intelligence Report.

n So did you have afollow-up conversation with anyone at ICD to get -- or with your

12 assistant chiefs ~ to get clarification as to the two products, to the extent that you saw

13 any divergence if you saw none, you saw none - and/or how to properly read the

14 labeling in this Daily Inteligence Report, and how much verification had gone into the

15 numbers that were producedwithin it?

16 A No.

FY Certainly that's alot of questions in one question.

18 Q Yes. Myapologies.

19 A No,1 don't recall having a follow-upto say, how do these two kindofblend

20 together?

2 This is a Daily Intelligence Report that has been put out for a number of years. |

22 think it's been put out the entire time I've been with the Capitol Police, which would be a

23 little over 4 years prior to my departure.

2 And it was something that | looked upon regularly, because it would tell ou not

25 only things about what was happening at the Capitol, it would tell you things about what
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1 was happening around the city. Sol had an idea of what issues we would be facing.

2 Ifelt that I'd been very comfortable with the information it provided. | hadn't

3 seen anything that had been wrong about it up until this point.

4 Q And Julie Farnam and Jack Donohue told the select committee that on

5 January ath, the day after this threat assessment was completed, they held a conference

6 call with leadership highlighting the warning from the January 3rd assessment.

7 Ms. Farnam provided your contemporaneous notes — or her, excuse me, her

8 contemporaneous notes to the committee regarding what was spoken about at this

9 briefing,

10 They're ~ if we could put them up — exhibit 12 and 12a. Maybe if we could start

1 with12,

2 As we're putting it up, do you recall if you participated on this conference call,

13 Chief Sund?

14 A No,sir. Iwasnotinvited.

15 Q Okay. Were you told about t afterwards? When did you learn that there

16 wasa January4th conference call?

7 A found out afterwards, | mean, several weeks after. | don't recall exactly

18 howlfoundout. Ithink | was asking - I'mtryingtothink.

19 1 think somebody came across and talked about something on a calendar. | said,

20 whatare you talking about, an intelligence briefing? And they said, yeah, there was an

21 intelligence briefing.

2 Maybe somebody had mentioned to me there was an intelligence briefing. Let

23 mepullitup. And they had the intelligence briefing. And it had a number of people

24 beinginvited, but | wasn't invited.

2 1believe this was also addressed later. And that was, | mean, that was several
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1 weeks that | found out about this after January 6th.

2 And | think it was addressed in a Washington Post article where it was asked about

3 me not being invited to a meeting. And the Department's response was | usually
a wouldn't attend a meeting like that,this was more operational.

5 | would think if they're having this high level of concern, you sure as heck would

6 wantto have the chief there.
7 Q That sort of line that was put out there, it soundedas though, was that did

8 you participate in that response, that it was not something a chief would attend, or are

9 you taking issue with that being the characterization and that you would've liked to

10 attend?

1 A lattended inteligence briefings down in the SCIF regularly. Yeah, | don't
12 know why, if they're briefing new intelligence that they feel is concerning, they wouldn't

13 have invited me. I'd gone in the past and it wasn't unusual for me to attend.

1 Q Do you know who did attend? Did your assistant chiefs attend, if you're
15 aware?

16 A Idon'tknow. don't knowoff the top of my head. | believe some of the

17 inspectors. I'm just trying to remember who. _ Inspector Lloyd, | believe, attended.
18 Deputy Chief Waldow, | believe, attended. There were a number of people that

19 attended.

2 Q Allright. And just want to read through some things.
21 Quote, it says here, "Supporters see this as last opportunity,

22 disappointment/desperation, incentive to become violent, nothing left to los, target not
23 counterprotesters, target is Congress, protests heavily publicized, Stop the Steal, White

24 supremacists, Proud Boys, militias, multiple social media posts, armed, potentially be a

25 verydangerous situation.”
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1 And then | believe on 12a there'sa note, “This is war," | think.

2 Ifwe can just pull it upreally fast.

3 One second, Chief Sund.

4 “Protesters see this as war."

5 Soif we could just go back to 12 now that I've read that into the record.

6 In essence, my question to you is, seeing all that, does that sound the same as

7 what you read in the January 3rd assessment and therefore I know thisis alittle bit ofa

8 hypothetical - potentially attending the briefing wouldn't have changed your outlook?

9 Or reading this and the way it's written down and summed up, does this feel

10 different or urgent to you in a way that the January 3rd assessment clearly did not?

u A Soa couple of key things about this

2 One, I have no idea when this was prepared. | see it's written on the calendar

13 date, so things like that. |don't knowifthis is something that may have been put

14 togetherafterthe fact, justa ttle CYA. | don't know.

15 Again, | wasn't there, so | can't attest to what was and was not said. | would just

16 highly recommend that the committee ensure that they interview anybody that did

17 participate in that.

18 Q Yes. And so, obviously, assuming that these people have given sworn

19 testimony, that these are contemporaneous, that these are notes, talking points, for what

20 was said on the call, | just want to know from you, is this, what you've read, is it different

21 toyou? Doesit sound different?

2 Or do you feel i's much in ine with what had been given to you about the

23 previous two MAGA marches and that there's nothing either startling or shocking or

24 different in what you see here than what you read previously?

2 A You're asking me to make comments on somebody's notes. And, again,
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3 have no da, agin, what was sd, what was nak sid Tiss somebody's nots.
2 | workoff the distributed and published intelligence. | don't know. |can't say|

3 feet comfortale answering hat uestion
4 I Ok:y. | think this is a good place fora break. | appreciate it

5 We'll reconvene at 11:45?

. Mr Sund, Alrgh. Thankyou.
; EE erro
8 [Recess.]

5 I co co beckon the er

u Q. So, hie und, wnt go through some ndhidal pices of iligence
12 information that made its way into some pockets of Capitol Police and talk to you about.

15 how muchoyouwere aware of
u But before we sich avr that ape, ave ust one st uestion an the al
15 Intelligence Report.

16 Had you known -- and the committee has since found out -- that the report is

17 writen by ask fer, nor agent ffcer within he nteligencedhisin and wasnt
18 reviewed by the director, the associate director, or anyone above that person, that it was,

19 nessence, th lato ofa sinle person, snl eran’ chrge ofputin
20 those dlimeigence reports a you mentioned, dat, would tht hve fected your
2a thinking and perhaps gotten you to rely more so on the January 3rd assessment than you

2 ddonihe Day nligece Report hat we were alin abou?
23 A think it would raise my concern about how things were being handled in

28 ICD. 1 mean, lesa concer tht youve got somebody that sil what
25 they're saying is a single analyst and they're pushing up intelligence that the Department
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1 andthe chief is relying on, and its not being reviewed. It'd just raise my concern about

2 what's going on to review the products and even bring in a question: Who's reviewing

3 the intelligence assessment?

4 Q And think you might've said this, but would it be fair, do you think, that

5 that, the Daily Intelligence Report, affected your view of how you read or how you looked

6 atorhow you interpreted the January 3rd assessment?

7 A Itplayeda role in my overall anticipation for the day's events.

8 I mean, let's be clear. We knew the events were focused on the Capitol. We

9 expected everybody would be coming up to the Capitol to demonstrate. | expected a

10 large event. | expected someof that crowd to become ~ to possibly be violent. And |

11 had planned accordingly, activated all available resources | had to me, based on that

12 information alone.

13 If for some reason, as you had indicated on the notes, that Ms. Farnam or Chief

14 Pittman or Chief Gallagher believed this is war, | would've expected, one, to be invited to

15 that briefing.

16 Two, if|wasn't at that briefing and they were briefing out that this is war, that |

17 probably would've been seeing an assistant chief in my office saying: Wegot an issue,

18 we got to talk, we got something that's a lot different than what we had seen before.

19 So based on the information that | was getting and based on my read of that final

20 paragraph, we expected a large demonstration to be coming up toward the Capitol and

21 had planned accordingly.

2 Q  Andtellmeif thisis fair. It sounds though then, because the January 3rd

23 assessment to you read in line with what had happened previously at MAGA | and MAGA

24 Il, nothing - did anything operationally change as a result of the intelligence you received

25 either through the Daily Intelligence Report or the January 3rd assessment?
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1 A Most of the operational planning, besides the movement of some of the

2 fencing, was done in advance of the January 3rd assessment coming out. Even my

3 request tothe National Guard occurred prior to the January 3rd assessment coming out

4 And I think if you go back and you look at the January 3rd assessment, |think

5 you'lleven finda date error at the top. | think it's dated 2020, which now raises even

6 more concern about some of the review.

7 But anyway — can you repeat the question? I'm sorry.

8 Q Well, 50 then it sounds like to me that some of the changes, which - or some

9 of the operational planning, which we will dig into in detail, requests for additional bike

10 racks, the number of COU platoons, and | think what you call all hands on deck, those

11 sorts of operational planning, that all happened prior to the January 3rd assessment, and

12 therefore you would agree with me that, as a result of the January 3rd assessment,

13 nothing changed operationally.

14 A Yeah, besides some of the fencing.

15 50a lot of the operational plans were already being put in place, the all hands on

16 deck, the COU staffing, thingslike that. | don't know the exact date some of the changes

17 were made,but we had significant operational plans in effect.

18 Q Okay. Let me just quickly go through some individual intelligence received

19 bythelic,

0 If we can tur to exhibit 1. And I'l characterize it for you. Some of these are

21 long Word documents.

2 You'll see an email forwarded to Jack Donohue, the directorofIICD, by an NYPD

23 official as early as December 28th, 2020.

2 That person notes, quote, "Assume you have,” and the attachment includes

25 reference to social media postings, such as that protesters should, quote, "start marching
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1 into the chambers," quote, "show up with guns and threaten them with death.”

2 Regarding Trump's tweet to attend the wild protest on January 6th one user said,

3 quote, "Iread that as armed."

4 Anothersaid that violent insurrection has, quote, “always been the plan."

5 Another wrote, quote, "Trump can't exactly openly tell you to revolt. This is the

6 closest he'll ever get."

7 Another comment, "There i not enough cops there in D.C to stop what is

8 coming”

9 Another comment, “This is war, and we're clearly in a post-legal phase of our

10 society."

1 Anotherquote, "Be there on the 6th, ready for 1776."

2 Another quote, "Fun fact: ~ No revolution has ever been won without violence."

13 And finallya uote, "Kill the opposition.”

14 First, my question to you is, did this particular pieceofintelligence reach you?

15 A 1donot recall seeing that, no.

16 Q Okay. What about commentary like it? Wastin your thinking, either

17 through open sources, if you were talking to your assistant chiefs verbally, just what was

18 your situational awareness in terms of these sorts of comments percolating on social

19 media?

0 A Iwasn't hearing these social comments percolating on social media.

2 Q Okay. Sobefore January 6th, a lot of these would've been new or different

22 toyou. Youhad not come across them.

23 A No

2 Q Do you think, reading them now, in hindsight, would it have affected your

25 thinkingif individual pieces of intelligence like this had been brought to your attention?
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1 A Sothere's you know, again, its I cannot tell you how many times

2 hindsight --anyway. January6thwasatough day.

3 So in individual intelligence, this is why| have an intelligence unit. And I'm glad

4 he's getting the stuff from NYPD. They may be getting a lotofdifferent pieces in.

5 Whatmatters to me as the chief is what they're putting into the intelligence

6 assessment that allows me to plan accordingly, based on the intelligence that's coming in.

7 look through here. It sounds like you've got a numberof concerning items. |

8 tend towonderwhatelse they had.

° We need to know and it needs to be put in intelligence assessments. Because

10 you've got to understand, these intelligence assessments justaren't guiding me and

11 informing me, they're informing the Capitol Police Board. You've got members ~~ and|

12 believe Gallagher, one of the last briefings he did was for a memberofouroversight on

13 Tuesday, Tuesday afternoon, regarding this. It'd be interesting to know to what level.

14 Itdidn't sound like that wasa high levelof concern.

15 But | would be looking at these litle pieces. This is the job of an analyst to pull

16 togetherandsay: Hey, we're seeing a lot of red flags, this is starting to raise our level of

17 concern, with a high level of certainty that we are looking at some bad stuff getting ready

18 tohappen,

19 And that's what would've driven my ability. | had already deployed, knowing this.

20 was going to be a big event, | had already deployed all the resources available to me. |

21 had gone and requested the National Guard just because | knew, we've got a large

22 perimeter, and I've got limited sources to defend this perimeter, | could really use some

23 support to put more people on the fence line so people don't try and jumpover the fence

24 line. 1had even gone and requested that and got denied.

2 This type of intelligence,ifthey had analyzed it and included it in an assessment,
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1 could have very well helped me not only get National Guard, additional

2 resources - because that's what we needed, we were tapped out - additional resources,

3 as wellas possibly going and getting mutual aid from other law enforcement, but also

4 getting eight-foot anti-scale fencing put up.

5 Those are things that the Capitol Police Board, to approve those, is going to be

6 looking to these assessments to paint a much clearer picture than -- as you keep referring

7 tothatlast paragraph of the January 3rd assessment. There needs to bea clearer

8 picture painted of what we'll possibly be facing.

° Q And because you brought it up, let me ask you. It's my understanding that

10 theinteligence you're receivingfor January 6th is that it's very much in fine with the two

11 previous MAGA marches.

2 You mentioned that you made certain call, like all hands on deck, and requested

13 the National Guard before the January 3rd assessment came out, but, again, it’s in fine

14 with what you previously thought.

15 If you thought that the intelligence picture looking into January 6th was similar to

16 MAGA | and MAGA, for which, lets say, the National Guard wasn't called in, what was it

17 that you were seeing that made you think that you should request the National Guard if

18 your understanding was that January 6th would be much in ine with the previous two

19 events?

1) A Okay. And thanks for giving me the opportunity to provide a ltl clarity.

2 So when I say in ine with the two previous events, very similar in nature and

22 action, seems like that we knew this was going to be a bigger event. Weknew a large

23 group would be marching, expected to be marching down to the Capitol from the Ellipse.

2 So we expected it to be a large event. MAGA | was pretty large. MAGA Il

25 wasn'tthatlarge. We expected this to be a large event.
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1 So when you have a large event like that, and the perimeter going around the

2 Capitol isa fairly sizeable perimeter, that's why | wanted the National Guard, to help

3 support and help just put bodies behind the bike rack and the fence line that | had out

4 there

5 50 we knew it was going to be larger. We knew we had a propensity for

6 skirmishes, some violencewith the group, and | wanted to be prepared. |did everything

7 Icould to deploy every available resource to me and even went so much as to go and

8 request additional resources, which | was rebuffed on.

9 50, yeah, thanksfor theclarification. But,yeah, that's ~ itwassimilar inwhatwe

10 expected for action from the group, but | expected it would be larger.

1 Q Okay. Soifit's fair to say then that, in terms of tone, the rhetoric, the

12 violence, the tone of that violence, that you saw much in line with the previous two, it

13 was basically a function of how much larger in terms of peopleyou saw the January 6th

14 event, which is why some of your operational decisionmaking was different for

15 January 6th than for the previous two marches. Is that fair?

16 A 50, again, you go back and you look at the third -- the four intelligence

17 assessments for January 6th, they all painted a very similar picture. But | knew it was

18 going to be larger and instead of being focused at the Supreme Court it was going to be:

19 focused at the Capitol.

0 So that drove - again, | deployed a lotof additionalresources and we puta lot of

21 additional operations in play for this that we hadn't put in for other events. | can't think

22 of when the last time the Department did an all hands on deck. |don't even know if

23 thatwasa term they used.

2 But we implemented a lot of operational planning and operational operations for

25 this that we hadn't done before because we expected this to be a pretty large event and,
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1 again, folks at the Capitol.

2 Q Okay. So before we getinto that security posture, | just want to finish up

3 with this intelligence, so I'l move faster through them.

4 Turning to exhibit 5. You sent to Yogananda Pittman on January -- excuse

5 me Sean Gallagher sent to Yogananda Pittman on January Sth, 2021, at 4:10 p.m, that

6 WashingtonTunnels.com had been receiving a dramatic uptick in new visits, that the site

7 TheDonald Win had been active in promoting photos of the tunnel system, and that USCP.

8 had identified numerous open-source comments by groups of their intention of finding

9 tunnel entrances and confronting or blocking Members of Congress, including setting up a

10 perimeter to block entryorescape. So this is January Sth.

u That same day, at 4:55 p.m. Ms. Pittman forwards you the intelligence and says,

12 "Chief, | know everyone is busy, but | think we may want to have a really brief call on this.

13 intel. PSB" whichis Protective Services Bureau - is seeing a significant uptick on

14 groups wanting to block perimeter access to the Capitol tomorrow, starting as early as

15 0600 hours. | know we are already spread thin, but even if we don't start COU earlier,

16 we may want to see what midnight teams we can pull together to address. | will come

17 overto your office shortly."

18 As part of that exhibit later correspondence with USCP counsel appears to

19 indicate that the call between yourself and Ms. Pittman regarding this intelligence didn't

20 happen, but | want to ask you, of course.

2 Do you recall whether - do you recall receiving the email? And then do you

22 recall having afollow-up conversation with Chief Pittman?

23 A Irecall- again, right off the top of my head -- the email, don't recall.

2 But the follow-up conversation, | do recall having a conversation. | believe it

25 actually was both with Pittman and Gallagher. They had come over and talked about a
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1 website that had — it was a website that had all the tunnel outlay of the Capitol.

2 It's historic architecture. I'm trying to remember what they said. But it had

3 been reported that they had seen a lot more traffic, people going to and accessing the

4 tunnel

5 We also talked about people possibly trying to blockade someof the entrances to

6 the Capitol to try and prevent Members from trying to get in. That's an action we've

7 seen before,

8 We had talked about, again, we had additional resources that were being assigned

9 tothebuilding entrances, the tunnels.

10 It was tough for us to move a CDU platoon earlier because we expected the.

11 confirmation, the certification of the vote to go way into the morning time. ~ So we were

12 having midnight officers monitor it as we were coming up to it.

13 But | do recall having a conversation about it, talking about what we had already

14 in place, and everybody seemed fine with utilizing the resources we had.

5 Q And so that conversation would've been the night of January Sth. Is that

16 right?

1” A Idon'tknow. wouldve suspected, | mean, if you're talkingabout the

18 email, because it definitely had something to do with a website that had some of the

19 historic tunnel documents being accessed.

20 Q just want to make sure, January Sth, at 4:10 p.m, as far as you're aware,

21 that would be the first time that you had been told about this intelligence regarding the

22 tunnelsystem?

23 A That! recall. I'm just trying tothink off the top of my head. That | recall

2 Yes

2 Q Okay. Andisit fair to say then, did it affect your security posture in any
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1 way? Did you get any additional resources or move resources around based on it?

2 A Again, we had I had all the available resources | could deploy already

3 deployed. So, no, it did not change the response. | don't know — but it did not change

4 the responseat that point, no.

5 Q  Exhibit2, Sean Gallagher and Lawrence Cook are forwarded alink to a site

6 Thisison January Sth, 2021. The site is requestingusers to submit the addresses, work

7 offices, and routes of enemies and Democratic Congressmen. They're routes to and

8 from workfor the January 6th event itself. Again, an allusion to meeting them, blocking

9 them, thatsortof thing.

10 Do you recall if this particular intelligence reached you?

1 A No, I don't recall that particular intelligence.

2 To go back and kind of talk about the previousonejust fora quick sec.

13 Q sure.

14 A One thing that we had put in place wasensuring that we had a number of

15 marked Capitol Police cars. And I think we | know we actually briefed out on it when

16 Chief Pittman, think, joined -- when Chief Pittman was with me when we briefed

17 Chairperson Lofgren on Tuesday about having capabilities, so if somebody felt they

18 couldn't safely get into the Capitol to contact the Command Center and we'd send a unit

19 outtogetthem,tobe able topick them up.

0 Soitwasa process. We had something inplaythat kind of addresses both your

21 intelligence, to be able to grab somebody, a Member of Congress that felt they couldn't

22 safely get into the Capitol, and bring them into the Capitol in an alternate route.

23 50we did have a planfor that. But, no, | do not recall getting this second

24 intelligence, no,

2 Q  Anythinglike t? But was that a part of your situational awareness, if not
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1 this particular piece of intelligence, but about the routes of Congressmen and -women

2 and howto get into the Capitol and their addresses? Was anyof that part ofyour

3 situational awareness heading into January 6th?

4 A Notthat! recall, no.

5 Q Turning to exhibit 8a.

6 On January 1st, 2021, Ms. Farnam forwards to Sean Gallagher and some

7 inspectors intelligence sent by Shane Lamond from the D.C. Police Department. It'sa

8 civilian tip

9 The civilian says, "Hey, my name is [blank] and | live right outside of D.C. I found

10 awebsite planning terroristic behavioron January 6th during the rally.  Agitators from

11 outof State will arrive and will ry to stir up trouble in D.C. There are detailed plans to

12 storm Federal buildings, dress incognito, and commit crimes against public officials. |

13 strongly encourage that the D.C. Police Department look at the links below, a detailed

14 plan on storming the Capitol in D.C. on January 6th." And then it follows with a link.

15 "A direct threat to D.C. cops," follows with a link.

16 “Calling for violence on January 6th," follows with a ink.

7 And, “Calling forwar in D.C." and then there's a link.

18 Do you know or do you recall if this intelligence reached you?

19 A No. I'mjusttrying - thisis awfully small. So is the date on that January

0 10

2 Q The email itself, yes.

2 A Okay. Yeah, thatintel, no, don't recall that reaching me. And | don't

23 know why something of that nature wouldn't have been included in a supplemental

24 intelligence bulletin.

2 Q So does it sound like these sorts of things would've raised your awareness,
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1 wouldve been important for you to know heading into January 6th, these sort of tips that

2 had been coming in from civilians?

3 A Ithink that that would be important to know, especially when you're starting

4 tosee some concerning rhetoric. I'd be interested to see what the analyst's

5 interpretation of it.

6 But, yeah, it sounds like there's some stuff that would've been good to know,

7 especially when I've got significant time to trying to line up more resources, like better

8 fencing and going -- this would probably play a role in the decision of the Capitol Police

9 to--Imean, the board, or at least the two sergeant at arms, in approving the National

10 Guard.

u Q Quickly to exhibit3.

2 On December 28th, 2020,a person, a so-called internet expert tracking far right

13 extremism, she sends ina tip to the Public Information Office email account for Capitol

14 Police that there are indications, again, of storming the Capitol online. That's as early as

15 December 28th

16 Just want to ask you again for the record, did this particular piece of intelligence

17 reachyou?

18 A Notthat! recall

19 Q And nothing like it is that right?

0 A Yeah, not that I recall. Again, with the stuff that you're seeing - whenever

21 we have an event up on the Hil, you're seeing a lot of stuff on social media. | would

22 really be looking for my open source, my intelligence to be grabbing allthis and

23 synthesizingitinto a document we can use for planning, based on their interpretation of

24 the credibility

2 Q Turning to exhibit 14.
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1 On January Sth, at 9:19 a.m, chief securityofficerfor the Architect of theCapitol,

2 Valerie Hasberry, she receives an email from a representative of the company Dataminr

3 witha screenshot of an alert message regarding chatter on the 8kun blog, including,

4 quote, "Go to Washington Jan 6 and help storm the Capitol," and, quote, "We will storm

5 the government buildings, kill cops, ill security guards, kill federal employees and

6 agents”

7 She forwarded the email to the Command Center and received word from the

8 incident commandofficer there, received word back that, quote, “There is no talk about

9 any credible threats or storming the Capitol.

10 Were you, again, aware of this particular piece of intelligence? | would assume

11 not. Ifyou could just answer for the record.

2 But what | really want to know is, were you aware that people within Capitol

13 Police were making assessments on the credibility of threats to storm the Capitol? Was

14 that something brought toyour attention, that there was chatter about it, but they were

15 deemed not credible, or was the chatter - did the chatter even itself not rise to your

16 level?

7 A Again, | would no. Solet me just make sure we answer this.

18 No, | did not see this before. Again,any chatter lie that -- and | don't know who

19 inthe CommandCenter would've respondedor anything like that -- but | would look to an

20 intel analyst to evaluate what we're seeing on social media.

2 There's a reason why | have an open-source section. ~ There's a reason why the

22 Capitol Police pay a salary to have somebody at the National Operations Center, because

23 they have a significant social media monitoring capability up there, so we can get this

24 backand we can distil it into useable intelligence to drive our operations.

2 That's where I'd be looking for my synthesis to come from and for my intelligence
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1 fordirecting our planning to come from.
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1

2 [12:15p.m)

3 oI
4 Q Exhibit 7, on December 29th, 2020, the Protective Intelligence Operations

5 Centerat Secret Service forwarded to the threat assessment box at Capitol Police that

6 Telegram user GF said in a neo-Nazi chat group that Trump supporters in D.C. on

7 January 6th should, quote, "march into the Capitol building and make them quake in their

8 shoes by our mere presence.”

9 Have you seen that particular piece of intelligence?

10 A Before it's come up, in my review, no. No, | had not.

1 Q Turning to exhibit 10, on December 31st, 2020, Ms. Farnam raised concern

12 thatthe permit requests for One Nation Under God and Bryan Lewis were just proxies for

13 Stopthesteal. And she was concerned that Stopthe Steal was generallyamore violent

14 organization, they were sort of using cover of other different names to make it appear

15 that they were less coordinated -- the demonstrations were less coordinated than they

16 actually were.

7 I wanted to ask you: In your review of exhibit 10, do you recall being brought

18 into the loop on that discussion that Ms. Farnam raised with Assistant Chief

19 Gallagher - or Deputy Chief Gallagher? Excuse me,

0 A No,ldon't. Idon't recal that being raised. | do believe that this was

21 addressed in the Senate HSGAC testimony, if | remember correctly, where, with

22 Chief Pittman when she was testifying, where she felt that this had been run down and

23 not—and I'm trying to remember her words, but it had been run out and was no longer a

24 concer. And that was part of the reason why| believe she said she went ahead and

25 recommended the approval of the permits for that day.
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1 But,no, that don't recall that, no.

2 Q Okay. You told the HSGAC Senate Committee in written testimony, which

3 is reproduced in I think in exhibit 22 Iprovided that for you - that, quote, "without

4 theintelligence to properly prepare, the U.S. Capitol Police was significantly

5 outnumbered and left to defend the Capitol against an extremely violent mob."

s And you, | think, also previously said that it wasn't a failure of intelligence; that,

7 youknow, no one could have foreseen the and| thinkyour words are, you know, a

8 violent insurrection targeting the Capitol.

° Seeing these sorts of things that were out there and were also, you know, in boxes

10 atCapitol Police, in IICD and other departments, do you stil think that? What's your

11 view on whether the intelligence was out there and whether it might have made a

12 difference?

3 A Myview at you know, at this time, is that the number one issue | faced

16 was that this was a colossal intelligence failure. | do believe that intelligence existed

15 that would have greatly helped the department, you know, our oversight ~ when | say

16 that, | mean the Capitol Police Board leadership ~ in making critical decisions that could

17 have made significant differences that day. | do believe that there was probably

18 intelligence that existed that could have helped us, yes.

1 IE Oy. We're goingtorill down intoall handson deck, bike
20 racks, and your National Guard request, but, at this point,JE vas some

21 big-picture questions to ask of you.

2 Q Yeah, Chief Sund, thanks again. I'm the chief investigative counsel, and |

24 justwanted to follow up on a couple thingsthat[J2skedvou

2 Isit fai to say generally that the best test of whether intelligence is reliable is how
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1 itmatches what actually happens?

2 A That seems like a fairly- can you - so the best test to determine if

3 intelligence is good is if somebody predicts something and it happens?

4 Q Yeah

5 A Idon'tknow. Ithink that may be oversimplifying the role of intelligence.

6 I mean, you know you've got pretty -- you know, 100 percent intelligence if they're

7 always, you know, picking the lottery numbers before they're picked. But, you know,

8 the role of intelligence is, you know it kind of goes back to something - you know, how

9 many ships does a lighthouse save? You really know don't knowifyour intelligence is

10 goingtobe correct.

1 Soif they had said, Hey, we're going to have a number of people that are going

12 to-we are going to storm the Capitol, we think they'regoingtojumpover the fence,

13 goahead and, you know, take itto the board, get you know, get the National Guard,

14 get an emergency declaration. We put National Guard on there, and, lo and behold, no

15 one jumps over the fence, well is it because the intelligence was right or they weren't

16 going to jump over the fence all along?

7 I don't know. | mean, | just can't say that. You know, | think intelligence you

18 know, you use it to plan, but it may not always you know, it ~ just because you use it

19 doesn't mean that, you know, it's always going to be necessary.

0 Q Yeah. No,lunderstand. Andis the real skill with respect to intelligence in

21 law enforcement shifting what is credible and reliable from what is, rather, hyperbole or

22 exaggeration? There's a constant sortof assessment as towhether something presents

23 areal threat or whether its, rather, someone who doesn't have the ability or intention to

24 camryit through?

2 A Yeah. think, you know, that kind of goes to, you know, are we looking at
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1 something that the likelihood of something happening? Sol think I'm following what

2 you're saying, and, yes, I'd say that's kind of the role of intel, you know, totell you that if

3 you're lookingat something likely happening,| guess.

4 Q  Solet'slookat the two prior events prior to January 6th, the MAGA marches.

5 Looking back now, was the intel that you had in advance of those events essentially

6 consistent with what happened? Was it, in other words, in your view, reliable?

7 A Yeah. And it what | would consider to be - that's a good way of putting

8 it. Ithad proven tobe reliable. We expected some counterprotesters. We

9 encountered the counterprotesters. We expected some skirmishes between some of

10 the marchers and the counterprotesters, and that's what we got.

u Q Okay. So goinginto preparations for the 6th, were you confident that your

12 intel unit, with respect to those two prior events, had essentially done a good job in giving

13 you the information you needed to adequately prepare to meet the threats presented at

14 those two prior events?

15 A Sojust make sure | understand, are youtalking about in relation to

16 January 6th?

uv Q Before January 6th, were you confident that your intel group had prepared

18 yourorganizationfor those two prior events, the two MAGA marches?

19 A Yeah, I feel that they had givenus enough information that prepared us, yes.

20 Q Okay. Andit sounds like you had personally selected the leaders of that

21 IACP, the folks that - Julie and Sean, Gallagher and Farnam - that you felt like the

22 apparatus was there organizationally with respect to intelligence that you were --

23 A You said something

2 Q  --confidentin that?

2 A You said something very particular back there. You said | had personally.
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1 selectedthem. Can you goback and clarify that?

2 Q  Itsounds like you had made decisions -- you organizationally -- that put in

3 place people that you had chosen to lead that intelligence unit, and that you were

a comfortable that theywere the right folks to lead that unit. Is that right?

5 A Solet's make sure we go back. So we had a group in place up until the

6 director retired, correct? That's a separate issue, right? We're not talking about him.

7 We're talking about the new person? Because | had nothing to do with that -- with the

8 new director coming in, correct? | mean, the old director, Norm Grahe.

9 Q sir, I'mjustasking

10 A just want to make sure

n Q You were the chief of police of the Capitol Police. You personally decided

12 you wanted Julie Farnam and Sean Gallagher to be the two people in charge of that unit.

13 Is that right?

1a A Okay. Sono. Youvegotthe name wrong. So it's Julie Gallagher and

15 John Donohue. So what we did was we developed an assessment process. The

16 assessment process consisted of Assistant Chief Pittman, Deputy Chief Gallagher for the

17 panel, and an assessor from United States Secret Service. So we had an outside female

18 assessor from the United States Secret Service. They went through. They did the

19 evaluation, the determination, and came up with the selection. So they made the

20 recommendation to me for the selection, and | - | guess | was the final hiring authority.

2 a okay.

2 A Sol didn't have any role in the selection of them, no.

23 Q  Butit was your decision. You're the chief of police, and you hired those

24 two, Farnam and Donohue, to run that?

25 A After yeah. Aftera panel made the recommendation and -- well, the
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1 panel made the recommendation of Donohue, and then Gallagher and Pittman made the

2 recommendationtohire Farnam, yes.

3 Q Okay. And, again, the twoprior events before January 6th, they, in your

4 view, had been successful, right? They had given you intelligence about the MAGA

5 marches that proved upon - when the events actually happened, to be reliable, right?

s A Yeah. Now, when you say they, are you talking about CD or

7 a ves

5 A Donohue and Farnam?

° Q ICD, which was run, my understanding, by Farnam and Donohue.

10 A Sol don't know what - again, theywere just being brought in when we were

11 having the first MAGA rally, so | just so | don't know what their level of involvement was

12 inthe roles for the MAGA, MAGA Il, MAGA Il. MAGA Il, they were fully involved.

13 But | don't know - 1 don't know what role they played asfar as, you know, with

14 the new -- the new transition from the old leadership to the new leadership.

15 Q Okay. Bottom line, sir, did you feel ike you had adequate resources in

16 place in your intelligence division to prepare your organization for January 6th?

FY A Coming into January 6th?

18 a ves

19 A Okay. Justwant to make sure we're not looking at it now ~ coming into

20 January 6th, yes, | - | felt like, from thechief, | had elevated my concerns for the for

21 intelligence significantly making an assistant chief over intelligence, bringing in what, you

22 know, I what was described as a top-notch person from MP — NYPD, and then Farnam.

23 Solfelt like we were looking ata pretty exciting future for intelligence, ves.

2 Q Okay. And that wasallin place, sounds like, based on some decisions you

25 made, personnel and otherwise, prior to the gear-up for January 6th, right?
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1 A Yessir,

2 Q Okay. Now, there are different kinds of mass demonstration events that

3 require different responses, right? There are some that are, hey, there are a ot of

4 people coming that don't like each other and they're going to potentially have conflict

swith each other, type one. Then there is type two, which s, and there are threats to

6 buildingsor - or official government organizations. ~ We had some of that in the summer

7 of 2020, for example, where there was protest activity not at the Capitol, but down by the

8 White House, that was really motivated at government, not so much the skirmishes

9 between people.

10 Allthat's a long prelude to a question of: Which of these ~ leading into the 6th,

11 whichofthose two did you think you were prepared for? Was the real risk: ~ Hey,

12 people are going to ight because it's antifa versus the Trump supporters, or is i, hey, the

13 real target, the real danger is the physical security of Congress and its Members, or was it

14 alittle bitof both?

15 A think the the you know, my concern coming into it was that there was a

16 concernfor themfightingwith some of my officers. | think moreofthe - ike you said,
17 thelatter, that, right now, we know all the demonstrations are taking place on our

18 grounds, and their interesti in swaying influencing Congress. Sol kind of figured

19 I'd that most likely was going to be - you know, the atercations were going to be

20 between some of our officers and the demonstrators.

2 Q ise. Okay. So,again, this is impossible to predict, but you, going into

22 the th, were most concerned about protesters presenting a threat to your officers or

23 whoever's behind your officers, your protectees, not so much them out in the crowd

24 fighting with each other?

2 A Yeah. Iexpected it more of and that's why | wanted the additional
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1 resource of the National Guard, to help bolster up the perimeter, because | expected

2 issues, you know, around our perimeterfor this for this event.

3 Q Okay. And we're going to get into,| think, the bike racks and the

4 operational planning. But let me just finish by asking you you indicated, | think,

5 colossal intelligence failure. In yourview now in hindsight, Chief Sund, was the failure in

6 access of information or what wasdone with the information?

7 In other words, just explain more what you mean when you say colossal

8 intelligence failure. | want to make sure we understand what you mean by that

9 A Ithink the synthesis and presentment of intelligence in IICD products and

10 briefings for our use in operational planning and decisionmaking by us, by the Capitol

11 Police Board, the Sergeant at Arms, you know, leadership, | think that's where we we

12 hadabigissue.

13 Now, | do think - yeah, but that's where | think the biggest issue was.

14 Q Ise. So and that makessense to me,

15 50 you're not saying intelligence failure meaningwe just didn't see stuff. It was

16 more we didn't somehow use, distribute, synthesize, operationalize thestuff that we did

17 get right? We learned, but we didn't somehow get it vetted enough that it didn't

18 translate into sufficient planning?

19 A Itsafair translation.

0 Q Yeah. Okay. Well I think we're going to get into the operational planning

21 here shortly, but just wanted to make sure. It sounds like it’s not a failure of getting the

22 intel; it's more ofa failureofwhat was done with the intel generally?

23 A Thatsmy-

2 a okay.

2 A That'smyimpression.
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1 Q Okay. No, appreciate that.
2 I ce ve i backof

3 oI
4 Q Allright. So, Chief Sund, let'stalk about all hands on deck. We sent over

$ exhibit 13. It's an email attaching the security planning for January 6th, which includes

6 Chiefs Thomas and Pittman. Under campus posture, it notes 1/6. I'll wait.

7 Was | right about 13?

8 Okay. Under campus posture, it notes, 1/6 - All hard platoons will be on site by

9 1000, all hands on deck.

10 And then underneath, it says three at 1800 (sic), two at 1000, two at 1200. That

11 appears to be about the COU platoons in particular. Is that right? Is that what you
12 ‘mean by all hands on deck there, particularly to COU?

5 A No. All hands on deck was directed tothe entire department. _Itwas
10 directed to my two assistant chieffor the - my two assistant chiefs and our het
15 administrative officer for -- because those are my three main, what | call the ET -- for an

16 all handson deck for the entire department.

v Q Okay. And soles talkabout that, Fist, | want o put to the side,
18 because one of the things you said that did change operationally is that, whereas the first

19 two MAGA marches you deployed four CDU platoons, for January 6th, you deployed

20 seven. Isthat what we're looking at when we see three, two, and two staggered at
21 800am, 10:00am, and noon?
2 A Yes Thatiscomect. Imsory. Yes.
23 Q Okay. And think you said this previous. It's your understanding seven is

24 the maximum COU platoons. You used all the CDU platoons for January 6th. Is that.

25 correct?
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1 A Yeah. I'mnot—yeah. Off the top of my head, yes, that is — that is

2 correct. And of that, I think there's a limited number that are actually what we call the

3 hard platoon - hard platoons.

4 Q Okay. Let'stalk about all hands on deck generally. Do you recall when

5 youmade thatdecision, when you made thatorder?

6 A No,ldontt

7 Q Okay. Canyougive mea general | guess, I'm trying to figure out was it

8  January3rd? Was ita couple of days before January 6th? Was it back in 2020, in

9 December, late December?

10 A I'm thinking it was late December. | just - yeah, | just don't recall off the

11 topofmyhead. I believe it was sometime late December maybe, because we knew we

12 were going to have the joint session. That requires a lot of staffing, and | knew | need to

13 staffoutside. So we needed to cancel what we called the ready reserve, which is a

14 COVID mitigation strategy. So we needed peopletoall be at work, so - | just don't

15 recall the date

16 Q Okay. And thinkyou talked about -- was it a written orderor was this a

17 verbal order you gave to your assistant chiefs?

18 A Itwas a verbal order that| gave to my assistant chiefs. ~My chief of staff

19 probably would have been in the meeting, just, you know, while we were having our

20 planning meeting.

2 Q Okay. So Capitol Police counsel currently sat down with us and crunched

22 the numbers as to which officers were on campus that day and which were not. And t's

23 their belief that what, in essence, happened was that no scheduled leave -there was no.

24 new scheduled leave approved since the order of all hands on deck but that previous

25 scheduled leave was not canceled.
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1 Is that your understanding of what happened?

2 A Yes

3 Q Okay. Soin your vision of all hands on deck, it included the fact that

4 whoever has already asked for leavefor January 6th would not be present on campus for

5 January 6th. Is that right?

6 A Yes. Thatis- thatis correct. There's anumberof reasons why | didn't

7 take the steps to cancel leave. Again, if | had intel that said they're coming and this is

8 war, that would have been a different ball game. That, again, would have driven some

9 critical decisions,

10 But, you know, based on my experience in law enforcement, canceling officers’

11 leaves let me askyou this real quick. Any -- any of the investigating bodies law

12 enforcement?

13 Q  Youmeananyofthe questioner here?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Miltary,but -

16 A Okay. Well youmay understand, okay? Sowhat find is, if Ido goand|

17 cancel date - cancel people's leave, you also got to consider a couple things. One,

18 you'reatthe end ofa holiday. It's also at the end of the leave calendar. So lot of

19 these officers areusing what's called use or lose.

0 Sof cancel their leave, they're probably going to go ahead and lose it, and they

21 have to go through a process for restoration. But | often find two things happen. One,

22 Igetlimited compliance. People just going to end upgoing sick. And, two, the union

23 goes wild

2 So that's | didn't take the ~ based on the intelligence | had at the time, | didn't

25 feel necessary to make that decisions to cancel officers’ days off.
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1 Q Did you have visibility into D.C. Police, which were similarly an all hands on

2 deck posture, andwhether their all hands on deck meant no leave whatsoever?

3 A No,ldidnot

4 Q Okay. And you stil to this I guess, as you sit there today— | guessyou

5 didn't know going into January 6th. But as you sit there today, have you come to find

6 out what Metropolitan Police did when it said all hands on deck,whetherthat meant also

7 canceling leave?

8 A I-Ibelieve | can't say for sure, sir. | believe

9 a okay.

10 A ~itmayhave, but | can't sayforcertain.

1 Q Allright. Outside of not approving any more scheduled leave past

12 whatever date it was, December 28th or, you know, some late day in December of 2020,

13 what else does that mean in terms of numbers? Because, you know, not approving any.

14 more leave would mean that the number would be steady, right? It wouldn't go down.

15 Butdid the number go up in any appreciable way? What else does all hands on deck

16 meantoyou-

7 A Soallhands on yeah. Soll hands on deck meaning a couple of things.

18 One, none of the ready reserve, like I said, which was a process that we'd used to keep

19 our mitigation - our COVID infection rate very low, would be canceled. ~All sworn would

20 beatworkin the office. No one should be on day off for that day, and everyone should

21 beattheir assignedwork location.

2 Q So what about a midnightofficer who would have been workinga full shift,

23 you know, January Sth, and would get off, lets say, the morning of the 6th or what not?

24 Is that person expected to remain on campus or would that person go home?

2 A Sowhat that would mean i, ifa midnightofficer -- so you picked a schedule,
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1 midnights here, are often tough, because so if you have an officer that works 11 p.m.

2 onJanuary Sthto7 a.m. on January 6th, they've fulfilled the January 6th tour. So

3 they're not ~ they're not on day off, okay? |just want to make sure I'm answering your

4 question.

5 So1f you instead, if they were supposed to be on day off during that time, they

6 would be having towork. So they'd stil have to come into work. ~ So what it means is

7 noone should be on day off on January 6th so we can fulfill the staffing role needs.

8 1 hope that answered. So a midnight officer - t's not that I'm telling them

9 they've got to stick around, they'll be assigned to wherever they have to assign, but it

10 doesn't mean that all hands on deck means no one goes home at any time, because

11 you're going to burn your people out. It just means everyone has to be available to

12 workand, you know, gives us opportunity to fulfil these supplemental CDUs while also

13 doing the Joint Session of Congress.

14 Q So whatever shift would be their normal shift, as long as they work it at

15 some point in the January 6th sort of 24 hours, that would fulfill their working

16 requirement?

7 A Soyoumay be oversimplifying. So

18 a okay.

19 A if we say, Hey, all hands on deck -- and SOD is all hands on deck. Well,

20 I'musuallya midnight officer. Well, if my supervisor comes up and says, Hey, | need you

21 towork day work, well, I've been coming to work midnight, and, you know, hey, whoa,

22 the chief now has said that if | work midnights no. Whatever -if they're assigned to

23 workan assignment for to support the January 6th or whatever their assigned date is,

24 youknow, for to support - | don't know if they're going to get - I just don't want to get

25 myselfinatrick bag of saying, oh, yeah, if they fulfilled their assigned -regularly assigned
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1 shift when they were assigned to a different shift to support the January 6th response.

2 Soit's hard ~ it's hard to answer that. ~ Everyone should have been working

3 Everyone should have gotten an assignment associated with this, because, again, this

4 requires significant staffing, and we're looking to find a way to staff as much on the

5 exterior as possible.

6 Q So estimates from Capitol Police today put the number at, looking at time

7 sheets, 923 officers - and the specific numbers are obviously give or take. It's not it's

8 a= you know, has a margin of error there, but 923officers on campusat 7a.m. Thisis

9 out of, we're told, an 1,840 sworn officers total. So that would put the rate at

10 SOpercentat7am.

u And at 2 p.m. we have a number of 1,214, which would put the rate at

12 66 percent. Andwe have a number of 1,457 of at some point in the day, the 24-hour

13 period, 11:59 to 11:59. That 1,457, which would be about 79 percent of the total sworn

14 officersin at that - at Capitol Police.

15 Does that sound accurate to you or do those numbers seem lower than what you

16 either were expecting or planning for?

7 A It's — goingoff the numbers you're giving me, i's hard to say, because the

18 79 percent,| may be missing midnight officers who, you know, fulfilled their posts in the

19 buildings and weren't assigned to the -- you know, the COU or something like that, and

20 they needed to be back that night workingforthe 7th to fulfil their same post again. So

21 just don't knowif that counts for the 21 percent. | don't know if that has an impact.

2 will 1 will say this. If - you know, if there is a anyway, so Il just answer with

3 that.

2 Q Well, so the 1,457 are within the full 24-hour scope, so that person could not

25 havedoneanyof
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1 A Gotit.

2 Q Right? They would have done any assignment on the 6th. And that is the

3 largest number, obviously, at 79 percent, 1,457.

4 So, I guess, hearing those numbers, is that what you imagined? Is that about

5 what you imagined all hands on deck to mean, seeing as how there are you know,

6 there's leave scheduled

7 A Again,|don't

8 Q Once again

9 A Again, | don't know - you know, we're dealing with, you know, a pandemic,

10 sol don't know how many people we had out, because this was at the time, you know,

11 pretty heavy, you know, pandemic. So, again, | don't know how many were out because

12 oflegitimate reasons. For me, | would have liked at the maximum amountof number

13 possible, and | don't know, you know, what what that accounts for, but | would have

14 liked, you know -- anyway, | - again, it's hard to say without, you know, backing out

15 people that had legitimate, you know, medical reasons, things like that. But | would

16 have hoped it would have been higher.

7 Q How about anecdotally? Obviously and we'll go through your day, of

18 course, on January 6th. You were able to se in real time from the command center,

19 youknow, your officers out there, you know, defending the Capitol, valiantly, of course.

0 Did it look to you to be ~ and, you know, there are some people's impressions.

21 individually, but anecdotally, they didn't lookto be all hands on deck or a full complement

22 of Capitol Police officers present.

23 What was -- what is your response to that critique? Did you share that view or

2 A Solet me make sure 'm capturing your question right. ~ As| arrived that day

25 oraslsatin the command center watching, you know, the crowd approach the officers
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1 onthe barricades, was | seeing what | was hoping | was seeing?

2 Q 1 guess at the height of the fight throughout the day, did it appear to you

3 that Capitol Police were ~ the numbers were, as deployed, as high as you could have

4 them?

5 A As| watched the officers on the barrier, | had - I had a number of concerns.

6 One, you know, them not being in full gear out there, and not more on the line.

7 Like I said before, the Capitol Police is a very large organization, a paramilitary

8 organization for those in the military, with divisions and rank structures. So people in

9 critical positions with critical responsibilities fulfill those responsibilities.

10 You know, I'm concerned that, you know, some of the people didn't fulfil those

11 responsibilities as best they could have that day, andour officers -- more officers could

12 have and should have been out on posts when those protesters arrived.

13 Q You also said that you don't think that all hands on deck was a designation

14 that had ever been said or implemented by Capitol Police before the -- what it meant

15 practically, counsel told us, you know, that no more approved leave from that date

16 forward for January 6th, that that and the cancellation of ready reserve staggering from

17 COVID. Butthose two things, they say, happened three to five timesa year during big

18 eventsonthe Capitol.

19 Is that your understanding oris thatnot true?

0 A Yeah. So--sowhen|say it's the term AHOD. don't know if they had

21 used--and, again, its the first time | recall the term AHOD. ~ Yeah, canceling days off,

22 thingslike that, bringing everybody in for uly 4th, yeah, that's been done many, many

23 times.

2 1 was just referring to the term that was used, the all hands on deck. ~ They may

25 use the term as well, but from my time in chief--again, | was dealing with, you know,
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1 COVID. We didn't have the July 4th. We didn't have some of the usual events that we

2 would be doing those events for, but - 50| was just referring to the term itself, not the

3 fact that the department brought in. So let me just clarify that.

4 Q Thankyou. That helps. Okay.

5 So, then, we're going to use your labelingof it, all hands on deck. | know t's that

6 the term itself might have been new, but so that how manytimes that year in 2020 had

7 you~had the department been all hands on deck as we mean it practically, the canceling

8 of days off, no more scheduled leave, ready reserve? Do you recall how many times in

9 the year andfor which events you were in that posture?

10 A Again, | don't | don't recall off the top of my head. I just I don't recall,

11 because | know we would have staffed upfor some of the days we expected some of the

12 protests over the summer of 2020. But, no, I don't I don't recall.

13 Q Okay. Butis July 4th maybe lie - are there sort of -

14 A Oh, again, I've got to go back and look and check,because July 4th, | think,

15 thatyear may have been canceled. So you've got to - you know, because of COVID,

16 again you know, a lot of the things that we usually would have done could've been

17 canceled, so but, you know, it would've been a regular occurrence for big events, State

18 ofthe Union, things like that, to have everybody working, ves.

19 Q Okay. The plan says, quote, "the west front inaugural platform

20 construction area remains closed to the public and is secured with a series of bike rack

21 and snow fencing. Additional bike rack has been deployed to the Pennsylvania Avenue

22 northwest walkway, as well as the Maryland Avenue southwest walkway, to further

23 reinforcethe existing posted closure."

2 Is your understanding that demonstrators did, in fact, you know, make their way

25 toand ontop of the inaugural platform being built and that constructed tools were used
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1 against officers in the fightin that area?

2 A Yessir,

3 Q Okay. And so was the closing of the inaugural platform -- was the idea that

4 the bike racks would serve as the visual implementation of that closure?

5 A Yessir,

s Q Okay. Mayor Bowser of District of Columbia told the select committee she

7 was struck when, right before a press briefing on Monday, January 4th, she asked a

8 Capitol Police representative there for the briefing, Where does your perimeter start, and

9 he gets up out of the room ~ I'm quoting her at this point - "calls somebody, and the

10 nextthing | know, he can't participate in the conference.”

n She said, quote, "that should have been like a trigger to me, like, these people,

12 they don't want to answer questions about their preparation, end quote.

13 Do you have any insight into what happened at that particular briefing, and what's

14 your response generally to her critique that she felt as though Capitol Police were

15 being - didn't appear to know - didn't appear to have stable plans aheadof January 6th?

16 A Idon't-yeah. | don't recall the press conference. Im just trying to think

17 offthe topofmy head if it~ mean, | just don't recall who it may have been. 1 don't

18 know. Our our boundaries - and the question was where does your perimeter begin?

19 Q That was what she asked the representative, and the representative walked

0 out

2 A Yeah. I'mjust-I'm trying to recall that, but our ~| mean, when they say
22 boundaries, our boundaries are set. | mean, it's pretty - pretty well-known, but you're

23 talking about the perimeter lie for the fencing?

2 Q  Ibelieve, yes, the perimeterforthe bike rack.

2 A Yeah. I'm I'mnot sureabout that, yeah.
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1 Q Okay. Director Chris Rodriguez from the city's HSEMA, emergency

2 ‘management agency, said, quote, "We had issues understanding, getting the full picture

3 of US. Capitol Police's operational posture and what their planning was,” end quote.

a So | guess my question to you is: How much do you feel you communicated to

5 the city, let's say, with your partner, Metropolitan Police Department, with the Mayor

6 and her team, as to how you guys were preparing for January 6th? How do you respond
7 to their critique that it wasn't entirely clear what your plan --

8 A Yeah. I'dbe--Imsorry. |would be interested in who he was talking to

9 about that. | would like to see that we have a transparent process. And, you know, it

10 should be readily apparent. | mean, we're all -- all law enforcement, and we all have a

11 piece of the puzzle that it would share. You know, we shared our posture in the

12 January 5th meeting that | pulled together with all our law enforcement partners and

13 military partners. On January 5th, | would have hoped, you know, my subordinates

14 would have done the same.

15 Q Let'stalk about bike racks, becausethat was -- you know, there'sa back and

16 forth withyourself and some people at Architect of the Capitol totry to put more bike

17 rackin place, and that's one of the things you did operationally to assist.

18 So exhibit 15, it has it on December 29, 2020, Deputy Chief Waldow sends you the

19 draft perimeter plan.

20 If we could put that up on the screen, exhibit 15.

2 And while | have that up, I'm going to talk about a different exhibit, because | just

22 wantto have the attachment, | think, actual plan up. It would be at the end.

23 One moment, Chief Sund. | may have

24 A No problem.

25 Mr. Sund. | was just goingto say, if you get a chance, tothink about a good time
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1 we might beable to break for a few minutes just to go grab a quick bite to eat, just a

2 quicksnack.

3 IE cual, | think before we get nto the bike racks would be best,
a I

5 I i. tow longof abreak,doyou think?

s Mr. Sund. Thirty minutes?

7 EE oo sounds ood.

s Ion speck
° I

10 I so chic und, understanding that, are you comfortableor do you

11 have the flexibility to go past 2 o'clock? | know we're scheduled from 10:00 to 2:00.

2 My only concern with the half an hou is that that will likely put us over 2 o'clock,

13 because after[Jf done, I probably have another45 minutes worthof questionsto

14 askyou. Soljustwant to sort of check onyour availability to go beyond 2 p.m, sir.

15 Mr.Sund. Okay. Let's see you want to see if we can do it and take a break

16 for1s207 157

7 I<<¢oiné to go past 2:00 probably.

18 IE vob. we're going to prefer to go past 2 o'clock, Chief Sund, if

19 that's okay with you. | don't know if you've got otherscheduling things, if we have to

20 reconvene at another time. |think | want to give you the time to have lunch, but if you

21 want to prefer coming ~ finishing at 2:00 and coming back another time, we can do it that

22 way,orjust powering through until

2 Mr. Sund. Let's take 15 minutes, see what we can do to wrap it up. I'l make

24 a-1limakea call to the better half at home and let her know.

2 HE
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1 Mr. Sund. And maybe alittle

2 IE ecorless of 15or 30 minutes,we are going to exceed our
3 predicted stop at 2 oclock

a Mr. Sund. Okay.

5 I so ich that. do vou want the 30 minutes, or 157 Again, up to

6 youeither way.

7 Mr.Sund. Say20. Let's spiitit.

5 I

s I cc. So wel reconvene at 1:15?
10 Mr.Sund, 157 Okay. 115.

1 I

2 Mr. und. ~All ight. Thank you.

13 Iso cout reporters, we'll gooff the record at 12:54 p.m. fora

14 recess,

15 [Recess.]

16 I so ocx on the record at 1:19 p.m

18 Q  Ifwe could put up exhibit 15, the attachment therein. It's then the first

19 page of the attachment.

20 It's the email on December 29,2020. Deputy Chief Waldow sends you the draft

21 perimeter plan.

2 And while this is up, 50 you can see,if we can just scroll up alitle bit down, maybe

23 we can tryto capture the whole map. | just want to show what's highlighted.

20 You write in a thread in exhibit 17 -- we don't need to put that up as early as

25 December 20th that we want to, quote, “make sure we have all of the necessary bike rack
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1 in placefor January 6th on the east and west front. Looks like some of the bike rack on

2 the east frontnear the north barricade need to be put back in place. We also want to

3 make sure we have bike rack to secure the west front."

4 Sos this your sort of I'm going towalk you through I know a little bt later,

5 there'sa request for additional bike racks. | want to figure out: Is this reflectiveof the

6 original sort of request for bike rack back in late December that we see on the screen?

7 A Yessir, believe itis.

8 Q Okay. Andis this the bike rack as it appeared at the perimeter as it was

9 on-forMAGAIand MAGA II?

10 A donot believe so.

u Q  sayitagain

2 A Offthe top of my head, | do not believe so. I'm trying - I'm trying to recall

13 without looking tit. | don't believe that's ~ this was the same layout.

14 Q Okay. Was there -this version, this draft perimeter plan, was it just a

15 different layoutordid it have additional bike racks as a starting point back in December

16 than the MAGA | and MAGA Il marches, if you recall?

7 A Soto make sure, so this is the original for the January 6th. MAGA | and

18 MAGA II just trying to recall them - they were focused -- MAGA for sure, was focused

19 more onthe Supreme Court, and that's where we had to adjust some of the fence line.

0 Again, I'm just trying to remember timewise. My recommendation was about

21 havingfence line on both sides of irst Street to keep any counterprotesters and the

22 marchers separated. Sol just | don't know how this looked to the original at least

23 MAGA I march, again, or MAGAIL. But this was, | think, set up more in anticipation of

24 demonstrations around the Capitol.

2 Q And only because of the record, because of, you know, actual fencing was
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1 putupfor the inauguration and events later, if we could stick to theword "bike rack"

2 for

3 A Yessir

4 a okay.

5 A Yes. Bike rack, not -- not fencing

6 Q Right. So I'm going to get through the — you know, there comes a period

7 where you asked for - or you're seeking more bike rack. But | want to ask you a general

8 questionfirst. Some witnesses have told us that bike racks work in containing crowds.

9 thatare obedient but are not a good security measure for people with no intention of

10 obeying the demarcation.

u What do yousayto that?

2 A Well, you go tolike - you go to the extremes. | mean, you know, bike racks

13 have worked. I've seen them work for what you consider to be, you know,

14 noncompliant groups. You know, it gives an officer something to work from.

15 But if you're expecting a group to come up where or you're expecting, you know,

16 significant civil disobedience, you know, hundreds, many thousands of people, you know,

17 if I had that intelligence, | would have -- like you said, | would have gonefor the 8-foot

18 antiscale fencing.

19 But bike racks, it's been used before for for groups. It worked effectively for

20 MAGA! and MAGALL

2 Q  Soit sounds to me there's a spectrum in your mind, and bike racks work

22 along that spectrum to deter, you know, maybe people who are considering

23 noncompliance, so not just completely law abiding, may deter to a certain point. And

24 then once you reach a certain point of sort of civil disobedience, they obviously won't

25 necessarily contain someone intent on getting past it. Is that - is that your was that
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1 your thinking?

2 A When you say was that my thinking, | mean, | -- | don't - yeah. | mean, that

3 wasevidenton the 6th. You know, people that were just going to go up and over the
a bike rack.

5 Q  lguess right. And you may have done this, but maybe I'll put it simpler.

6 Whywere the bike racks important to your security posturing for January 6th?

7 A Becauseit delineates an area. Itgives you the abilityto —as an officer, to

8 keep people out of a restricted area. It causes somebody to have to take a physical

9 climbing over, and it gives the officer an advantage to physically prevent them from

10 coming over --over the bike rack.

1 If you have just an open open area, you know, you're going to be out there, you

12 know, trying to keep -- repel people. The bike racks give you a physical area in which

13 to -- you know, if you have to take physical actions to keep people from coming in, it gives.

14 youanareaof alittle bitof some advantage.

15 Q If we could put up exhibit 18a.

16 And while that is going up, | will - let's see. Yeah. Perfect. |will read to you

17 exhibit 16. It features Deputy Chief Waldowasking for, quote, "additional bikerack for

18 Independence Avenue running east from the south barricade. | advised | reviewed the

19 map after the meeting with HSAA and the COP and it was not included.”

20 First, that -- the requestfor additional bike rack,is that what's reflected here in

2 18a, with the blueis what we had previously, and it looks like the pink, would that be the

22 additional bike rack that Deputy Chief Waldo's talking about there?

23 A That's what it looks like, yes.

2 Q Okay. Who wasit that decided that you guys would need this additional

25 bike rack, and whenwas thatdecision made?
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1 A don'tremember the exact date. | had a concern that the west front was

2 open. We had nobody that had permits in that area, and | wanted to provide us some

3 additional standoff distance, so went ahead and recommended that we put fence line all

4 the way, you know, down was it First Street, and then up Independence Avenue, and tie

5 intothe south barrier just to closeoff the west front - close off the west front more.

6 And that's and, yeah, so| made that decision, or that -yes.

7 Q Allright. Sothat came down from you. And | know you said you're not

8 quite sure when. Doyou have even an approximation for us? Was this - what was it

9 that, I guess, that caused you to think that you needed additional bike rack? Maybe that

10 would help as to when it happened.

1 A I'mtryingtothink. | know we had the inaugural platform up there. It was

12 probably early January, maybe ~ it may be right after—maybe January 4th. Just putting

13 up because, you know, | saw the inaugural platform there. You know, | didn't want

14 anyissues onthe west front. | knew we had it. It was closed. No one was using it,

15 andl wasjust concerned that the — you know, the previous bike rack didn't clearly

16 delineate that, you know, as a closed area and, you know, be able to have officers go in

17 there and, you know, keep people out.

18 Q 50 the chief of security for the Architect of the Capitol, Valerie Hasberry, said

19 this particular request for additional bike rack never made it to the Architect of the

20 Capitol. She was only aware of the requestfor additional bike rack at the Senate egg

21 area, but not this extra layer in the pink, and that, in fact, it's her belief that - that

22 there ~ that was not made, there was no actual bike rack -- this additional bike rack that

23 wesee here inthe pink.

2 Is that your recollection of what happened?

2 A No. Ihave Ihave no knowledge of that. | was under the impression the
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1 bike rack was was put in all the way up to the south barricade.

2 Q Okay. Soexhibit 18 has an email from yourself to Mr.Stenger and

3 Mr ining asking to discuss the bike rack situation, on January Sth, 2021, at 2:55 p.m.

a So do you recall, you know, at sort of that late time on January Sth, what it was

5 you wanted to discuss aboutthe bike racks?

6 A Itwas putting bike rack out, because anytime we put bike rack out to

7 enclose a portion of either the House or Senate side of the Capitol, I've got to make sure

8 they're aware, just to talk about, you know, that right now, there's limited bike rack. I'd

9 rather put bike rack out that completely closes off the west front as well as put some

10 additional bike rack up on the east front, just to provide a more standoff distance, you

11 know,alittle more barriers up there. And that's why | sent that to them. We.

12 had you know, anyway.

13 Q So does that mean that at January Sth by 2:55 p.m. that sort of pink ares,

14 we had not - you had not yet made that request or gotten it decided  officialized that

15 bike rack would go there and thatthat's what this conversation was about?

16 A Ibelieve that may be the case, yes.

7 a okay.

19 Q And, Chief Sund, just to be clear, when you put up bike racks,is there

20 signage in addition to the bike rack on or around that indicates sort of no admittance

21 beyond this point? How's that message conveyed beyond the actual metal bike rack

2 itself?

2 A 1-1 don't knowifthere's signs that are put up. When we put up | don't

24 know. Thatmight bea good --|don't know. When we put up -- or when the Architect

25 of the Capitol puts up, like, the snow fence to cordon off the lower - the lower west
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1 front, | do believe there are signs there that talk about the area closed.

2 So I'm not sure if when the Architect of the Capitol puts up the bike rack, if the

3 signif signs are put upon that. That would either — you know, that may be a good
4 question for AOC or one of the -- Chief Waldow or Chief Thomas.

5 Q Yeah. And how about your staffing? Is it -- is there a standard, one

6 officer per bike rack, or are there officers stationed along the bike racks, or how did this
7 affect --

s A Theres
9 Q the appointmentof personnel?

10 A No, there's not a standard. It's just -- and that's oneofthe reasons | went

11 and asked for the National Guard. 1 knew, you know, we had a significant perimeter,
12 and, you know, I'd really like, you know, more -- more people behind the bike rack, you

13 know, to prevent anybody from trying to jump over it. So that's why | went and asked

14 forit. Sowe don't have a standard, but fet we could have used some more support.
15 Q Okay.

1 oI
w Q Sotsomepoint, though,it appearsthatyou guyswantedbike rack
18 removed. Sof you look at exhibit 19.

19 Ms. Hasberry characterized it on January 5th at 9:10 p.m., quote, "as a late

20 request to remove approximately 500 bike racks along First Street NE/SE, and along the

2a south curb of Constitution Avenue between the north barricade and First Street NE. My

22 team was told the reasonfor the change was due to Capitol Police's concern that

23 demonstrators would be trapped on the eggs. This explanation did not track with past

20 setups, including those used in Novemberand December. In addition, the change did't
25 make sense froma security perspective," end quote.
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1 That's what she writes on January 5th. ~ There is some back and forth with Chief

2 Thomas that I'l go over with you, but, frst, | want to get your - your thoughts - your

3 recollection onit. Who decided at that point that, actually, bike rack needed to be

4 removed, and why?

5 A I'mtrying to see exact where the bike rack portion is that they re talking
6 about,and okay. So-okay. Hold itright there if you could.

7 Soit was on Constitution Avenue?

8 Q  Itsaid along First Street NE/SE, and along the south curb of Constitution

9 Avenue between the north barricade and First Street NE. So approximately 500 bike

10 racks that they were told to remove,

1 A Yeah. Iknowwe had some discussions. | had some discussions with Chief

12 Thomas, because |thinkoriginally they had bike rack the entire - to the House and

13 Senateeggs. Ifyoulookat them, you'll see what looks like an egg shape. That's where

14 alot of protest groups will have their protests, in the grassy areas.

15 They had put bike rack al the way around those, which, from my experience, that

16 is not something you want to do with demonstrations. You don't want to completely

17 bike rack them in because that could be dangerous. And | had said, Hey, we need to

18 make sure that we have an evacuation area in case we have to evacuate any of the

19 protesters

1) So! talked about removing someofthe bike rack. | don't recall the — the specific

21 area. Ithoughtit was on Independence Avenue where you see the opening there.

20 Yeah. I'm I'm not sure, but S00 pieceofbike rackis a lot ofbike rack.

2 Q Andis that sounds like that is what, you know, Ms. Hasberry i talking

24 about exactly. She says that the concern that was communicated to her by Capitol

25 Police is that the demonstrators would be trapped on the eggs.
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1 So you do recall that. So was thatyourdecision ultimately - well the bike rack is

2 removed. owas that your decision torequest that the bike racks be removed around

3 the Senate egg area, and was the reason because of the as you said, you didn't want

4 the demonstrators to be trapped in that area?

5 A Sojustto be clear, my recollection is that | wanted to make sure we had one

6 avenue for evacuation, which, to my recollection, it was Independence Avenue, that we

7 could have if we had to, we could have pushed them off Independence Avenue and not

8 the First Street and Constitution Avenue removal. | just -- you know, that's my

9 recollection.

10 Q And you also seem to take a ite bit issuewith the 500. Do you

11 independently recall that it was 500 bike racks that Capitol Police was asking to be

12 removed, or what's your recollection on that?

13 A Nosir. I'm not taking yeah, I'm not taking issue with the 500. I'm just

14 saying that's — that's alot of pieces of bike rack. That's all was saying.

15 Q Oh okay. And so do you have an independent recollection of it being 500

16 bike racks?

FY A Idon't recall that number everhearing that number.

18 Q Okay. he indicated that it was different than the setups used in

19 November and December. | think you've alluded to thisa litle bit. You're not quite

20 sure what the setupwas. So do you feel comfortable saying whetheryou agree or

21 disagree with Ms. Hasberry that that setup wasdifferent than MAGA | and MAGA II?

2 A Yeah. Without being able to look at t, | don't know right now.

2 Q Okay. In that exchange she has with Chief Thomas, Ms. Hasberry says the

24 change didn't make sense from a security perspective. In that same thread, internally

25 within AOC, Brett Blanton of the Architect of the Capitol writes that, quote, "This seems.
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1 absolutely illogical. It removes a zone of defense,” end quote.

2 D0 you agreeordisagree with that assessment?

3 A From his point of view as, you know, looking at it as a zone of defense, he

4 maybe concerned it reduces a you know, a perimeter line, but I'm looking at it from a

5 safety andlife safety situation. You cannot and | think, of course, have ruled ont, you

6 cannot fence in or barricade in protesters. It just it leads to bad things happening.

7 So he may be looking at it from a pure security point of view. | have to look at it

8 froma security anda safety point of view. That's - we needed a you can't have

9 people in there without a logical escape route.

10 Q_ When Ms. Hasberry brings this up with Chief Thomas, you know, her

11 concerns about t being a ~ you know, removing a zone of defense and not making sense

12 securitywise, Chief Thomas writes, quote, "With the shift in our posture to secure the

13 Capitol Square, there will be no tie-in for the bike rack along First Street and no officers to

14 stand fixed posts there; they will all be on Capitol Square. That being said, we will

15 actively monitor al the portions of the grounds and have CDU response squads to quickly

16 address problems, including potential vandalism to Library grounds,” end quote.

FY Tell me what you recall. It appears that he's indicating that there is

18 enough and you've alludeda ttle bit to this ~ there's enough manpower to stand by

19 the bike rackthat is being removed, that that's one of the reasons that it should be

20 removed.

2 00you recall that beinga motivation?

2 A Notthat! recall, no.

2 Q Okay. Can you explain to us generally why bike racks do need manpower

24 forittobe atall effective thenor not at all for it to be effective as a means of security, of

25 demarcating the line?
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1 A Itjust helps enforce theperimeter that its representing. If you have a bike

2 rack out there, you'd like an officer at least, you know, some reasonable amount of

3 distance to be ableto help secure it

4 Q And you said you don't recall specifically the concern about there not being

5 enough manpower as it relates to the removal of these 500 bike racks around the Senate

6 eggarea. But, generally, was it your belief that you did not have enough officersforthe

7 amount of bike rack that you wanted?

8 A You sayhave enough officers. | would have liked to have more personnel

9 along those bike racks. | don't know if there's a 1 would have liked to have more

10 personnel. That's one of the reasons | went and asked for the National Guard.

u Q And can you talk to meabout -- you know, given the fact -- we talked alittle

12 bit whatall hands on deck means, but given the fact that that was your order, why

13 weren't there enough officers to man the bike racks that you felt was needed for the

14 January 6th event?

15 A Sojust to make sure I'm understanding what you're saying, how come -- how

16 comel didn't feel more comfortable with t, or

uv Q No. I-maybe you could talk to me about a Capitol Police resource issue.

18 Ifyou've deployed all resources, or you're asking to deploy all resources within Capitol

19 Police, all sworn officers, right, who - cancelingdays off, 50 on andso forth, all hands on

20 deck posture, why was there still not sufficient manpower for the bike racks? What

21 about the resources that were either available to you that kept you from having sufficient

22 manpower for the bike racks you wanted?

23 A You know, we deployed out there -- make sure that | just completely

24 understand your - so we activated the full department. ~All the resources| had available

25 tome weredirected. |directed all those resources to be activated for January 6th.
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1 We have the internal event going on at the Capitol for the joint session, which requires

2 somestaffing. And then we also have the external event, which also requires the bike

3 rack

4 You know, just from — 1 would have liked to have had more personnel along the

5 bikerack. |don'tknow if thatis - you know, comes out to a scientific number of, you

6 know, what we're supposed to have. But | knew we had a lot of bike rack out there. |

7 knew this was going to be a big event, and | would have liked more personnel to have

8 helped support the bike rack.

9 Q Ms. Hasberry goes on to write in that thread, quote, " believe there may be:

10 other factors driving the change," end quote. And she told the select committee that

11 concernsovertreating the January 6th demonstrators similarly to the Black Lives

12 protesters over the summer, she believes, appeared to have impacted decisionmaking.

13 Was your response to that, the summer, affectyour security plan for January 6th

14 inanyway?

15 A Forthe bike rack?

16 Q Yes

7 A No. No.

18 Q Notspecificallyfor the bike rack, but

19 A No. Thatdidn't-no. No,sir. Thatdid not playa role for mein the

20 planning, the security planning for the for the 6th. ~ You know, in fact, we activated

21 and deployed more resourcesforthe ~forthe 6th than we have for any events, to my

2 recollection.

23 Q And was going toask: If you couldjust, at a high level, tell me how your

24 preparations were different. You mentioned, you know, that -- pulling that thread a

25 little bit more, between the summer protests and the January 6th protests.
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1 A Fencing, for the most part, if we fencedoff an area, it may have been the

2 east plaza, which s just the -- the east plazais kind of the hardscape on the east side of

3 the Capitol, and we fenced off some of the - the Pennsylvania Avenue and Maryland

4 Avenue walkways onto the west front.

5 Sometimes | think the west front may be -- may have even been open. We had

6 limited we had limited demonstrations up here. We did have one demonstration

7 come up and vandalize a statue it's a Peace statue.

8 Andafter that, we did - I'm trying to recall if it was before or after, but we.

9 did—oh, yeah. When we saw them some of the protesters toppling and damaging

10 statues around the country, | went ahead and implemented putting bike rack around

11 many of our statues and asking the command center, you know, to provide regular what

12 wecallvirtual patrols, where they're monitoring it with cameras or just having the

13 cameras on them permanently so we can watch, just to make sure we don't have

14 anybody going up and vandalizing some of these statues, some of which have gone

15 through recent renovation at extensive expense.
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4 Q Okay. So Ms. Hasberry received -- again, felt enough to write a response

5 that, quote, "The racks were moved after a meeting between Paul Irving and Chief Sund.

8 Can you walk us through what happened there, that walk, what you saw, and

9 explain to us how, if one side is more vulnerable than the other, how removing the bike

10 rack, instead of increasing them, would be the proper response?

12 talked to both Irving and Stenger -- and, again, I'm just trying to recall it -- about

13 deploying someof the bike rack and deploying it on the West Front and some on the East

15 | remember Stenger was kind of listening to what Irving was saying, and Irving had

16 talked about putting more bike rack down around the West Front and some tying into the

18 yeah, we want that too.

19 So we had developed the bike rack. And | think there's -- there should be

21 Q  Soif I'm understanding you correctly, your understanding was that because

22 of the unequal sort of protection between the House and Senate side, the removal of the

23 bike rack from the Senate egg area, your thinking was that it would be moved, not

24 removed entirely, but movedoverto that sortofpink line that we first saw up and down

25 Independence Avenue. Was that the thinking?
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1 A Yeah. |don'tknow if it would've been moved. |don't know how

2 they're howthe contractor is handling the bike rack.

3 But the House side of the West Front was much more vulnerable and open than

4 theSenateside. And | wanted to make sure that we were able to put some bike rack in

5 there just to delineate that, that standoff area and that perimeter. Yeah, that's and

6 Inving wasin favorofthat.

7 Q Okay. Well, sol think to sum it up, the Architect of the Capitol, they didn't

8 receive the request for the additional bike rack on the Independence Avenue side. ~All

9 they received was the removal of the bikerackover at the Senate egg side that was done

10 and that was of concern to the Architect of the Capitol.

1 And they wrote up in the email on January Sth -- this is al internal legal doc

12 stuff and she's told us since she summed up the disconnect this way, quote, "The

13 HSAAPOCis awareof our concerns, but noted that this is Capitol Police's Operational

14 Plan. As background, lack of coordination on this change is indicativeof the hurdles

15 AOC had been trying to overcome on security issues. There are several historical factors

16 on why AOC has not been included in these decisions that | can discuss with you later. |

17 will continue working to improve the coordination and input,” end quote.

18 From your view, is thatafarcritique? ~ Were there hurdles and lack of

19 coordination with AOC that she says have long been a problem? Was that something.

20 that you appreciate or agree withor disagree?

2 A Yeah, I'm not aware of anyofthe hurdles that she references. | know

22 Valerie, knewValeriewell, and talked to her. Yeah, | don't think -- | can't thinkof the

23 issues that she may be talking about. But, yeah, | just don't understand what those

24 issues maybe.

2 Q In hindsight, if the bike racks at the Senate egg area are removed and there
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1 are no additional bike racks put on the Independence Avenue area, was that, in hindsight,

2 doesthat prove to be a weakness in the perimeter setup heading into January 6th?

3 A Notreally, because it's an open area. Ultimately i's an area that -- and we.

4 haveit permitted, people can come into, come out. They just got to go around the

5 fencetobe able to come in there.

6 If we did have a reason to have to clear that area out, then we have fencing

7 already existing in there. And there was fencing — let's see, I'm trying to recall. |

8 believe there was -- we also had fencing on the East - on the hardscape on the East

9 Front don't think that's in your image - that closed off the East Plaza.

10 1 just want to - I'm trying to describe it, but | don't know how much you guys

11 knowaboutit. The East Plaza isa hardscape. So you really have two rows of fence.

12 You have the fence that kind of goes along the street near First Street and Constitution

13 Avenue.

1a But then you have another fence fartherback that goes along the hardscape that

15 closes off the East Front. So that's really providing the main perimeter to the Capitol

16 itself.

1” So that in itself, the removal of it, | don't think would've impacted, because people

18 could've got — people had permits and people had access into that area already.

19 Q On January 6th at 1:28 p.m. - this is reflected in exhibit 20 -- Ms. Hasberry is

20 asking about whether her, quote, "team is ready to move the 400bike racks to the East

21 Front”

2 It's our understanding that in the middle of the fight on January 6th, Capitol Police

23 requested that there be 400 additional bike racks moved to the East Front.

2 Can you talk us through that decision?

2 A That's the first I've heard of that.
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1 Q Okay. Did you read that email where she's asking her team and saying

2 that to put up these 400 additional bike racks after 1:28 p.m. on the 6th?

3 A remember briefly looking at t, but just give me a minute.

a Q Well let me ask you this. It appears then that you did not make that

5 request to move 400 bike racks to the East Front on January 6th itself.

6 A OnJanuary6th, at 128, no.

7 Q Andyou'renotaware

5 A I would not have - no, not aware.

° Q And you're not aware of who from Capitol Police would have made that

10 request?

1 A (inaudible)

2 Q That'sano, right? didnt hear you. I'm sorry.

13 A Yes that'sano. Thatisano.

1 Q Okay. The AOC timeline goes on to state -- that's part of exhibit 21, but it's

15 averylong document. Ilreadit to you.

16 It says at 1149 hours - or 1349 hours, excuse me - "a report ofa suspicious

17 package at the DNC resulted in a lockdown of the area, preventing the deployment of

18 bike racks to the East Front of the Capitol as requested by Bob Ford. Due to the

19 deteriorated security conditions, efforts to get the additional bike racks to the East Front

20 were unsuccessful until the campus was secured,” end quote. And that actually helps.

2 Let meask you, what does Bob Ford do?

2 A S0Bob Ford at the time was thedirectorof our Security Services Bureau.

23 Soalotof our bureaus will have sworn personnel overt. Security Services handles all

24 our physical and technological security measures, cameras, barriers, things like that, and

25 healso handles the fencing.
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2 that decisionmaking or had overheard that people under you were making that request?

4 calls. But, no, that does not. That does not.

< Q What do you think about that request now, looking back on it?

7 little, too late.

8 Understanding that that was not a decision that you made or directed, to you, is

9 that a fair criticism? Is that something you agree with? Or would there be utility in

10 getting additional bike racks at that late an hour on January 6th?

12 crowd that we were dealing with. So | would not think that was a good decision.

13 Q Was there any discussion or consideration of putting up fencing? And |

15 during the inauguration afterward and some other events that we've seen in the District

16 of Columbia this year and last year, 2021. Was there any discussion of putting up

18 A No, no, there was not. Again, the intel did not support a request like that.

19 Q Okay. Before turn itoverto--

2a Q But on that last point, Chief Sund, let me just candidly say, a lot of people are

22 going to read all of these documents, and in our report, all of the specific intelligence in

23 advance about the target is Congress and there are armed people that are coming to

25 And the logical question will be, well, why not consideration of more secure
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1 fencing or hardened perimeter as opposed to bike racks?

2 You just said the intel didn't support that, but we've gone through a series of

3 advance warningswhere the intel frankly predicted that, violence to actually disrupt the

4 joint session.

5 So'm just wondering, what's your response to this criticism that there really

6 shouldve beena harder perimeter?

7 A Well, when you show me some of the intel thatwas floating around, that's

8 the type of intel that would've given me the ammunition | needed to go and make these

9 requests, nota final paragraphafter - you're dealing with a bottom line upfront that

10 doesn't talk about any concerns, the whole document doesn't have any concerns, and

11 then you have a final paragraph that you may.

2 You need to realize there's a lot of concern about when you start putting fencing

13 uparoundthe Capitol. Alot of people are worried about that.

1a But for me, you got to understand, | went and requested the National Guard in

15 advance,just to help support my bike rack. | don't think | wouldve gotten anywhere

16 requesting if | can't get National Guard justfor bike rack, I'™ not going to get anywhere

17 forfencing

18 Q Yeah. Sowe're going to get into the discussion of the National Guard.

19 Butjustto be clear, it sounds like what you're saying -- don't let me put words in your

20 mouth, want to make sure you agree with this is thatwhile there was intelligence and

21 while there were warnings, that didn't get elevated sufficiently or make it to you or other

22 decisionmakers that could have used it to justify requests for more ofa hardened

23 perimeter? Is that generally accurate?

2 A Yes, I thinkit's generally accuratethat the intelligence wasn't sufficiently

25 incorporated into the products that inform our Department, our oversight, including the
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1 Capitol Police Board, to make these tough decisions and go and fightfor these things, yes.

2 Soyes
3 Q Okay. Sothat's an internal Capitol Police communication failure, right?

a When you say colossal intelligence failure, the failure is to have that intelligence within

5 your organization make it to you and the Capitol Police Board?

5 A Yes

7 a okay.

8 I Lc reco this realyfast, whileI ets t up.
5 INo,!thinkhe has it up.

10 Icovou have it up?
1 | Itwent away.

2 oI—

13 Q Well, in the interimmycolleague is going to showyou areport, an internal

14 intelligence reportforCapitol Police, before we - as soon as it comes up on the screen,

15 we'll switch over that.

16 My last question before | turn it over is, so Chief Pittman in her statement, her

17 statement shortlyafterthe event, that you had testified earlier that basically noneof the

18 operational things that you had put into place came as a result of the January 3rd

19 assessment, which of course you've now testified is pretty much how you read i, in line
20 with the assessments that you had done previously and what happened during MAGA |

2 and MAGAIL
2 Tell me if you disagree with Chief Pittman, because she seems to say differently.

23 She wrote, "The Department's uniformed operations, led by Assistant Chief Chad

24 Thomas, also adjusted its planning for January 6th in response to the January 3rd special

25 assessment. For example, the Department changed its Civil Disturbance Unit plan for
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1 January 6th in the following ways?"

2 And she goes on to lst what you've mentioned: increasing the platoons from

3 fourtoseven, changing the scheduled reporting times to these different times on

4 January 6th, deploying USCP SWAT teams to act as counterassault ground teams, and

5 enlarging the physical security perimeter - the bike racks we just finished talking

6 about to encircle the entire Capitol Square with bike racks manned by officers to keep

7 out unauthorized persons.

8 She said that that came as a result of the January 3rd assessment. Is that

9 accurate?

10 A I'mtrying to recall the exact time some of those things were put in place. It

11 very well could be, yes.

2 Q Okay. Because earlier you said that as far as your decisionmaking, which |

13 thinkisimportant, you said that you didn't come away from the January 3rd assessment

14 having any either newor dramatic or shocking sort of information that would lead to

15 operational changes.

16 50 how can we reconcile that, if you didn't do that, how could itbetrue then that

17 these changes were asa result of what was written in the January 3rd assessment?

18 A Yeah. Again, I'm not sure of the exact time some of the things were put in

19 place.

0 We had everybodyon the Department working. We had put additional people

21 outside some of the buildings. There was a lot of things that are put in place when we.

22 have an event at the Capitol that are regular order of business thatwould occur, such as

23 putting additional people in the tunnels to challenge and validate, to make sure the right

24 people have the right passes to get nto the Capitol.

2 So just don't knowofthe timing for someofthose.
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1 Q Butmoresothanthetiming, I'masking about themotivationbehind it. I'm

2 wondering if you could -- is it that you just don't recall what your motivations were

3 behind those operational changes? Were they the January 3rd assessment, in your

a mind, or were they not?

5 A Again,alotofthestuff,like my request for the National Guard, came before

6 that Yeah, just don't recall

7 ovIN

8 Q Chief Sund, |just have a couple questions about kind of this big picture idea

9 of the products weren't there in terms of revealing what the threat was. And | want to

10 talk through one in particular.

n You mentioned that there were four ICD special assessments. And one of them,

12 another product that comes out of these investigative research and analysis reports, is up

13 there on the screen. And this one's seven pages that highlights the tunnels itself.

1 This is pretty early on, December 21st. If you go to the middleof the page there

15 it says, "These are tunnels connected to the Capitol Building. Legislators use them to

16 avoid the press, among other things." And it has the website for TheDonald.Win.

w And included in this, t's a pretty long document, are 37, lke, screenshots of pretty

18 prescient aspects of what occurred on the 6th, including get into the Capitol Building,

19 stand outside Congress, be in the room next to them, they have time to run if they -- they

20 won't have time to run if they play dumb. | can read you a number of them.

2 But the big picture is, when you say you didn't have the products to kind of have

22 the full picture here, did you have this report?

23 A Yeah, | have no recollection of having this report. This, from what |

24 understand, after the 6th, and after my initial testimony, and seeing the final report,

25 that's where first learned about this report, is an internal report, even though the
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1 Department saidat one time theyhad shared it.

2 1 do not recall having ever seen this, and more importantly, do not recall ever

3 seeing this included in any of the subsequent assessments, making it aware to the rest of

4 the Department even asa footnote that it's in there, or this being briefed out in any

5 manner with any of the - during any of the briefings with - thatwouldve been briefed

6 outtothe House sergeant at arms or the Senate sergeant at arms.

7 Q 50 the January Sth email that my colleague showed you about the tunnels,

8 was that thefisttime you became aware that thetunnelswere not just talked about asa

9 target on one media post, but in several blogs, with pictures of - with pretty much detail

10 about how these tunnels can be used underneath the Capitol Building?

1 A Yeah. I mean, tothe best of my recollection, yes. | don't recall seeing

12 anything before the Sth. Like I said, Gallagher and Pittman did approach me and talk to

13 meabouta company that had the website, that they said there was an uptick in access to

14 it. Butbeyond that, | don't recall, and |definitely don't recall seeing this document.

15 Q  Butifyou had seen something lie this prior to, from December 21st on,

16 would that have changed some of the decisions you made operationally?

7 A Ithink having this included into the intelligence assessments and briefed to

18 the House and Senate sergeant at arms would've made abigdifference to our planning,

19 butalsoto my request for outside support. It may have even --yeah.

0 Q Sol guess when you mentioned the report, the HSGAC report, and it goes

21 through a level of detail aboutwhat was possessed by ICD, and you said thatwas the first

22 time you learned about this, was there anything else that, after having read that

23 report I'm assuming you had looked at it — that surprised you about what IICD had you

24 werenotaware of? Because perhaps that's the disconnect that I'm having,

2 A Yeah. SoliCD -- so 21TD159 was one of the ones that got from — I saw
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1 fromthe Senate report. I'm trying to recall some of the others.

2 There's definitely after the fact learning that - it appears IICD had a number of

3 different and I'm trying to - intelligence concernsorproducts or notifications from

4 different agencies, from our partner agencies, the FBI, DHS, or whoever it may be, that

5 didn't seem tobe in our intelligence assessments outright, as a footnote, anything like

6 that. And that raised lot of concerns, because that would've definitely helped to

7 inform significant decisionmaking.

8 Q But would you stil, having looked at that and what the IICD had, do you still

9 believeit'sa colossal failure of intelligence when they had a numberof data points about

10 the threats andthe potential for violence on January 6th?

u A Yes. I'dsay that colossal intelligence failure. Because the value of

12 intelligence for us as an agency is in planning. It's making sure that the intelligence is

13 synthesized and putinto the intelligence reports that are being shared and people are.

1a being reliant on within my agency, thosein those critical positions that | talked about in

15 theparamilitaryorganization to help plan and help inform critical decisions.

16 Q And won't belittle it, but it sounds like when you talked about the January

17 3rd special assessment versus the Daly Intelligence Report, that it was your reliance on

18 the Daily Intelligence Report guided you more so than the January 3rd special

19 assessment. Isthatfairto say?

20 A No, I wouldn't say that. Itake them all into consideration, kind of together.

2 Q Butthe fact that the likelihood of violence was improbable in the January

22 4th Daily Intelligence Report, that stuck with you, versus

23 A Well, it just kind of reaffirmed that what we're likely to see, as outlined in

24 the rest of the January 3rd report, s it being very similar, the crowd actions, very similar

25 towhat we had seen in MAGA| and MAGA.
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1 We knew we were going to have a large event, again, focused at the Capitol, with

2 the propensity of some skirmishes, with some possible violent altercations, and we

3 planned accordingly.

4 ovI

5 Q Appreciate it, Chief.

6 So what I'd like to do is pull on the operational thread a little bit more and segue

7 inamomenttoyourrequestof the National Guard.

8 Butbeforewe get there, during your conversation with my colleague, one of the.

9 things you said that | think you said -- that resonated with me, and | want to make sure |

10 understood you, is you said that you had made a number of requests for resources

11 related to your preparationof January 6th that were denied.

2 Putting aside the National Guard, what are you talking about when you say that?

13 Number one, did | understand you to say that correctly, | guess is the first question. And

14 assuming that | did, when you say that you madea request for a number of resources

15 that were ultimately denied, what did you request? Who did you request it from?

16 Sortof can you give me some detail to flesh that out?

1” A Yeah. Idon't recall making that statement. I'msorry. Idon't. The

18 specific request for January 6th that | went and was denied was the National Guard. |

19 don't recall saying that there was other resources.

20 Q Okay. Maybe just misunderstood what I heard. So I'm glad | asked a

21 clarifying question.

2 Sojust to make sure I'm clear, the only request you made for additional resources

23 wasarequestfor the National Guard. Is that accurate?

2 A The only request | made for additional resources specificto January 6th was

25 the useof the National Guard to help support my perimeter.
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1 Q Copy that, sir.

2 ov
3 a [Elbefore you get into that.

4 Did you consider other things, Chief Sund, like mutual aid, for example?

$ Capitol Police has all kinds of agreements with other law enforcement agencies to

A——
7 Police or other law enforcement agencies providing bike rack support or other assets

8 before you got to the National Guard?

9 A National Guard is usuallyour first go-to. | knew MPDwas going to be busy

10 and have their hands full and would be hesitant to give us static support. | need people

11 thtwerent going tobe alt away, that coud be thre
12 So that's why National Guard was our first request, that we go to National Guard.

13 We knew everybody else that was close by would be busy with the events taking place in

16 thei, Park Pol, Metopoltan, anybody tht has some manpower.
15 But it would still require approval from the Capitol Police Board to bring them in

16 and hav them standing in perimeter ut there as apposed you cal hemi an
1 emergency
18 So my first choice was National Guard.

19 Q Andthat's because--

20 A They've helped

2a Q I'm sorry, go ahead.

2 A was going to say, they've helped us before for some events, and that

23 would've been the first logical request.

24 Q Okay. guess that's my question, is are they always the first request ahead

25 of mutual aid, or were they the first request here because mutual aid was unlikely to be
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1 successful because of al those other agencies having their own issues around the city on

2 January 6th?

3 A It's usually the first process. We've used them for other events,

4 inauguration, things like that, where they come and they assist us. Yeah, it just would've

5 been our first go-to.

6 Q Okay. It's just directly contrary to what we have heard repeatedly from

7 National Guard officials, Department of Defense officials. Their view is that National

8 Guardisonlya last resort when there are other domestic law enforcement assets that

9 should be deployed first, whether that's aparticularagency or mutual aid.

10 A Okay. Sotheyre looking at it from what's called the Defense Support for

11 Civil Authorities. It's a process so if you have an emergency or something like that, it's

12 where you have utilized all your resources before going to the National Guard.

13 Again, like | said, MPD had their hands full. Park Police, my first request, again, it

14 wasdenied. | have no doubta request for mutual aid would've been treated the same

15 wayitwas for the National Guard

16 Q And just to be clear, the Capitol Police Board, | understand they have to

17 make these decisions about requesting the Guard or requesting mutual aid. You're on

18 the Capitol Police Board, right? You're the nonvoting member, but you're one of four

19 members of the Board, right?

20 A Yessir.

2 Q And your role on the Board is to provide them the information, the law

22 enforcement information, that informs their decisions, correct? You're essentially the

23 conduit through which they get information about intelligence in the situation that

24 informs those decisions?

2 A Capitol Police is, yes.
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1 Q I mean, you personally, as a member of the Board, one of your primary

2 functions on the Board is to give them that law enforcement information to which they

3 don'totherwise have access, right?

a A Yeah. The briefings for the Board members, | want to say the briefings for

5 at least the House and Senate sergeant at arms, is usually conducted by Deputy Chief

6 Gallagher. Ifyou look he probably conducted a number of those.

7 Q Right. No, understand. But my point is that Capitol Police, as an agency,

8 is responsible for ensuring that the sergeant at arms for both sides and the Architect of

9 the Capitol have sufficient information on which to base Capitol Police Board decisions,

10 right? That's the organization and how it works?

1 A Yes. Thatseems reasonable, yes.

12 Q Okay.

u RRR 550mmron) ‘Soshonts
1 I To's auite all right. Just give me one moment to resolve a very

15 quick child issue.

16 Okay. Thank you,Chief.

1” hankyouJE

18 ovI

19 Q So before we talk about those requests specific to January 6th, sir, in your

20 tenure as the chief of the Capitol Police was there ever any other occasion where you

2a requested the assistance of the National Guard for anything, or was the first time you

22 made such a request for January 6th?

23 A believe we were in the process and working through a request for their

24 assistanceforthe upcoming inaugurationof President Joe Biden,
2s Q Okay. Soitwouldve been -it sounds lke it would've been the January 6th
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1 electoral vote college count and the inauguration, but nothing prior to January 6th. Is

2 thatfair?

3 A Notinmy notthat | recall in my 14 months as chief, no.

4 Q Okay. Solwanttosortof step by step go through the request for the

5 National Guard and start with, how did this come about? Did you or someone from

6 your staff initiate contact with the National Guard to request assistance? Did the

7 National Guard reach out to you initially and say, Hey, do you need assistance? How did

8 thatplayour?

9 A Yeah, there was no communications between the National Guard and at

10 least myself prior okay. So, let's see. Yeah, so prior to me requesting the National

11 Guard, just to make sure we got all the timeline lined up, there was no communications

12 between the National Guard and myself.

13 1 have to, because of 2 US. Code 1974, get approval to bring in and outa Federal

14 agency to help support ~Ithink it's 1974 to help support Capitol Police.

15 1 was thinking about I've done a lot of events. | was thinking about the number

16 of personnel. The first two MAGA marches occurred when Congress wasn't in session.

17 Thistime Congress is in session.

18 1 just wanted ~to feel more comfortable, | wanted more personnel on my

19 perimeter. That's why | wanted them specifically. It would've been for unarmed

20 National Guard ~ that's what we've used before - to help support my perimeter.

2 Soit was ~ Sunday, the 3rd, was the first day of the ~ I think it was the 117th

22 Congress. That kindof threw me off at first in my initial testimony before the Senate,

23 because | would've thought it was Monday. But it was Sunday, the 3rd.

2 And how it went is, at 9:24, because | remember, | went over specifically in person

25 toask. Andlfirst went over, went to Paul Irving's office at 9:24 in the morning - there's
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1 video of me walking in and asked him specifically, | would ike to request National

2 GuardforJanuary 6th.

3 Q Okay. Solet me make sure Im understanding.

a So when you say make a request for National Guard assistance, are you talking

5 make a request of the Capitol Police Board or are you talking about making a request of

6 the National Guard itself? I's ike a "chicken and the egg" kind ofthing, like, which

7 comesfinst?

5 A Yeah. Solhave to get Board's approval. So! have to get Board's

9 approval. Sofor me to get Board's approval, it's going to first take me getting both the

10 House and Senate sergeant at arms to say, okay, this is 2 law enforcement matter, yeah,
11 were good. Because | need their support on the perimeter.

2 Sol needed to get them on board. Ifthey would've been on board then, they

13 wouldve said, "Yeah, okay, that's good," we would've pulled together the third member

14 of the Board, and we would've gone through the process of doing an emergency

15 declaration.

16 He would've had to have go on and Mr. Irving and Mr. Stenger wouldve had to get

17 their respective leadership's approval because ~ according to the code that is required in

18 advance to use i, and then we would've put in for an emergency declaration. I's

19 somewhat ofa convoluted process.

1) Q Okay. No,lcanappreciate that.

2 So correct me if I'm wrong, but it sounds like before you had any contactwith the

22 National Guard itself about their potential support of you for January 6th, you first went

23 and made the request of the Capitol Police Board,orat least some members of the

24 Capitol Police Board. Is that accurate?

2 A I made the request of the House and Senate sergeant at arms, and then the
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1 restof yourstatement would be accurate, yes.

2 Q Okay. And on what date, if you can recall - | think you said it earlier, but

3 mayhave missed it did you - I think you said you went over in person to make this

4 request.

5 A Yessir. Itwas January 3rd, 2021, at 9:24 in the morning.

6 Q Okay. And do you recall to whom on the Board you specifically spoke?

7 Wasit Mr. Irving and Mr. Stenger and the Architect of the Capitol or some combination

8 thereof?

9 A 9:24, 1went into Mr. Iving’s office and talked to Mr. Irving,

10 Q Andtell mewhat you told Mr. Irving.

1 A We had some just walked into his office, had some, Hey, Chief, how you

12 doing, stuff like this. 1said, Mr. Irving, Id like to request the National Guard for

13 January 6th.

14 Q Did you tell Mr. Irving why you wanted to do that? Goingback to my

15 colleague llauestion about the Capitol Police were providing the reasoning or the

16 intel, what reasoning,if any, did you provide to Mr. Irving about why you needed the

17 National Guard?

18 A 50 he immediately responded, Don't like the optics. 1 said Id like them to

19 help support the perimeter. And he goes, the intelligence - the response was, the

20 intelligence doesn't support that. And he said, have you talked to Mr. Stenger?

2 Mr. Stenger is the chairmanof the Capitol Police Board. And Isaid, no, | had not

22 talked tohim. He goes, go and talk to him, see what he has to say.

23 Q  Copythat.

2 50 help me understand. If partof the responsibilityof the chief of police on the

25 Board s to provide the intelligence to the Capitol Police Board, when Mr. Irving said to
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1 youtheinteligence doesn't support that, what did you think he was talking about?

2 Had you provided -- did he somehow have access to intelligence that you had

3 given him previously? Did he get t through his own means?

a What was your understanding of what he meant when he said the intelligence

5 doesn't support that, given that, i | understand your role, you would be the one to

6 provide him with that intelligence?

7 A No. Like was saying before, the intelligence information flows directly

8 from Protective Services Bureau over to the two members of the Capitol Police Board.

° Q  50PSB, who generates the intelligence, sends this information via —or direct

10 tothe two sergeant at arms?

n A Yeah. Their staff, their offices, yes.

2 Q Okay. And sowhen he sad to you the intelligence doesn't support that, is

13 that the assumption that you made, that PSB had - must've sent him the intel? Ordid

14 you~ had you previously, or someone from your staff, outside of PS8, specifically

15 provided him with that information?

16 A The assumption was that he was workingoff the same intel | was working

7 off.

18 Q Okay. And so what was your response, if any, to —given what you

19 understood the landscape to be, based onyour extensive conversation with my
20 colleague, what response,if any, did you have to Mr. Irving's comment that the

21 intelligence doesn't support that?

2 A Idon'trecall. That may be the point where | said, Id like them, you know, |

23 wanted them to help support my perimeter. But at that point he started throwing on

24 his jacket and started to get ready to go over to another meeting, | guess, and we walked

25 outshortlythereafter.
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1 But he referred me over to the chairman of the Capitol Police Board, so| figured

2 thatwas my next stop to see what we could do.

3 Q Okay. Soin this initial meeting, regarding the discussion with Capitol Police

4 Board, you went to Mr. Irving, you made the request. ~ He said, according to you,

5 something about the optics don't look right

6 A Yeah.

7 Q and the intel doesn't support it, made a suggestion that you talk to the

8 chairmanofthe Capitol Police Board, and then he essentially left.

9 50 how long was that entire exchange?

10 A Notlongatall. 9:32, justa couple minutes later, we're on video walking

11 outtogether.

2 Q  Copythat.

13 And so what was your next step after that?

1a A Our next stepafter that was going to go directly to Stenger's office. |

15 walked over to Stenger's office at 9:35. Video showing me walk into 5-150, which

16 is Mr. Stenger’ office, and the office was empty. No secretary. Jennifer Hemingway's

17 office was empty. His office was empty.

1 Sol left out, went back, drove back over to my headquarters, waited fora little

19 bit. Idon'tknow if| called him or what. But went back. And at 11:53 walked back

20 intoMr. Stenger's office.

2 Q And was Mr. Stenger there when you wentback to his office?

2 A Yes, hewas. Hewas up, walking toward, | guess, his closet to grab a jacket

23 when! came walking in.

2 Q And what, if any, conversation did you have with Mr. Stengerat that time?

2 A Notsureifyou can hear. We gotasiren in the background. 1 just don't
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1 wantto—

2 Q  Icanhearyou. | can't hear the siren now, but| appreciate that.

3 A Okay. |went walking inand | said - almost right off the bat, as soon as |

4 came walking in, Isaid, I'd like to request the National Guardfor January 6th. And he

5 immediately started - he turned to me ~ do you want me to continue?

6 Q  Yes,si, please, yeah.

7 A Solsaid, I'd lie to request National Guard for January 6th. He goes -- he

8 responded, he said, do you know anybody at the Guard? And|said, yes, ir, | do, | know

9 General Walker. And he goes, why don't you go ahead and give General Walkera call

10 and find out, if we need his assistance on January 6th, how many people can he give us

11 and how quickly can he giveus those people?

2 a okay.

13 A Andlsaid okay. And he said,so go ahead. said, sol can go ahead and

14 reachouttohim? Hesaid yes. |said,all right, Il call tonight.

15 And he put on his jacket. ~ Hewas getting ready towalk over to the old Supreme

16 Court chamber for the swearing-in ceremony, and out the door we went. We literally

17 walked out the door, like, 2 minutes later.

18 Q Okay. So then what was your next stepafter you had your conversation

19 with Mr. Stenger?

20 A My next step regarding the National Guard?

2 Q Yessir

2 A Sothat evening, at 6:14 p.m. |was driving home and | went ahead and

23 called William Walker — I've known him for some time - called him, he answered, and

24 told him, Hey | went tothe Capitol Police Board and | went to the two sergeant at arms to

25 request the National Guard, they did not approve it.
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1 But Iwas asked to call and unofficially reach out to you -- because this isn't an

2 official request, | don't have the Capitol Police Board approval -to reach out to you and

3 ask, if we needyour assistance on January 6th, how quickly can you give usassistance and

4 how much personnel can you give us?

5 506:14 p.m. on Sunday he advises that he has 125soldiers that are helping with

6 the District of Columbia with COVID response. If we need them, he could fairly quickly

7 getthem mustered over at the D.C. Armory, get them outfitted, and all I'd need todo is

8 send somebody over to swear them in, and he could get them over to the Capitol fairly
9 quickly.

10 15aid, Hey, thanks.

u Q Sorry, I didn't mean to cut you off. Please continue.

2 A Isaid, thank you very much. Just keep in mind, | don't have approval for

13 this, sol can't take - don't take any action on it yet. This isn't an official request. And

14 hesaid thanks.

15 And then Tuesday, when we were getting ready to have the meeting with our

16 partners, | thinkit's the 12 o'clock video meeting with all ouroutside agencies and the

17 military that had coordinated, | advised Mr. Stenger of the resultsof the call. ~ He said,

18 okay, good, I think that works. And that was it.

19 Q Okay. Andlappreciate that

20 Sol want to make sure | got the days lined up.

21 Sot sounds likeyour call to General Walker was on a Sunday? Is that correct?

2 A Thatis correct, sir.

23 Q And on what day was your meeting with Mr. Stenger?

2 A Tuesday.

2 Q And then yourmeeting with Mr. Irvingwas the same day or --
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1 A The sameday. Mr. Irving I'm trying to think of exactly when I ran into.

2 him. Iraninto him the same day, gave him the same information. Mr. Irving and |

3 both had briefings with two Members of our oversight regarding January 6th, Chairperson

4 Lofgren and CongressmanTim Ryan.

5 Q  Copythat.

6 So I guess one question | have immediately is, why wait till Sunday to call General

7 Walker? Why the gap between Tuesday and Sunday, given the importance of the

8 National Guard presence to you, why the 4- or 5-day delay before you reached out to

9 General Walker, if you can recall why?

10 A Somy delay in reaching out to General Walker was hours. | was denied

11 Sunday morning.

2 Yeah, you got the days wrong. So Sunday, January 3rd, | talked to the two

13 sergeant atarms and they deny my request. That evening, 6 p.m. that evening, talked

14 to what's that, six and a half hours later, that's when | call Wiliam Walker.

5 Q Okay, wait. Okay. Somaybelam confused. Solet'stryagain. And

16 that's why | wanted to go through the days.

1” Sol thought | understood you to say that your initial request for National Guard

18 supportwas to Mr. Irving and that was on a Tuesday. Is that correct?

19 A Thatwas Sunday, January 3rd.

20 Q  ItwasonSunday, January 3rd. Okay.

21 So on Sunday, January 3rd, is when you physically went to his office, and he was

22 there, and you had that conversation with him that you described earlier.

23 A Yes. Sunday believe it or not, Sunday was the first day of the 117th

24 Congress, so all the Members of Congress were in that day to be sworn in.

2 Q Okay. lapologize.
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1 A That may be throwing you off.

2 Q Yeah, okay. And apologize for my confusion.

3 50 on that Sunday you first go to Irving, then you go to Stenger, who makes a

4 recommendation that you call Walker, and then that same Sunday you call Walker?

5 A Yessir.

6 a copy.

7 And 50 you then mentioned that the next thing you did with respect to the

8 information that you had got from Walker, you communicatedthat to Mr. Stenger?

9 A Yeah. believeStengerwas first, I believe. don't recall which one was

10 first. But they were both on Tuesday.

1 Q Okay. So Sunday, then Monday, then Tuesday you briefed them.

2 You referenced some sort of partner meetingorsomething that was about to go

13 on, that it sounded like Mr. Stenger was going to. Can you flesh that out a litle bit for

14 me?

15 A Yeah. Sol believe it was noon on Tuesday, the Sth, | had scheduled a

16 Webex ora Teams virtual meeting with 12 ofthe top law enforcement and military,

17 approximately a dozen officials within the District of Columbia.

18 That's that one meetingyou guys talked about to kindof goover January 6th, talk

19 about January 20th, the inauguration, and just the way to handle those two events.

0 And Stenger came over to the conference roomfor the meeting. ~ So that's

21 when informed Stenger.

2 Now, | may have informed Irving that morning right before we did the Lofgren call

23 1just don'tremember the exact time. But they're both on Tuesday, the Sth.

2 Q And in your mind, did that end, did that puta button on the issueof National

25 Guard support once you communicated to Mr. Stenger the information that General
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1 Walker had provided you? Or was there any further discussion related to that initial

2 request that occurred subsequent to when you briefed Mr. Stenger?

3 A Can you repeat the question again?

a Q Yeah. I'msorryif that was confusing.

5 1 guess what | really want to know, to oversimplify it, is did you talk to anyone else

6 about your requestafteryou talked to Stenger on Tuesday?

7 A After talked to Stenger, no. When | came back, just to you go back |

8 don't meanto confuse the timeline even more when | goback to Sunday, the 3rd,

9 come back to headquarters.

10 'm walking through headquarters, and Gallagher says, Hey, he is contacted by 1

11 forgotwhoitis. It'sa representative from DOD that handles all the National Guard

12 requests, and was asking, Is Capitol Police going to be requesting National Guard?

13 This was probably, I'm trying to think, maybe 11 o'clock in the morning,

14 noon I'm sorry, it wouldve been after | met with Stenger, so right around that time. |

15 came backand | advised him, Hey, | had just been over to talk to Stenger and Irving, and

16 it's ano-goforthe National Guard. Sojust let her know - I don't remember her

17 name that as of right now, we will not be requesting.

1 That's the only other discussion | had about the National Guard.

19 Fast-forward to Tuesday. | tell the two of them. They're like, Hey, that sounds.

20 good. | made my request clear. They made their denial of my request clear. | wasn't

21 goingto push it anymore.

2 oI
2 Q Can we stop right there on that issue, Chief Sund?

2 It sounds like you had decided before that Sunday morning conversation with

25 Irving that you needed reinforcements on that perimeter, that you didn't have sufficient
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1 personnel, and that you wanted National Guardsmen and -women to be out there helping

2 toprotect the perimeter, right? Operationally, that was your assessment that Sunday

3 morning?

4 A Yeah. Myassessmentis, it would've increased my comfortable level.

5 Knowing the size of our perimeter, the numberof officers | have to put on that perimeter,

6 yeah, I would've liked to have National Guard.

7 Q Yeah, understand. So that informs your decision to ask for it, that you go

8 tosergeant at arms, both of them, and make that request, right? That your motivation

9 istoget help, to get the National Guard deployed.

10 And when you first talk to Irving he expresses, | think you said, two separate

11 reservations about that. One, the intel doesn't support it, and, two, | don't like the

12 optics of that.

13 Did you push back against eitherofthose and tell him more about the intelligence

14 or discuss with him the optics and why that was less important than the security of the

15 perimeter?

16 A No.

uv Q  Whynot?

18 A Youknow, one, he made it clear about the optics, concern for the optics, and

19 that's maybe - anyway, an issue up at the Capitol anyway, but -- and the concern for the

20 intel, that the intel didn't support it.

21 Going and requesting the National Guard is a big deal for Capitol Police to do.

22 Its something that hasn't regularly been done. | went on my own because it was a

23 comfort level for me, that, hey, | would've liked them. | had no idea the issues we'd be

24 facing Wednesday. If I had, that would've changed things a whole lot.

2 But the intel that | was reading, it would've been a big stretch to say, Hey, based
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1 onthatintelwe definitely need to bring in the National Guard.

2 So when he said that, | was like, well, okay. | wasn't going toargue with him.

3 But he referred me over to the chairmanofthe Board. | thought, okay, let's at least take

4 ittothe chairman, see where we go withit. So that's where we went.

5 Q So you didn't disagree with him about the intel? | mean, you, again, you'd

6 made a decision, as the chief of the Capitol Police, that you needed the National Guard.

7 And when the sergeant at arms says the intel doesn't support that, is that consistent with

8 your understanding of the intel? It wouldn't seem to be if you felt like the National

9 Guardwas needed.

10 A Again, | wanted the National Guard to help support the perimeter, mainly to

11 increase the comfort level | have. But, yeah, that's -

2 Q Well, my question is, did you agree with him that the intel didn't support the

13 request?

1a A Yeah, |guessso, yes.

5 Q Allright. So you made a request that you knew the intel, in your view,

16 didn't support - or you believed the intel didn't support?

1” A Theintel on itself going and saying, Hey, I'm requesting a historic change for

18 the Capitol Police, to put National Guard out there along the perimeter, which is a big,

19 deal, based on an assessment that's saying, Hey, this is goingto be pretty similar to the

20 previous MAGAS, that'sa hard — that's going to be a tough one -a tough one to sell, so -

2 Q Yeah. Well, it sounds to me, Chief Sund, like you didn't really push very

22 hardforthis. You made the request. He said, nah, the intel doesn't support it, | don't

23 like the optics, and you said, okay.

2 And you moved on and didn't push back, didn't provide a contrary perspective.

25 This was nota discussion. It was attempted ask to which he immediately said no. Is
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1 thatrigh?
2 A Itwas clear, my request, and it was clear he was not going to approve it, so --

3 @ find gin, you ditgiveHimary more facts vo chrange Wis perspective.
4 He was relying on law enforcement assessments and some sense of optics, and you didn't

$ push back on either of those. Sounds like he didn't even disagree with the intel

assessment, atleast as faras you knew, ight?
7 A Ididn't say anythingelse, sir, no.

8 Q Yeah. Okay. Thankyou.

5 I Con just ask onequestion? Fm sorry.
10 ov I

u Q Chief Sund, one question. just want to make sure we're operating with
12 the same words here.

13 So when you made the requestfor the National Guard, was that because of the

10 inteligence, meaning, as we'e saying intelligence as the threat picture, or did you make
15 it because of what you expected the crowds to be?

1 A 1 made it because of the size of my perimeter. | knew | had a substantial
17 perimeter and hada imited numberof officers topost along the perimeter. So that's
18 why | was askingfor the National Guard.

19 Q  Soit sounds like that request wasn't borne out of the intelligence

20 assessments that we have discussed previously. Is that correct?

2a A Well, in the sense of knowing there's large crowds, that we were expecting

22 large crowds that were coming to the Capitol that would've been supported by one and
23 the same withtheintelligence.

2 Q Butapart from the crowd, nothing about the increased rhetoric, about the
25 tunnels, storming, that type of information?
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1 A No. Notthatlrecall no.

2 Q  Sojust to Tim's point, Chief, when Mr. Irving says optics, did you respond,
3 "But we're going to have a lot of crowds"?

a A No,ldidn't, ma'am

5 Iisto you both.

6 oI

7 Q So, Chief, | want to focus on the response from the Capitol Police Board.

8 And correct me if get this wrong, because I've already proven that sometimes | confuse

9 thefacts. Solwant tomake sure | understand.

10 50 you go to Mr. Irving at first, who says he's concerned about the optics, he's not

11 sureifthe intel supports it, go talk to Stenger.

2 Then you go talk to Mr. Stenger, who says, Hey, don't you have a contact at the

13 National Guard? Give them a call and let's see what they might be able to do.

1a You carry out that request, you come back, and you say, Mr. Stenger, here's what

15 was told

16 Do I have that captured accurately?

FY A Yes

1 Q Okay. You characterize very clearly and consistently that discussion, those

19 discussions, as a denial, and | am not hearing them saying no to you.

1) So1'm trying to understand, did they explicitly say to you, no, you can't have the

21 National Guard, or didyou just interpret it as a no because it wasn't an immediate yes?

2 Because what it sounds like to me is they said, we're not really sure, go get some

23 more information, and then you brought back that information. So I'm trying to

24 understand why, from your perspective, that was a denial.

2 A Because they didn't ask me to move forward on a — preparing an emergency
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1 declaration for the Board to sign that would've allowed me to officially move forward on

2 the National Guard request.

3 Q  Soit sounds like because they didn't say yes immediately, you took that to

4 beano?

5 A No. Itsavery-it'sa set process. Ihave to go tomy general counsel and

6 start preparing a Board order, and they wouldn't even say, Hey, let's go ahead and start

7 theBoard order. Theresa process for it.

8 It wouldn't have been, hey, talk to our general counsel, and let's get this moving,

9 Thatwasn't tured into an option, so itwasano.

10 Q Okay. And appreciate the process. | guess what I'm asking -- again, to

11 oversimplify it did either Mr. Irving or Mr. Stenger expressly tell you, "No, Chief Sund,

12 you cannot have the National Guard"? Did those words, or words to that effect, ever

13 comefrom Mr. IrvingorMr. Stenger?

14 A Those words did not come from either of them, no.

15 Q Okay. Soit sounds like because they didn't say, "Go forth verily and start

16 the process,” you took that to be a denial. Would that be a fair assessment?

7 A No, absolutely not. It was 100 percent a denial. If you knew

18 Q Well, why doyousay that? Why do you say --

19 A Because twas I'msorry. Goahead.

0 Q  Idon't meantocutyou off. |wasjust trying to get | just wanted to

21 understand, based on what we've just discussed, why do you call that a denial?

2 A Because it was clear that they were not going to allow me to move forward

23 with requesting an emergency declaration, nor were they going to move this forward

24 requesting leadership approval for me to request the National Guard.

2 a copy.
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1 So from your perspective then, why do you think Mr. Stenger asked you to contact

2 the National Guard to see what resources might be available f, in your mind, it was

3 alreadya hard no to the use of the National Guard? Why, in your mind, would he ask

4 forthat?

5 A Because iffor some reason it looks like we needed them on the 6th, how

6 quickly couldwe get them?

7 Q  Soitwas likeacontingency thing?

5 A Yes

° Q Okay. Part of the reason why | wanted to drill down to that level is to get

10 your response to the following.

1 We've had the opportunity totalk to Mr. Irving about this interaction, and this s

12 what he told the committee.

13 He told the committee that you, the chief, had received an offer from the National

14 Guard fortheirpotential involvement.

15 That you brought this to Mr. Irving and had a discussion, along with Mr. Stenger,

16 who believe was not in the room but was part of the discussion via phone, or had been

17 briefed later, and that collectively all of you decided, to use your term, based on the

18 intelligence, that the National Guard would not be needed.

19 Mr. Irving goes on further to say that he asked - he expressed to you concerns,

20 based on the intelligence about what might happen and how Capitol Police would

21 respond to that, and that you told Mr. Irving that you had, sir, you had all hands on deck,
22 you had bike racks, you had COU, you had all ofthese things in place, and that

23 contributed to your assessment, that was collectively agreed by others, that the National

24 Guard would not be needed.

2 Whatisyour reaction and response to that?
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2
2 (2:42p.m.]

2 WR Soscumoriing, MypHRISTOR, RHE
4 you talk to General Walker as well. He will support the fact that| first talked to Irving

$ and Stenger Sunday morning and didn't call General Walker till Sunday evening. | didn't

A—
7 So that's impossible that | told him | had anoffer of 125. And then for therest of

8 the discussion never occurred.

5 oI
10 Q  Solappreciate that. And if | meant to imply that general -- that you had

BH vgnpes of 325, apogi. VannINES, Ho
12 just said that you had an offer from the National Guard, but if I'm understanding your

13 position, you're essentially saying that Mr. Irving is wrong in his recollection of those

3 dom, thas?
J

16 Q  Soallof this happens prior to the 6th, right? This is on -- the initial

A ——
18 a discussion with General Walker on Sunday evening, and then on Tuesday, you brief Mr.

19 Stenger about hat you hd ened rom Mr. General Walker
Jet 40 clr, th Tasty that wee talking abot, thatJey St afar

2m that some ather dete?
» J —
23 Q January Sth. So the day before?

9 Ave
25 Q Okay. And think you said that after that, there weren't any other
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1 discussions that you had, although you may have hada discussion somewhere in the
2 timeline with -- which would then have been Assistant Chief Gallagher about

3 him someone reaching out to him about whether or not the Capitol Police were going
4 tobe requesting National Guard support.
5 Do| have that right?

s A Yes, with the one exception that it then i wasn't Assistant Chief Gallagher, it
7 was Deputy Chief Gallagher.

8 Q Apologize. Thank you for the correction, Deputy Chief Gallagher. Okay.

9 So after the Sth, are there any other discussions with anyone outside of what we

10 just captured that talk about requesting the National Guard for assistance on the 5th?

n A Noi
12 Q So then that's a good way to segue into the 6th.

13 I|=e2 couple more questions
1 I ervou ansveJRavestions.

1s oI
16 Q Tell us about the briefings with Representative Lofgren and Representative

17 Ryan. Whatgenerally did you convey to them as to the Capitol Police's state of
18 readiness for the next day's events?

1 A Solet's say handledthebriefing. twas a video conferencecal,andthey
20 were both - both almost identical. ving had reached out to me or emaled me saying,
2 Hey, let's handle the second one the same way we did the first one. | think Pittman and

22 ChadThomasand -wereat the tablewith him. I'm tryingtothink. Tad DiBiase may
23 have been in there with me, my general counsel. Irving, | think, dialed in. Went over,

24 provideda brifing of what we're expecting, you know, the large crowds coming down,
25 some members of antifa - not antifa, some militia members, White supremacists that we:
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1 were fencingoffthe south perimeter.

2 V'm trying to just recall. Walked over with ourdeployment, kind of talked about,

3 youknow, we'd have officers out there, we'd have CDU ready. We were talking with our

4 partneragencies. If members got stuck outside, we'd have the ability to go and get

5 them andbring them in to the Capitol through alternate routes, talked about some of the

6 groups that had permits on Capitol grounds, and | don't recall what else — general briefing

7 likethat.

8 Q Was your general message to them that Capitol Police was sufficiently

9 prepared, had what it needed and was ready to meet the security needs of the joint

10 session?

1 A That we we felt we were prepared based on the information we had, yes.

2 Q The reports we've gotten from those briefings were that you conveyed to

13 them that everything was under control; that certainly it was potentially a lot of people

14 there, but they got the clear impression that your message was, we have what we need,

15 weare prepared

16 Is that a fair -- if they got that impression, is that consistent with your intention in

17 those briefings?

18 A Yes. Ibelieveso, yes. That would bea good interpretation.

19 Q Allright. Andis that a fair assessment, Chief Sund, of your personal

20 opinion going into the morning of the 6th that you felt ike Capitol Police was ready, that

21 you had what you needed to meet the contingencies that were going to come the next

2 day?

23 A Yeah. | would've you know, | would've felt more comfortable having

24 additional resources on the perimeter, but, again, | didn't expect anything - you know,

25 2020 can be rough with what we faced, but, you know, | would've, you know -- anyway,
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1 yeah. Iwould have been more comfortable with more support, but that's where we are.

2 Q Yeah. mean,| guess I'm just getting hung up on that that you keep

3 saying Id have been more comfortable. | mean, I'd be more comfortable driving a

4 Mercedes thana Honda,but the Honda getsmearound.

5 1 guess my question is, did you feel like with your Honda, you had sufficient

6 resources to meet the contingency and the threat, as you understood it, going into.

7 January 6th?

5 A Yessir,

9 Q Imo. Yousaid yes?

10 A Yessir

1 Q Okay. And you conveyed that to the congressional leaders that you briefed

12 and Capitol Police Board, everybody, you felt like you were ready?

13 A Yessir,

14 Q So the National Guard request, when it was denied, did not lead you to the

15 conclusion that you're not ready, we're going to be overrun? That would have been

16 nice, but was not something that, in your view, was essential for you to be ready?

FY A Yessir,

1 Q Okay. And that's consistent with you not really pushing for? It doesn't

19 sound to me, like, really, you're pushing for it when you raised the National Guard with

20 Sergeant At Arms Irving or Stenger? It would have been nice, but not essential for you

21 tobeready.

2 Is thata air characterization of yourpersonal position on that?

2 A Yes

2 a okay.

2s Ms. cheney. Hey,Jl've got a quick question. This is Liz Cheney. Thanks.
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1 Chief Sund, just to be clear, did you anticipate that the Presidentof the United

2 States was going to mobilize an angry mob to attack the Capitol?

3 Mr. Sund. No, ma'am

a Ms. Cheney. I'm sorry. didn'thear that.

5 Mr.Sund. No, ma'am, | did not anticipate that.

6 Ms. Cheney. Thank you. | think most people did not anticipate that. |

7 appreciate it. Thanks

8 I rkyou, ma'am.

9 ov I

10 Q Chief, just to pull on the thread a little bit based on the questions that my

11 colleague,JENN =sked you before we segue over to the 6th itself. Starting with

12 this joint session meeting that was just discussed, did the topic of the National Guard ever

13 come up during that conversation, either your request of the Capitol Police Board, or

14 what you were told by General Walker in terms of potential availability? Was any of

15 that discussed, or did anyofthat come up during that discussion?

16 A Can you clarify which discussion you're referringto, which meeting you

17 thoughtit may have been

18 Q I'm talking about the briefing, sir, thatyoujust discussedwith[ll

19 I Of Lofgren andthe others.

20 I OfLoferen and the others,yes, ir.
21 Mr. Sund. No, sir.

2 =I
23 Q Okay. So there was, from your understanding and recollection, the issue of

24 the availabiltyof the National Guard, them being a phone call away, nothing like that

25 came up during that discussion?
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1 A Okay. During the discussion, which is interesting actually now that you

2 bring it up, Paul Irving did say, Hey, also | had Chief Sund — during the briefing, | had Chief

3 Sund reach out to the National Guard, and they're on standby if needed, and that was

4 what Paul Inving said.

s Q Okay. Sothe comment referencing availability of the National Guard didn't

6 come from you, it came from Mr. Irving?

7 A That's correct, sir.

8 Q Okey. And outsideofthe briefing,did you have anyotherdiscussionswith

9 members and/or theirstaff about Capitol Police readiness for January 6th?

10 A Outside when you say - so outside those briefings, did | have staff, | don't

11 know. Members, |dida briefing for Senator Blunt. | dida briefing for Representative

12 Waters. Idon't know I think just Chairperson Lofgren and Member Ryan, think those

13 were the only - only ones | recall.

1 Q Okay. Solet me make sure I've got al the names. Sol have Lofgren — I

15 have Blunt, Waters, Lofgren, and who was the last one, Ryan?

16 A Yes, Tim Ryan.

7 Q Okay. And the briefings with these individual Members was outside of the

18 briefing that you described earlier, or were these people also part of that briefing you

19 described earlier?

1) A Outside — outside the briefing, si.

2 Q Okay. Solet's start with the Blunt discussion. Do you recall who was part

2 of thatdiscussion?

2 A Solet'ssee. | had gotten the request that came in through Stenger to brief

24 Blunt. Again, | think it was December 30th, or the 1st. I'm trying to recall, because

25 Blunt and Representative Waterswere both in close proximity to each other. | was at
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1 homeatthe time. Itwasa phone call. Itwas me, Senator Blunt, Fitzhugh Elder, and

2 Rachelle Schroeder, | believe, were on the call at the time, and it was a briefing very

3 similar to what | gave Lofgren minus any discussion about the National Guard. It was

4 justan overview about our expectations for the day, our deployment of the Department,

5 fullyactivationof the Department, what we had staff set up, things like that.

6 Q And did this - appreciate that, sir

7 And did the conversation with what |think| understand to be both with

8 Representative Blunt and Representative Waters, did that occur before orafter the

9 briefing that wewere just discussing earlier?

10 A Before. That would have happened the end of

11 December December 30th, | believe it was. December 30th right around the 29th,

12 31st, right in thatarea. So it would have happened -- both those briefingsfor Senator

13 Bluntand Representative Waters would have happened before the briefing for

14 Chairperson Lofgren and Tim Ryan.

15 Q Okay. lappreciate that, sir. And then the ones for Lofgren and Ryan, just

16 tell me briefly what those were about, and if you canrecall when they were?

7 A The ones for Lofgren and Ryan were both Tuesday the Sth. One was,

18 believe, at 10:00 a.m. in the morning, and that was Chairperson Lofgren. And the

19 second one was Tim Ryan, and that was4 or 4:30 p.m. in the afternoon.

0 Q Appreciate that. And you specifically mentioned that with respect to Blunt

21 and Waters, there was no discussion of the National Guard. When you briefed

22 Representatives Lofgren and/or Ryan, do you recall if the National Guard was discussed?

23 A The one with Lofgren was where Paul Irving had brought up about, he had

24 me reach out to the National Guard and that they're on standby if we need them. I'm

25 trying to recall if he said the same thing - | think he said that we've been in touch with
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1 the National Guard [inaudible] but the same discussion was there, and | concur that that

2 didoceur.

3 Q  Copythat,sir. appreciate that. Okay. | think now we're ready to segue

4 intoJanuary6th itself unless anyone's got any other questions before we

5 I 2 minutes. Takea break.

6 Mr.Sund. Yes. Ifwe can takea few minutes, actually.

7 EE so let's co back on the record at 3:05. Sound good?

5 Mr.Sund. Okay. Sounds good. Thank you.

9 Discussion off the record.]

10 I cc back on the record at 3:06 p.m.

1 So Chief, before we cut to the 6th, my colleague has just a couple of questions

12 regardinga couple of more planning questions before we segue over to that day, so I'm

13 goingtoturn it over tolEN

u oI
15 Q Yeah, Chief, |just wanted to ask about whether - when you said there was

16 an operational plan, was that a department -wide plan, meaning for al the CDU, all

17 comprehensively in one document laid out?

1 A The way the plans up at the Capitol work anyway, do you want me to take

18 you through the plans that we do - | want to make sure | answer your question. So let

20 mesay this: Sowe usually do for an event like what we have up on the Hill for the joint

21 session, there would really be two - two plans.

2 So you have the regular order of business. You have the officers that are

23 assigned to the congressional office buildings, the Library of Congress, the House and

24 Senate Office Buildings that are standing on posts, letting people in. They're on what's

25 calleda post requirement list. They're ona daly log, a daily assignment for that. So
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1 that would be outside the operational plans. We have never done a plan that

2 incorporates every, you know, 1,900 people on the Department or all the civilians into

3 one comprehensive plan.

4 So what you'd have is, you have a plan that would address the CDU response on

5 the outside, which was the operational plan that you see for the 5th. There should have

6 beena plan for the joint session of Congress inside the Capitol to reflect all the planning

7 andall the coordination that goes on inside the Capitol. ~ That's the plan that | think

8 you've hearda lot about that didn't occur that wasn't prepared.

9 Q  Whynot?

10 A Itshould have been prepared.

u a okay.

2 A Goahead. I'msorry.

13 Q Whose responsibility would it have been to prepare it?

1a A Sothere'spolicies and procedures we have for preparing, those type of

15 events, are NIMS, National Incentive Management System policy talks about putting

16 together operations plan for special events. That's considered a special event. It has

17 been done before. Itwas unusual that it wasn't done. We also have units, entire

18 units, the Command and Coordination Bureau, that my policy are the ones that are

19 supposed to coordinate, develop a special events plan. That's a special event.

20 So there should have been one. That should've occurred, and I'm surprised that

21 itdidn't

2 Q But going back tomyquestion, as you know, the Senate report dealt with

23 this issue and when asked by asked the same question to Chief Acting Chief Pittman,

24 she said as to why there was no department-wide plan specifically for the joint session,

25 she said it would have been the responsibilty of then-Chief Sund.
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1 What's your reaction to that?

2 A Yeah. saw that, the responsibility of me to directa plan to be put

3 together. No, that's not the case. These plans are put together. ChiefThomas

4 should've had that plan put together with his units underneath him. You may want to

5 interview some of the people from the special events branch.

6 Q  Butdon't you oversee all these different branches? Aren't you Chief

7 Thomas'boss?

5 A Yes, ma'am,lam.

° Q so then, when ask you who's responsible, aren't you ultimately

10 responsible?

n A Like! was saying before, ultimately as the chief, yes, Iam. I'm responsible

12 for for my department and what goes on, but | also puta lot of responsibilty into the

13 people that | have working below me, the assistant chief, both assistant chiefs, their

14 subordinates. Like said, ths is a large organization. There's a reason why the org

15 chartisn't one person, then everybody's flat.

16 You've got an organization where people have responsibilty, critical

17 responsibilities. ~The responsibilty to develop an operations plan for a joint session of

18 Congress where you're going to be having the Vice President comewith -- goes nto a lot

19 of planning is surprise that it didn't occur.

1) It usually does occur, and | just ~ you may want to interview some people from

21 the special events branch to find out why that didn't occur.

2 Q We have, sir, but isn't it your responsibilty to say, Hey,ChiefThomas, why

23 isn'tthere an operational plan?

2 A Well, again, you know, we're dealing with the stuff going on the outside

25 preparing. | took that as he was developinga plan. It was anordinary course of
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1 business. | would've expected it to be done and | was surprised that it wasn't.

2 Q  Butyou never saw -- Chief Sund, though, respectfully, you never saw a plan,

3 comet?
4 A No, ma'am, | did not see a plan for the joint session, no.

< Q  Ifitwasa concern to you, wouldn't you have asked your subordinate to

6 createaplan?
7 A Aplan -- again, a plan should have been put together.

8 Q  Isitnot -you did notask for one?

9 A Ididn't go through the process to direct him todoit, becauseit's in our

10 policies and procedures to doit. He knows that, you know - my standing order for

11 eventsin the Capitol is fora plan to beput together
12 Q But, sir, isn't it your responsibility when you don't see a plan to make sure

13 there is a plan in place, particularly when you are expecting crowds of such volume that

10 you requested the National Guard, yet there's odepartment.wide plan?
15 A Again, when you say a department-wide plan, it wouldn't have been a

16 department-wide plan. We had the CDU plan, which would have been addressing the

17 crowds, the ssues that we had on the outside which you saw. The other one was a plan
18 for how, you know, Members of Congress will traverse the Capitol, where's the waiting

19 rooms for VIPs when they come up there, who's going to be in the Chambers, what are

20 the two Chambers?

2a Those are the things that are in the other plan. | would've expected Chief

22 Thomas to have that lan put together. Yeah, should asked for, | should ve
23 reviewed it, but | was dealing with -- | should've done that, but it should've been put

together Thatshoukivthavebeansomething!have todiect
2 Ioo. vant to 25k?
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1 I ots sufficient. Thankyou.

2 Ihrvou,I
3 oyI

4 Q Allright. Chief, as a segue question into the 6th, | want to piggyback off of

5 a question that Vice Chairperson Cheney asked you, and | think she asked you, you know,

6 were you expecting an insurrection mob toattack the Capitol, and your answer was ro.

7 Putting January6thaside

5 A Yeah. thinkjust to clarify,| think her question was, did we expect the

9 President to direct an angry mob direct an angry mob toward the Capitol, something

10 likethat, 1justwant to make sure

1 Q  Thatscorrect. No, thatis absolutely correct, sir. Thank you for that

12 clarification.

13 Did you expect the President to incite or whip up an angry mob of insurrectionists

14 toattack the Capitol?

15 So putting that aside but using it as context, a question that I've asked every single

16 person that I've spoken to in the U.S. Capitol Police to include Deputy Chief Pittman, and

17 Deputy Chief Gallagher, Deputy Chief Waldow, a number of line officers and they all had

18 the same response, and here's the question, and then I'm going to sort of get your

19 reaction.

1) My question was, given that your job as the Capitol Police is to protect the Capitol,

21 diditever occur to you at any point that one day, people might actually breach the

22 Capitol, right?

2 Putting aside whether or not the President whipped them up or not, did it ever

24 occur to you that people might actually try and break into the Capitol, and each and every

25 oneof those people said no. It never occurred to them that that could actually happen.
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1 Given your 20 years or so, if I've got the duration right with the Metropolitan

2 Police Department, and then your time on the Capitol Police with the United States

3 Capitol Police itself, is that a view that you share that it was so - that no one ever

4 expected that that could possibly happen?

5 A Sojustto just to clarify, when you talk about expectation that someone

6 could breakinto the Capitol

7 Q Uh-huh,

8 A yeah. That's that'sbeena concern. Yeah, that's been a concern.

9 That's why we have people assigned to certain posts on the outside. We've had people

10 actually scale parts of the building and break some of our windows in the past. Sol

11 don't know why they would say that — that concern for somebody accessing the Capitol

12 has neverbeena concern. That's I don't know why they would say that.

13 Q apologize. That's my inartful phrasing of the question. | didn't mean to

14 suggest an individual, or several individuals. | meant lots of people all at one time,

15 regardless of who sent them, regardlessof why they were sent, all right. | asked them,

16 did it ever occurto you that one day, kind of like back in the 1800s,a bunch of really mad

17 people might come andattack the Capitol, and every one's response was no.

18 And I'm trying to understand, one, if that is a view that you share, and if yes or no,

19 why?

0 A Ithink when you relay it to, you know, what we saw on the 6th, yeah, no,

21 that's not something | had anticipated. We weren't dealing with a foreign invading

22 force; we were dealingwith a group of what | suspect were mainly, you know, United

23 Statescitizens, and no, |would not ~ | did not anticipate thousands of them trying to

24 break into the Capitol, no.

2 Q But! guess part of the reason why| ask, and I'm trying to
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1 understand - because | am clearly nota law enforcement person, but when | speak to

2 other law enforcement agencies that have a similar force protection mission to the

3 Capitol Police, lke,for example, the Secret Service and I say, Do you have a plan, for ifa

4 bunch of people attack the White House and try and get in?

s And their response i, yes. We don't expect ito happen, but we have a plan in

6 placein case it does

7 So regardess of how remote the possibilty, they have a plan, because they know

8 itisa possibility, and it sounds like, from the Capitol Police perspective, that everyone,
9 including you, didn't even think it was a possibilty that people might try and break into

10 the Capitol in a mob-like fashion, and ifthat'strue, I'm just trying to understand why you

1 feltthatway?

2 A Yeah. Letme just for clarification purposes. Yeah. Having a response

13 capability and concern for a group whether t's a Mumba style, a group of active

14 shooters, or something like that that is something that we plan for, we have concerns

15 for, and that's something I've anticipated. A group, a number of people. What | was

16 referring tois literally having your building surrounded by thousands of people trying to

17 gainaccess. That's - yeah, that's something that  - | haven't really conceived before.

18 I think Secret Service would be overwhelmed as well, but yeah. Up until -- up until

19 January 6th, that's not something | really conceived.

20 Ico just follow up on that?

a oI
2 Q Were you aware in, Chief Sund, in the planning lead-upto January 6th that a

23 number of State capitols around the country had breaches, had trespassers, had armed

24 people that entered their capitol buildings for specifically protest-type activity?

2 A Idon't know I didn't recall anything for protest activity. | do recall |
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1 don't exactly remember when it's been, if it was before or after, but | believe Michigan

2 had some people, a group, a protest group get in.

3 Q  Didthat affect your planning at al? Did you incorporate lessons learned
4 from Michigan or Georgia or Wisconsin? Their capitols have actually been occupied by

$ armed protesters in the past. Did that affect your planning whatsoever in preparation

6 fordamuary 6th?
7 A You know, we had anticipated that, you know, the process we had in place

8 would be able to address that, our lockdowncapabilities and things like that would have

9 been able to lock down thebuilding and keep them out. So I think it was something

10 that, you know, | was aware of, but | don't know how much it played a role in driving my

1 plaming
12 Q Yeah. And there were certainly lots of mass demonstration events

13 involving some of the same groups and some of the same people that your intel

14 suggested were coming to the Capitol. Were you in touch with law enforcement
15 officials in those other places, or study any of their after actions about how some of these

16 same people in mass demonstration events had operated?

v A No,ihadnot. I personally had not, no.
18 Q Okay. Do you know if anybody in the Capitol Police had talked to folks in

19 Charlottesville, or people in Portland or in Berkeley, California, or places where, again,

20 some of these same people that intel suggested were coming to the Capitol were going to

2a come and present danger?

2 A NotthatI know of no.
» Iky. Thankyou.
2 EE Thankyou, si

x ofI
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1 Q Chief Sund, let's cut to January 6th, and let's sortofjust -- probably easiest

2 way to talk about it is in a narrative form. So why don't you just sort of startwith what

3 your morning looked like, how did January 6th start for you, and we'll just sort of walk

a through the day. And as you tell your story, if -- I'll ask questions along the way if that's

5 okay?

5 A I mean, it can be —you know, itwas a bit of a tough day, alittle emotional,

7 50 I'm trying not to drag myself through it too much

8 Q  lunderstand.

9 A —but--sol-1mean, | woke up in the morning. | mean, needless to say,

10 we gotin. | usually call a number of my partner agencies to check in in the morning. |

11 checked in with MPD, checked inwith Park Police, I checked in with command center. |

12 arrived 7, 7-ish in the morning. Everything seemed to be well. Got up into the

13 command center.

14 Q Okay. Andthatwasallinthe morning, sir?

15 A Yeah. That would have been in the morning that | was handling this. I'm

16 trying to think of any other discussions | had -- oh, yeah. Up in the command center, we.

17 had guys in the command center. We had a guy that had a wagon, if | remember

18 correctly, that was — looked like - looked like he had an open flame, like, hewas heating

19 water like ina kettle.

2 Sol asked, Hey, can you have the command center zoom in on that. They said,

21 Yeah. It's an open flame. Have somebody go over and deal with that. Sent him on

2 hisway. Thenwe gota suspicious package call It was his wagon. He left it over by

23 the Supreme Court. So we had to deal with that. | just don't knowthe time frames

24 that it happened.

2s Then we had the suspicious package at the RNC, 300 First Street that we were
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1 dealingwith. And Iwas up in the command center, and 12:53 p.m., we had the group

2 hitthe West front and the fighting began.

3 Q  Copythat. Solet's pause there for a second, sir. Beginning when you

4 woke up in the morning and you get to work and you sort of make your what sounds

5 like your normal rounds in connectionwithfolks, did it feel like a normal day to you?

6 Was there something different about the day at that time prior to when, you know,

7 people started attacking, but what was your sense, | guess, of what the day was like, what

8 the potential threat was like in the morningwhen you first got to the office?

9 A You know, on my way in, | called Inspector Glover with MPD just to geta

10 read. He said he was actually parked over by the Ellipse. Asked him, Hey, how are

11 things going over there? He said, there's big crowds, lots of people inline, but right now

12 he wasn't seeing any concern with the folks that we had. So that was my initial take.

13 got back. We had the command center - | was in the command center for - for

14 awhile. We scanned the cameras. We had a groupofProud Boys reportedly marching

15 toward the Capitol. They came up, they marched up around parts of the Capitol, then

16 marched back toward the Mall. So that wasn't an issue.

7 Alotof the similar stuff that we've seen in someofthe other rallies. Large

18 groups in, walk around, people carrying their lags, things lie that, milling around, and

19 large group down bytheEllipse.

0 Q  Copythat,sir. And when, fat all, did you sense a shift in the day? Like,

21 whendid you sort of sense that this might be something other than what we initially

2 anticipated?

23 A 50when we when we think that, Hey -- when things are starting to go

24 bad?

2 Q Yes Yessir.
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1 A So we had - we had the pipe bomb come out, and | don't have the exact

2 time, but it was alittle bit before the attack on the West front. When the watch

3 commander in the command center showed me a picture of thedevice, that raised some

4 concems. Itlooked ike a viable ~a viable pipe bomb, although it had a kitchen timer,

5 egg timers, manual egg timers. That raised some concerns. That's just odd, you know.

6 Usually well get suspicious package and some backpackings lke that.

7 S01 was gettinga litle concerned at that point. ~ But, you know, | don't think we

8 hada wholesale change. Hey, this is now bad until we had the group hit the West front,

9 youknow. Theyhitit,and as soonas they came to the West front, thefighting was on.

10 Ive never seen anything like it.

n Q Copy that, sir. And describe for me what you were doing when you first

12 learned thatthat was occurring or had occurred?

13 A sitting at the dais, i's a U-shape, raised, kindof area in the command center.

14 Thad -ChiefThomas | think, was right to my right. ~ Chief Pittman was to my left. |

15 don't know who else was extra, but we saw the group come up. And they said, Hey, we

16 gotalarge group. remember watching and them saying there's a large group walking
17 across First Street toward the West front.

1 Whenwe looked up, and | saw them approaching theofficersthat were standing,

19 you know, right there on the barrier, | looked over to Chief Thomas and | said, Chad,
20 where's our where's COU? Get CDU down there now. Where's CU? And they

21 approached, and as soon as they approached, the fight was on. It wasn't ike a group

22 Ive seen before that comes up and stops and begins to yell, begins to scream, things like

3 that

2 They came up and the fight was immediately on. And | could tell my officers

25 right away were overwhelmed.
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1 Q Copy that, sir. And what steps, if any, did you takeafter that?

2 A Atthat point, | called MPD, Jeff Carroll. |talked to Jeff Carroll a little bit

3 corllerinthe day. Having been with MPD, | know how they - sometimes theyll move
4 their CDUaround. Theyre COU platoons, but | called him and said Hey, you know, if
$ you got some extra COU and you want to keep them around by the Capitol, feel free to

6 put them over on Constitution Avenue or something
7 I calledJeff just in case for some reason we need them. | called Jeff and said,

8 Hey, Jeff, we need those -- can you send in those resources? That's why you saw the

9 MPD officers in theyellow and black bicycle uniforms come in pretty quick, because they

10 had beenover on Constitution Avenue or Louisiana Avenue right on the North side of the

1 Capitol
12 That was about at 12:55. At 12:57 or 58, | called Irving and it was a very short

13 call. He picked up. | said, we are getting overrun on the West front by thousands.

10 We need the National Guard now. It was clear. We needthe National Guard now.
15 He said, I'll run it up the chain. Click.

1 Vil run t up the chain and Fl cll you right back.
IE sor. Chel. |dict mean to interrupt you.

18 ovI

19 Q Just to be clear, you're able to see from the Capitol Police command post a

20 number of different locations around the Capitol via your network of cameras, correct?

2a A Yeah. We do have a network of cameras, yes.

2 Q Yeah. Sothatallowsyou and ther commandstaff toessentially see all
23 over the place internally and externally what's going on at particular vantage points,

2 lationsinthe Caplio comples?
2 Aves
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1 Q And you're monitoring those — those screens or those feeds when you're

2 getting this information and making those decisions?

3 A Sowe have 1,800 cameras. There's a lot of cameras, but the screens in

a front of the command center -- | don't know if you've been up to the command

5 center -- you have maybe a dozen -- dozen screens up there. So some of them are set

6 oninternal spots, so you wouldve had probably five or sx external locations.

7 So, yeah, you'd have a vantage point to look anywhere around the campus that

8 youwant
9 Q Okay. And can folks in the command center, you or others say, Hey, can

10 you zoom in over here or can you turn on this cameraover there if you knew that there

11 wasactivity ata particular location and that location was covered by a camera, could you

12 switch to that and get accessto that?

3 A Yessir
1 BE Okey. | didnt mean tointerrupt you, Bryan. just wanted to
15 ‘make sure it was clear how you were seeing this from the command center.

16 IE Copy that, sir. Appreciate it.

7 ovI

18 Q So Chief Sund, you mentioned that Mr. Irving said, Let me run it up. I'll call

19 you back. Then he hung up. How soon, if at all, did he get back to you on your request

20 for the National Guard?

2 A When you say, "get back to me," you talking about getback to me with a

22 final thumbs up?

23 Q Right. Soif|understood how you described the event, you said, Hey, we're

24 being overrun by thousands on the West front, we need the National Guard now. ~ And
25 his response was, Let me run it up the chain or words to that effect. I'll call you back or
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1 fligetbacktoyou. And guess I'm tryingtofigure out when,ifat ll, he got back toyou

2 andwhatdid he say?

3 A Okay. Soitwasvery, very specific. He said, Let me run it up the chain, I'l

4 getbackto you, and the call ended. After that followed a series of calls back and forth.

5 Numerous calls where | was calling other partner agencies to get assistancefor the

6 officers. Calling them, coordinating assistance. | mean, back-to-back calls,

7 approximately about 38 calls until | finally got the approval. | did not receive a call for

8 approval. |immediately called Stenger, too, and this is all in my supplemental

9 testimony, the tick-tockofall the calls.

10 immediately call Stenger and told him, We need the National Guard. He goes,

11 Have you talked to Paul? Isaid, Yeah. Paul's waiting -- he's running it up the chain.

12 He'sgoingto call me back. He said, Okay. Let me know what you hear from him.

13 Back and forth, there was a number of repeated calls. ~ It wasn't until 2:10, 2:09

14 thatl finally got the thumbs up that we can go ahead and callin the National Guard

5 Q  Copythat.

16 A 71 minutes later.

uv Q So appreciate that, because that was going to be my next question.

18 S071 minutes later from your initial call to Mr. Irving is when you got the official

19 thumbs up to say, Yes, you can call the National Guard, and thatwas around 2:09 p.m.?

20 A Yes.

2 Q Okay. And somewhere in between, then, you also spoke to Mr. Stenger

22 who said to you -- you told him what Paul Irving had said and he said, Okay. Let me

23 know what Paul says. And then after that you get - you get the approval?

2 A Thatiscorrect, sir. And there was a number of repeated calls. It wasn't

25 justonecall. It was numerous calls back and forth. He would call mefor an update
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1 and ld say, Hey, this is what we're dealing with. This is really bad. Where are we?

2 Everytime | asked, Where are we on the request to the National Guard? And he said,

3 still waiting.

4 Stengerwas waiting — Stenger was waiting for Irving and Irving was waiting for

5 someone else to give him approval.

6 Q Okay. Sol just want to make sure I'm clear. So you mentioned earlier

7 that there were a series of 30 cals, right, that you're making a lot ofdifferent calls?

8 A Approximately, yeah.

9 Q  soam| right thatpartof that subset of those calls were additional calls

10 between you and Stenger and/or you and Mr. Irving about, Hey, where are we on the

11 Capitol Police issue?

2 A Yes. Where are we on the National Guard issue. Now, keep in mind, I'm

13 calling, you know, a number of other agencies to get my men and women help, okay,

14 because they need help as quick as possible. And I'm trying to get them help, but | know

15 the National Guard has a lot of people in the city, okay? 1 know they're doing traffic

16 closures for MPD, things like that. They probably have the biggest cadre of personnel

17 that] can getin fairly quickly. That's why| keep pushing this issue with Stenger and

18 Irving, repeatedly. | keep calling. Sogo ahead. I'm sorry.

19 Q  Iappreciate that. | didn't mean to cut you off ir.

0 So when you say Irving was waiting on Stenger and Stenger was waiting on Irving,

21 when Paul says to you,|need to run it up the chain, in your mind, whatdoesthat mean?

22 Like, who does he have to check with in order to grant approval?

23 A He's he's checking with his boss. He's checking with House leadership.

2 Q Okay. Soit sounds like the Capitol Police Board would need the

25 permission, or the input of sort of the House oversight function before they can make a
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1 determination whether or not to call in the National Guard. Is that accurate?

2 A Ithink Irving was waiting for that before giving me permission to make the

5 comvection, sits requirement for im toda hat? Is notarequrement, Under
4 ‘emergency situation, he's able to make a determination for his side of the Capitol, but he

$ wasn't doing that, and neither was Stenger.

s Lr —————————
7 through the rest of the day, but part of the reason why | asked is, | want your reaction.

8 So, again, we talked to Mr. Irving, and Mr.Irvingtold us that you, in fact, did call him or

9 communicated with him, Hey, we need the National Guard and we need it now. And his.

10 response was, Go do it, or words to that effect, that you have the authorization to do it

3 amithat, from his perspective, there was wo one else that he needed to check with. |
12 asked him specifically, was there anyone else that you needed to get approval from, and

13 he told me no, because it was an emergent situation, it was an immediate situation that

3 he dit need to check with anyone, and that he gave you his approve 1 cal the
15 National Guard immediately upon your request.

16 What's your reaction to that?

uv A Thatsincomect. 100 percent incorrect. My repeated cals to him were
18 made in the company of most likely, most time the two assistant chiefs, but my general

1 counsel Tad Diisse, There's a reason why called himrightat - when called at 12:58
20 repeatedly. Finalyat 209, thinkit was when talked to him, | ung up the phone. 1
2a yelledacross the command center, mark the time, 2:10, | finally got approval from the

2 Capitol Police Board for the use of the National Guard.

23 That is categorically false what he's telling you.

24 Q Appreciate that, sir. Thank you.

= Iitht, 'm going to segue youover toll
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2 Q So at this point, you now have that approval. What do you do in terms of

3 tinge eschout tothe Nation! Guard «
4 A Sorry, sir. Go ahead, finish. I'm sorry.

< Q Goahead.

. A 200m, 2: s00m 2 hang up that hon, call General Walker and aise
7 him I've gotten verbal approval for the National Guard, please send them as fast as you

A
9 Q Let me ask you about -- go ahead. I'm sorry.

10 A Andwe'll start the board order, because| still have to put it to him in

nw
12 Q Can lask you what your understanding at that point -- you know, you had

13 spoken with General Walker on the Sunday about him having a potential standby, you

16 know, contiogen, igh, of 125 were ther nthe tyforCOVD. Wht was your
15 understandingof the requirements on his side? Did you think -- yeah, what did you

16 think of the requirements on his side were to get the Guard deployed?

uv A sounded ke he had to makea notfcation to inthe cy. The way
18 works the Secretary of the Army is in charge of the National Guard, unlike governors of

19 States. He saidhe'd just have to make the notification and we should be good to go.

20 Q What wasyour thinking in terms of having sortoftipped him off about this

2a sort of standby force on the Sunday before? Was your thinking that that helped in any

22 wayorthat the speed with which he was able to get troops for you would have been the

23 same whether or not you guys had had that sort of conversation about keeping some of

24 the COVID troops on standby?

25 A So, you know, | don't want to say they're on standby. They're still serving.
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1 their mission, but he's leaning forward on it. ~ And what | would think is that would give

2 him the opportunity that, Hey, quick phone call. I've already identified the 125. Let's

3 goahead and get it going. Rather than, Hey, cold call, let's see who dol have, okay. |

4 wouldve thought it would've sped things up.

5 Q And so was that your expectation that at the very least you were hoping that

6 the 125, that that number was what you were going to get in relatively short order. Is

7 thatfair?

8 A That's yes. thinkthat's fair to say.

9 Q Do you recall if you talked about numbers with General Walker at that first

10 sort of talk, whether you mentioned that you knew that 125 wouldn't be enough, or did

11 youhaveany sort ofpositionas to --

2 A A210

13 Q Yes

14 A There definitely wasn't a discussion of the number needed. | got the

15 distinct impression, as soon as he picked up, he was well aware of what was going on at

16 the Hill, whether he was watching on the news or something. And he immediately

17 picked up, Chief Sund, what do you need? | said, We're getting our rear ends handed to

18 us. I'm Ive gotten approval from the Capitol Police Board. | need the National

19 Guard here now.

0 Q Okay. After you said that, was there anything more from him or did you

21 guys hang upat thatpoint?

2 A Wehungup. Hesaid,I'monit. We hung up, and |-- don't recall - there

23 wasa number of other calls where we had to coordinate some of the submissions of the

24 written requests, but that wasn't that wasn't what he was waiting on.

2 You know, again, it was several hours. ~ Matter fact, | want to say the frst
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1 National Guard was not sworn in | think t was 5:44 p.m. that the first National Guard

2 were sworn in as special police officers to support the Capitol Police.

3 Q So, obviously, you have insight into the sort of infamous2:30 phone call

4 where your requestsare being presented to some Army officials in that call. | want to

5 go through that with you, but | want to first make sure that between 2:10 and 2:30, is

6 there anything - are you just waiting until, you know, youhear back from General Walker

7 that he has - go ahead.

8 A No. No. I'mstill making other calls to other agencies for support - ATF,

9 FBI, you name t, Secret Service. So I'm still makinga number of calls. 1don't know

10 Q  And1 guess, | mean, in terms of the National Guard, you're not - are you

11 speaking to General Walker in that time in between or not?

2 A Yeah. just there wasa call ~ sol don't know if there was other calls, but

13 General Walker called me shortly before 2:34 - oh, texted me with a number and said,

14 Hey, we need you on a conference call. | was already talking to Chris Rodriguez, Dr.

15 Rodriguez. He was texting me, Hey, you need - can you get on this conference call?

16 He gave mea number. |kept calling, and it's like, I'm the only one here. 1even texted

17 him back it's in my text ~ Chris, I'm on the phone. I'm the only one here. | hear the

18 music. And so five times back-to-back I'm trying to call to get in.

19 So finally Chriscalls and puts me in. ~ So | don't knowif | spoke to Walker in that

20 time period, that 20 minutes or so, but finally got dialed in to a call with the Pentagon at

a 2

2 Q And before the 2:34 call is there anyone else, congressional leaders, people

23 within Department of Defense or the Army who are calling you, or within the city, so

24 Mayor Bowser, is there anyone else who's trying to reach you in order to figure out what

25 sort of support you need in termsof the National Guard?
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1 A No, not that | recall in that time period. ~ Again, | think I've submitted all my.

2 call logs because there'sa lot of back-to-back calls during that time, but no,not that |

3 recall comingin. |think Chris Rodriguez was the first person from the city that called me

4 about the National Guard and getting on the DOD call with the Pentagon, but no. | don't

5 recallanyothers.

6 Q Okay. Sowhen Dr. Rodriguez patches you through to this conference call,

7 doyou geta heads-up as to who's on the line as to who itis, what the

8 purpose - objective of the call, who are you trying to reach?

9 A soatfirstI had no idea what it was. It was the Pentagon needs you ona

10 callfor the Pentagon needs you ona call. Then it was, Hey, we understand you need

11 the National Guard. And Idon't know - again,|don't know who it was. | came to

12 know the person| was talking to was Lieutenant General Piatt that was on the call.

13 There wasa number of other people in the back of the call.

14 'd have to -- but, in essence, it was, We understand you need the National Guard,

15 said, Yes. It'san urgent, urgent, because | remember saying it twice, and | said it a

16 coupletimes. | need them up here now. We need their assisting in re-establishing the

17 perimeter. Ineed the National Guard ASAP.

18 The person that was on the line said, which was General Piatt said - and | will

19 never forget this - yeah, | don't know. I'm concerned about the optics of the National

20 Guard standinga line with the Capitol in the background.

2 You know, here | am getting -- my officers are getting beaten, and they're worried

22 about the optics of the National Guard. And then he said, | would rather relieve your

23 officers on other posts, other traffic posts so they can come and they can get in the fight,

24 and relieve you on the traffic post. | said, | don't have that as an option. | don't have

25 officers sitting on a bunch of traffic posts like MPD. | don't have that option. | need
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1 National Guard assistance here now.

2 And he goes, Yeah, | don't ~ he repeated, again. | don't like the optics of the

3 National Guard standing in line with the Capitol in the background. Again, he said that,

4 Isaid, | don't have that option to pull people off. And he said, My recommendation at

5 this point, I'm going to go and talk to - | don't know who he said, the Secretary of

6 Defense, the Secretary of the Army, My recommendation is to deny the request.

7 Iwill not forget that. Contee, Chief Contee, who I've known many years, chimes

8 inand goes, Whoa, whoa, whoa. Let me get this right, you're denying the chief of police

9 requests for the National Guard? Steve, and he turns to me, Steve, are you requesting

10 the National Guard? And I said, Yes. Thisis an urgent, urgent request. Second time |

11 saidit. | need the National Guard to help reestablish our perimeter. And Lieutenant

12 General Piatt came back and he said, It's not that I'm just denying it; | just don't ike the

13 opticsofthe National Guard standing a line with the Capitol in the background.

14 Again, he talked about relieving people. | said, | don't have that as an option,

15 youknow. And he said, Well, I'm getting ready to brief— I'm getting ready to brief

16 whoever it was, and he didn't really say what he was going to do. I'l let you know.

17 Andsoit's kind of an open line. He leaves, and it's an open line for a while. And then

18 we ended up having the the shooting.

19 Q  Solet merun through that alittleslower.

0 When you were informedthat the Pentagon needs to speak to you, and that was.

21 your understanding of what the call was, who was it do you recall that told you that you

22 were going to be basically patched in to people at the Pentagon?

23 A Ithinkit wasDr. Chris Rodriguez.

2 Q Okay. And did you have an understanding of, or an expectation of either

25 the Secretary of the Army, McCarthy being there, or Secretary of Defense, Miller being.
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1 there or you really had no clue who in the Pentagon you were talking to?

2 A Ihadnoclue. Ikind of figured it was going to be about, Hey, where do you

3 needthemtogo? What kind of equipment do they need? Or something like that. It

4 was going to be about my request. | had no idea it was going to be about me trying to

5 getthem to approve the request.

6 Q And when you say you now is it that you now know it was General Piatt

7 the one you were mostly interacting with, or is that something you came to find out

5 afterward?

9 AI came to find out afterwards.

10 Q Okay. othe time you were interacting with him, he had not identified

11 himselfor, atleast, not in any way that you heard as to who he was?

2 A Notthat! recall. Ithink he may have said general or something. He may

13 havesaida name. |just there was a lot going on, but | knew | knew he was a pretty
14 important person.

15 Q And think it sounds, though, you understood him to be in that moment

16 speaking a representative from the Department of Defense, that's who you were trying to

17 convince?

1 A figured he was the representative from the Pentagon that was between me

19 and supportformyofficers.

1) Q Did anybody, at any point, clue you in as to whether they were going

21 to- they had run off,either Secretary McCarthy had gone off to get approval from

22 Secretary Miller,or if anyone was, you know, currently, you know, reaching out to higher

23 levels totry to get approval? Did that come up at all?

2 A No. I'mtryingtothinkafter -after thecall, again, when | gotoff the call, I

25 gotoff the call right after the shooting we had in the Capitol, and we got more requests
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1 forthe supporting documentation for it. So it looked like the request was moving

2 forward.

3 Q Okay. Butljust-I'm just thinking to the conversation itself, no one, it

4 sounds like, at any point said, Hey, Secretary McCarthy is going to go get approval from

5 Secretary Miller, nothing like that that the higher-ups were --

6 A No, not no,not that recall, no.

7 Q Okay. So Chief Contee describes, you know, your appeal as pleading. He

8 says, quote: want to say he even used the word like | am pleading, and Colonel

9 Matthews, whois the counsel for General Walker who was also on the line said that your

10 voice was cracking, He was almost crying. | want to get your versionof-- how would

11 you characterizeyour tone and when you were asking for National Guard assistance on

12 the phone call?
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1
2 (50pm)
3 Mr. Sund. It couldn't have been any clearer, the urgency at which | was
4 requesting the National Guard to assist the women and menof the Department. It was.

5 an extremely serious matter.

. Sol would categorize it 3s it was loud and clear for me that | needed assistance.

7 ovI
8 Q Would you have--do you consider it an emotional appeal?

9 A Idon't know if I'd say --it was a direct appeal. | was borderline getting

10 pretty pissed off.

1 Q What was your understanding of whether they had the authority to deny or
12 reject your requests?
13 A I'vegotnoidea. Butifa--|havenoidea. Butifa general says his troops

14 are not coming, his troops aren't comin.
15 I mean, for me, | take it as someone over there is making a decision whether to

16 send me assistance, and I'm talking to the guy that's probably one of the people helping.

17 him make that decision
18 Q Dr. Rodriguez told the select committee he heard Army officials say, quote,

19 "We don't like the optics of having military personnel at the Capitol against peaceful

20 protesters.” And you've already testified to the first sort of part ofthat. | just want to

2a see if -- do you recall hearing anyone on the line describe them as peaceful protesters?

2 A No,sir. Didnothearthat tall.
23 Q Chief Contee told us that he heard an Army official say, quote, "that it

24 wouldn't be in their best military advice or guidance to suggest to the Secretary that we

25 have uniformed presence at the Capitol."
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1 Does that sound in line with what you heard as well?

2 A Absolutely. That sounds exactly what Lieutenant General Piatt said.

3 Q And thinkyou sort of went through a moment where Chief Contee kind of

4 interrupts you and says, Let me make sure | understand this correctly. He asks you, Are

5 youasking for support from the NationalGuardfor the U.S. Capitol?

6 You say, Yes.

7 And then he asks the Army generals, Are you guys honoring his request?

8 And he said that theydidn't say no, but they also didn't say yes, and that he sort of

9 did thatacoupleof times back and forth.

10 Is that accurate the way that he sort of described that?

u A Yes.

2 Q Okay. And, in your mind, was the fact that they weren't saying ves right

13 out, that they were, as you mentioned, suggesting alternatives or were talking about

14 what their best military advice was, you took that -- you took a “not a yes" as a "no," or at

15 leasta “not right now"? Is that fair?

16 A You know, it wasn't what | expected of, yeah, the cavalry's coming. It was a

17 bunch of, round-the-house, oh, hey, let's do this, let's do that. So | didn't get off that

18 call thinking that they had made a decision at that point.

19 Q And when you gotoff the call, was it your impression that -- did you

20 consider ~ did you think that the National Guard — your National Guard request would be

21 denied? Was thata possibility in your mind? What was your thinking, as soon as you

22 endedit, the prospects of getting the National Guard to come?

23 A When gotoff the call?

2 Q Yes

2 A 1don't know if | thought about that, because | was getting off into a shooting
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1 incident. And Iwas working on trying to getother support for my officers. Law

2 enforcement was arriving on the scene.

3 Sol don't know if I sat there and said |was perplexed and | was dumbfounded at

4 theresponse. And Iwas like, Il be damned that this is occurring.

5 But, honestly, | don't recall sitting there going, yeah, these people are going
6 to National Guard is not coming. | didn’ think that till we were sitting here and

7 waiting hours andhours and hours.

8 Then I was like, this is just getting ridiculous later on, but not right when1 got of

9 thecal. Mymind was dealing with other things.

10 Q Just one last question on the call.

n Did youoverhear anyone threaten to tell the media that DOD was denying the

12 request for National Guard?

13 A 1 don't recall any - so this i just dealing witha tle bit of time between

14 thenandnow. know that and, again, | don't knowif this came after| got off the

15 call that allegedly somebody from Bowser’ office or even Bowser herself said she'll go

16 tothemedia. And think they even put a tweet out. ~ Again,| saw that

FY So don't want to get it mixed up that heard it or i’afterthe fact that | haveit

18 Butldon' recall that specifically

19 Q Younoticedthe tweet. It was brought to your attention after January 6th.

20 Soitwasn'tin real time that you

2 A No. Itwas definitely after the 6th. And having known Mayor Bowser, it

22 doesn't surprise me. You know, she's

2 Q There wasa point

2 A very forward

2 Q Yes. There wasa point at United States Capitol Police headquarters where
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1 JefferyCarroll arrives, along with the ground commander for the D.C. National Guard,

2 Lieutenant Colonel Craig Hunter.

3 Do you recall when theyarrived to headquarters and your interactions with that

4 DC guardsman?

5 A don'trecall whenthey initiallyarrived, no.

6 Q Okay. 1guess not so much the timing, but do you have a sort of

7 recollection of them being there at the headquarters with you?

8 A Ihavea recollectionof him being there when | come back after briefing the

9 Vice President. And this is after things began to calm down. And I finally went over to

10 brief him after 5 o'clock or something like that. And that's when | came back, and Jeff

11 wasinthe Command Center. Sorry, Assistant Chief Carroll.

2 Q Okay. Sowas there any conversation that you had with D.C. National

13 Guard's people,either them working - starting preparations to get together and create a

14 plan for their eventual deployment to the Capitol? Did youeither overhear any of that

15 going on, did you see that, any of that going on? Did anyone tell you that that was sort

16 of going on in the periphery while you were waiting for approval?

7 A Notthat! recall. Not that recall. That would have been maybe

18 coordinated with Chief Thomas. But, no, | don't recall them saying, Hey, we're

19 developinga plan.

0 Weknewthat we wantedtheirassistance on the perimeter helping to support our

21 officers so we could reestablish the perimeter.

2 Q So between the 2:30 phone call and the, as you put it, eventual 5:30, 5:40

23 deployment of the National Guard, are you corresponding with anyone, either General

24 Walker over the phoneor any servicemenmber, sort of inquiring what the delay, where it's

25 coming from, or what we were waiting for, that sortof thing?
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1 A There were some discussions with Walker, and | think | turned to my general

2 counsel, Tad DiBiase. He was, | think,dealing with general counsel from the

3 Department of Defense, because they were starting the emergency Board order and

4 information going that way.

5 1 was still communicating back and forth with the two sergeant at arms and

6 advising them that, Hey, we've got a big delay. | talked to Stenger, and Stenger had

7 offered to reach out to McConnell ~ think it was McConnell — and have McConnell

8 contact the DOD and find out what the delay is

9 1 said, that would be a great idea, Il call you back.

10 1 don't knowif | used those words. |think said, that would be great.

1 When | followedupwith him in about 20 minutes, | said, Hey, what did you hear?

2 He goes, Hey, | gotit. Thanks for reminding me. I've got to do that.

13 And | don't | think, by the time we finally heard from that, we were starting

14 tothe tide was starting to tum. And | don't -| never got an answer of whether or not

15 Mitch McConnell was stepping in to assist

16 Q And do you recall around what time was it that you reached out to -- was

17 that Mr.Stengeror Mr. Irving?

18 A No. Thatwas Mr. Stenger.

19 Q Mr. Stenger.

0 A Yeah. McConnell

2 Q Asking for him to reach out toeither Senator McConnell or to the

22 Department of Defense to figure out what was going on with the delay.

23 A Yeah. Let'ssee. Soitwould have been probably right around 3 almost

24 2hours later, so it was 2 hours later. We had not received approval for the National

25 Guard. Mr. Stenger offered to have - I'm just reading from my testimony.
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1 Senator McConnell called the Secretary of the Army to expedite the request. So,

2 inmycalllog it looks like to me around 3:20. Yeah, approximately that time. I'm just

3 tryingtodoit. And | would have called him maybe 20 minutes later, so 3:40ish, | don't

4 know, tofind out. There was, again, no follow-up call. I'm just trying to recollect

s auickly foryou.

s Q And so, outside of that, even when you were not given a reason, so in the

7 2-3hours, excuse me did anyone at any point give you any sort of reason for what the

8 delay might be?

9 A No.

10 a okay.

n A Other than - I'm trying to think f | talked to Walker, and I'm just trying to

12 remember. Other than him or saying they're still waitingfor authorization for him to

13 deploy.

1a So I'm just trying to recall fit was Walker. But | think - yeah, because let's

15 see. Yeah. Sol thinkwhen call him, because there are some discussions where I'm

16 calling about the requesting ~ the formal request where he tells me he’s still waiting for

17 the authorization to deploy.

18 Q And soisit fair that you understood that to mean that people above him or

19 thatis where the holdup, for whatever reason, that that sort of authorization had still not

20 come down from people senior to General Walker?

2 A That's correct, ir.

2 Q  Andit soundsas though you never ~ from the moment you reached out to,

23 General Walker that day, there was no hesitation, at least on his part, as to wanting to

24 deploy the National Guard in response to what was going onatthe Capitol?

2 A Oh, he seemed extremely eager and wanted to come provide support.
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1 Q Atone at some point, the Secretary of the Army, McCarthy, arrives at the

2 Metropolitan Police Department headquarters, which | know you were at, of course,

3 Capitol Police headquarters, between the hours of 4:10 and 4:30, in which he says he,

4 alongside Chief Contee, comes up with a plan for deploying the National Guard to the

5 Capitol and what they would do when they get there, to whom they would report and

6 where they would rally.

7 Do you have any visibility, were you aware at the time that that was happening

8 overatMPD headquarters?

9 A Nosir

10 Q Okay. And Deputy Chief Carroll said thatduringthe attack, quote and |

11 believe thisis in reference to the National Guard - quote, “Chief Contee asked what

12 Capitol Police's plan was, and it wasclear to him that they didn't have a plan, so they, as

13 inMPD, came up with one," end quote.

14 But what's your response to that?

15 A 1don't know who they talked to about a plan. ~All along, it was to support

16 ourperimeter. If we had somebody on mystaffthat they had reached out to try and

17 coordinatethiswe wereready to deploy them.

18 1 had a person up there deploying resources. We had set up a staging location

19 for people to check in, to begin to assign them and deploy them from that location. We

20 would have put them right into that deployment strategy and begin to put them out

21 where we can - where we were starting to reestablish the perimeter.

2 Sol don't know yeah. That's the first I'm hearing of that.

23 Q And you used the phrase that the objective, the sort of operation ~ the.

24 concept of the operations would be that they would fallin support of law enforcement

25 and what they were doing.
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1 Is that your vision of what the plan would be for the National Guard, to be ina

2 supporting role to what your guys and the Metropolitan Police Department were doing to

3 securetheCapitol?

a A Absolutely. I've used the National Guard on a number of events. They

5 arealwaysina supportive role. | would have expected unarmed National Guard. And

6 of course we're going to put them with police officers.

7 We had established the objectives of securing the Capitol, clearing the Capital,

8 and reestablishing the perimeter. Those were mythree main objectives.

9 50 as we were having resources come in, they were getting deployed to fulfil

10 those directives. Sol don't know why the National Guard is feeling that we didn't have a

11 planestablished. | wasn't getting that feedback.

2 Q Sold like to go back then just chronologically, now that we've sort of run

13 through the National Guard and what you were wating for, and ultimately they get

14 deployed, as you've said, at 5:40, around there.

15 What are you doing outsideoftrying to get the National Guard? What other

16 things are you - can you run through the rest of your day, in essence, until the evening,
17 withus?

1 A Sol continued to talk with some of our partner agencies. |talked

19 with I'm trying to think of the FI, Bowdich, Dave Bowdich, the number two at the

0 FL

2 Again, it was probably sometime early afternoon. He had offered to send over

22 SWAT team members. He said he's getting calls from Members of Congress saying, Hey,

23 sendhelp. Id already reached out and talked to FB already.

2 15aid, Hey, that's great, Dave.

2 'm calling, he goes, I'm just going to go ahead and send them over to the Capitol.
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1 15aid, a resource like that, we've got to be able totrack. ~ Send it over, let me put

2 you with Sean Gallagher so he can coordinate where you are going to go, 50 | can have a

3 Capitol Police officer with you so we know who is coming into our building. | don't need

4 people running around with black outfits thatwe have no visibility on.

5 S01 put Sean Gallagher in touch with him. | talked to Ashan Benedict with ATF

6 forassistance. Metro Transit. Mike Gonzalo (ph). I'm trying to think who else.

7 Gettingassistance in there. Numerous calls to the Capitol Police. ~The two sergeant at

8 arms. I'mtryingtothinkwhat else.

9 But my main goal was trying to get as many resources as quickly as possible for

10 the women and men.

1 When we sawthat - | received a call. it was oneof those odd calls, and it turned

12 outtobe the White House calling, and they patched me over to theVice President

13 He wanted me to come over andbrief him, and | told him | can't, we're alittle

14 busy. This was maybe 2 o'clockish, 2,3 o'clock.

15 And he said, just want to check how you guys are doing. Two, | just,asquick as

16 we can, want to get back into recertifying these votes.

7 1 5aid, | understand that, sir. | share the same concern. I'm trying to get

18 resourcesin.

19 He said, Whendo youthinkyou could come over?

0 1 aid, It's goingtobe awhile.

2 So he said, Il call you back. ~ And I think called back once or twice, 3, 4, probably

22 4,4:30ih. Again, I said, I'm still busy, sir, | cant, | can't get over there. But, trust me,|

23 don'teven need to come over and see you. Trust me, we're doing everything we can to

24 get you guys back into the vote.

2 Between that time, we started getting a lot more officers in. They started
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1 Q  Letmeaskyoujusta follow-up. I'm sorry. Let me stop you.

2 These conversations with the Vice President, were you able to update him as

3 to--and2or3isalittle bit early but were you able to give him an idea as to when you

4 feltyou might be able to secure the Capitol and clear it so that they can get back to their

5 business,orat that early hour you were not able to give estimates?

6 A Atthat early hour, it was way too early. |told him we're doing our best,

7 butwe're you know, it's really bad out there,

8 It wasn't until it literally wasn't until | talked to him at probably 5:10, just trying

9 to--that he called back again. And, at this point, | had talked to Chief Thomas and

10 Chief Pittman and said we've gotten another update, an assessment.

1 1 had a deputychief in the back that was deploying my resources, because, as we

12 gotresourcesin, I didn't want to lose any. We had hundreds actually, probably

13 thousands coming to assist us, and | wanted to make sure we deployed them effectively,

14 efficiently.

15 1 had been in other major, active shooter incidents, and didn't want to lose the

16 resources. | want tomake sure we were handling them effectively.

7 So had - and Deputy Chief Pickett in the back working with Chad Thomas. ~ We.

18 had people in the staging area and a plan set up to deploy our resources as they came in.

19 Sofinally| talked to them. It looked like we were reestablishingthe perimeter.

20 We had started clearing the floors of the Capitol. The basement was cleared, the top

21 floor.

2 We were trying to do it as chronological or as best as possible. So between 4

23 and Sish we were starting to tur the tide. Finally got to a point where it looked like we

24 were pushing them all outof the building. We had enough resources there to

25 reestablished the perimeter.
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1 And I said, Hey, | want to go over, do a quick assessment. I'm going to talk to the

2 sergeant atarms. And | got the Vice President keeps calling about wanting to get an

3 update

a So they said, Yeah, everything -- both Pittman and Thomas said everything they've

5 got, it's under control, things are starting to -- tide is starting to turn.

6 So this, | felt, was an okay time. | wanted to goover and do assessment; two, to

7 go over and give the brief; and then talk to the two sergeantatarms.

8 So that was 5 -- I'd say about 5:35, | went over and met with the Vice President.

9 Q So before you met with the Vice President in person, had you also received

10 calls from congressional leaders, such as Speaker Pelosi or Leader McConnell, regarding

11 when the Capitol would be secure to return to business?

12 A The only Member that | had called before that was Representative Waters.

13 She called me extremely upset that, | told you this was going to happen, | told you this.

14 wasgoing to happen. What are you doing about it?

15 And | explained that we had resources coming in, things like that, trying to assist,

16 stfflikethat. But she was the only one that called.

7 Q What was your understanding of what she meant? What particularly did

18 she feel that she had told you previous that she felt was a warning?

19 A She was concerned about the people issuing permits to these type of people

20 that were going to be on the Capitol Grounds. So she was worried about permits being

21 issued to these people and that these people can be very dangerous.

2 Q Did you receive a call from the President of the United States that day?

2 A Nosir. Nos.

24 Q How about anyone from the White House, representing the White House,

25 such as Chiefof StaffMark Meadows?
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1 A No,sir. Only calll got was White House switchboard. | believe — yeah,
2 White House switchboard that put me in touch with the Vice President.

3 Q Okay. And did you understand when you were speaking to the Vice
4 President that he had been taken to a secure location, did you have that understanding

5 whenyou-
6 A Iknew wherehewas. | knew wherehewas.
7 Q Okay. Had he, in any of the conversations, remarked to you that he was

8 going to stay put at the Capitol, or the opposite, that he was going to leave physically the

9 Capitol, or anything like that? Did he talk about that?

10 A Ithink on oneof the -- the second call, | think he said, I'm -- you know, |

11 don'tplantoleave. I plan to stay here and hopefullywe can get back in and getthis
12 thing done.

13 Q Okay. And before you go headoverat 5:35 in person to give the briefing,

14 my understanding, Inspector Kim Schneideratsome point gave abriefing to the Members
15 where she sort of didn't have -- you know, she thought it would take quite a bit, a number

16 oftime-- quite a number of hours to get back into the Capitol Building.

w Did that happen before yougot there in person? Or talk us through what
18 happened there.

19 A So that had to have happened after | met with the Vice President. So | get

20 overthere. We talk. TheVice President again expressed the samething, which
2a explained to him, like | told you over the phone, we're taking care of this.

2 And he said, When do you think you can get us back into session?
23 So | call Irving, Stenger, Chad Thomas, to kind of go over, Hey, what are we seeing

24 about when we think the Chambers can be reoccupied?
25 There wasa series of phone calls back and forth. | felt really bad because the
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1 Vice President was kind of walking back and forth. And | was like, Hey, sir, I'll try to get

2 youananswer, but hold on.

3 So I was finally - it took several minutes, several phone calls to get an answer that

4 the Chambers would be ready at, | believe, 7 p.m. The Architect of the Capitol needed

5 30 minutes to clean it, and | don't know if that was before. But I think 7 p.m. we said

6 the Chambers can be reoccupied, it looks like they can be reoccupied at 7 p.m,

7 He said, Are you sure? Because | want to call Speaker Pelosi and brief her.

8 So at that point, | said, Hold on, Mr. President, let me double-check - | mean,

9 Mr. Vice President - let me double-check just to make sure, because | don't want any

10 wrong information.

u Double-checked with all - with Chad Thomas. Checked with the AOC and

12 checked with Tom Lloyd. They reaffirmed that 7o'clock would work.

13 AndItold the Vice President, at which point | also called Irving and said, Hey,

14 justto give you heads-up, the Vice President is going to put me on a conference call

15 with Speaker Pelosi. Because that's how Mr. Irving was. He always wanted to know

16 any communicationsyou had with leadership.

1” 50 the Vice President dialed the Speaker, put his phone on speaker and set it on a

18 ledge right next to where we were standing. The Speaker, in her distinctive voice,

19 answered. He said, I'm here with the chief of police, Steve Sund. He says hecan get us

20 into Chambersbyapproximately 7 o'clock. | would like -~ meaning the Vice

21 President -hisdesire is to get in as soon as possible.

2 He said, Chief, can you give the Speaker kind of an update?

23 Sol briefed the Speaker briefly on what we had faced outside, the resources we

24 were bringing in, how the outside law enforcement was coming and assisting us, and that

25 we had talked to the Capitol division commander, the Architect of the Capitol. And even
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1 though there is afair amount of damage over here, we can get them into the into both

2 the House and Senate Chamber, at 7 p.m.

3 1 think she said, Areyousureof that time?

4 And I said, Yes, ma'am, | am sure.

5 The Vice President said, Thank you.

6 Andthe call kindof endedat about that point.

7 Finished up with the Vice President. | wanted to go over and meet up with

8 the --Stenger-- and just do a quick assessment of the Capitol, find out what are we

9 dealing with, what does it look like, and just see what we're dealing with.

10 Sol went walking out. Walked toward the Senate subway, where | met with

11 Mr. Stenger. And we started walking toward the Capitol, I think.

2 At which time somebody in the entourage turned -- | believe it was

13 Ms Hemingway -- and said, Speaker Pelosi is on the phone for you. And this was maybe

14 6:10, 50 this would have been the second time| spoke with Speaker Pelosi.

15 1 got on the phone, and she immediately started accusing me of giving the Vice,

16 President wrong information, that | had given him wrong information, when she's being

17 told they can't get in the Chambers ill the next morning.

18 1 advised, Ma'am, I'm not sure whos telling you that, but this s the latest

19 information. I've confirmed it. I've double-checked with the AOC.

0 And right then, Kim Schneider, who at the time was an inspector, spoke up from

21 thebackground. And she said, Chief Sund, this is Inspector Schneider. That was me.

22 briefed Speaker Pelosi that the Chambers wouldn't be ready. She goes, | thought that

23 was the latest information.

2 153id, No, Inspector, talked to Chief Thomas -- Tom - and he's confirmed we're

25 settogoinat7 p.m. | think she turned on the phone and said, Ma'am, it seems like the
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1 chief hasthe latest information. | trust his information. And the call ended.

2 I returned the call - the phone -- to Jennifer Hemingway. We continued walking

3 and went over to where the Senate had been sequestered. And Irving had told me he's

4 going overtodoa briefing of the Senate. And Stenger let me make sure -- Stenger

5 had told me he's going over to doa briefing of the Senate and asked if | would attend

6 withhim.

7 said yes. Walked over, went towhere they were sequestered. We walked

8 intoaback room. And in the back room, | went into an office where Kelly Fado I think

9 he used tobe the secretary of the Senate. McAdams. McAdams. And I'm trying to

10 think. Somebodyelse was in the room.

u Kelly Fado asked, How is it going out there? | gave her a quick rundown.

12 Kikam. Karem. Robert Karem was in there. Robert Karem said, Hey,

13 leadership - who was offsite - is looking fora brief. Let's get them on the phonesoyou

14 cangive them a brief.

15 He dialed his phone. | don't know who picked up. But he put it on speaker

16 phone, and then put tin the table in the middle of the room.

1” 1 provided a briefingofwhat we had faced, what resources we had brought in to

18 assist, and where we are in getting everyone back into the Chambers, when it would be

19 available.

20 1 heard Speaker Pelosi talking to maybe McConnell. There were some

21 discussions in the background about what time they wanted to goin. The decision was.

22 made that both parties would go into session at 8 p.m.,atwhich time the call ended.

23 The Senate ended up adjourning at - not adjourning  readjourning in the Senate

24 Chamberat8 p.m. and the House at 9 p.m.

2 After that, | went over, used the -brieflyused the restroom. And | came out,
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1 and Stenger looked at me and he goes, Hey, if you need to go back, I can do the briefing

2 onmyown. Isaid, Yeah, really need to get back to headquarters.

3 And, at that point, | left, walked out, and walked through the subway back and out

4 and headed back to headquarters.

s Q Did you remain at headquarters until the joint sessions concluded at 4 in the

6 morning?

7 A remained at headquarters almost till 7 p.m. that Thursday night.

8 a okay.

9 A The joint session, I think, ended right around 4 a.m. ~ We had to handle a lot

10 of notifications. We had -- I'm just trying we had to do a statement. We had to

11 handlea bunchofdifferent notifications.

2 S01 kept working with my chief of staff all the way up. | had a briefing. Then

13 we had Membersasking for briefings. | had abriefing with Tim Ryan, | think at about

14 11pm. Thenthere was an additional - another briefingwith Tim Ryan the next

15 morning at 9:30, and then a briefing with Senator Blunt at, | want to say, 2 p.m.

16 Q Okay. Sobefore! turnit over toask you about [inaudible] | have a few.

17 wrap-up questions and maybe some other lingering questions we have up there.

1 I wanted to ask you about the end of your tenurewith Capitol Police. How did

19 that come about?

1) A Canyoubea little more clear on your question?

2 Q sure. Can you walk me through how you came to - well, did you - did you

22 come tolearn that your resignation was being asked for or wanted? And when did

2 A Sol was siting there briefing Senator Blunt at 2 ~ right after ~ shortly after

24 2. Iseelhadacall coming in from Jamie Fleet. He is on the House side. | don't know

25 whathisexacttitleis. Maybe staff director. | don't know. He works for Chairperson
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1 Lofgren and also does a lot of work with Speaker Pelosi.

2 I saw him trying to call me. But I'm in the middle of briefing a Senator, so| let

3 that go to voicemail figuring Il call him back, Ill be done with this in justa few minutes.

a At which point | think mychief of staff stepped out, came back in and did one of

5 these -- points toward her phone, like, hey, you need to look at your phone. | looked at

6 herphone. She goes, I need to see you outside, it's important.
7 So needless to say, | stepped outside, and she said, Hey —- Tad DiBiase and myself

8 stepped outside, and she said, | just got word from Jamie Fleet. The Speaker is going to

9 go on national TV and call for your resignation in just a few minutes.

10 Q Okay. And that was the first you had heard of that?

n A Yess Yes.

12 Q Did you -- what wasyour response? What did you do in reaction to that?

13 A prepared to | absorbed it a little bit. | thought about it, got ready to

14 retum backto brief finish my briefing with Senator Blunt, when my chief of staff and my

15 general counsel said, Hey let's go in and watch this press conference.

16 So turned around, went in to watch the press conference. | don't know if the

17 press conference had started or it had just started. | thought | sure as hell better call my

18 wife pretty soon.

19 Sol calledmywife, gave hera heads-up, and then watched the press conference.

20 Andit looked like it was looks lke it was going to end. It looked like it was getting

2 ready to wrap up. And thought, okay, well maybe we're going to wait -- who knows -- at

22 which point there were some questions. | think somebody asked about Schumer firing

23 Stenger. Are you going to do anything?

2 And that's when she said, Well fist we need to do an after-action, which |

25 thought okay, that's where | base my personal decisions on. And then she went back
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1 andsaid, But I'm calling for the resignation of Chief Sund.

2 Q Can get your opinion as to whether you think, given what happened on the

3 day, that was fairorwhat was your -- what's your opinion looking back on it as to

4 whetherthatwasa fair move or

5 A Ithinkit would have been good for her to have probablya tte bit more of

6 the information of what occurred prior to making the decision. But | understand my.

7 role asachief, and it's the same thing, | tink,1 said in the Senate. ~ You know, |

8 represent this agency, and what | saw my men and women go through really | think, itis

9 aterriblething. Asa chief the buck stops with me. So 'm not surprised by it.

10 Q it sounds, though, from your recounting of the events, you did not

11 communicate informally any sort of resistance necessarily or disagreement with the call

12 for resignation before it happened. You remained silent in between the time that you

13 were notified that that was going to be her wishes for you and when it was actually

14 announced.

15 Is that fair?

16 A Yeah. Sol think, when you work through the timing, | thinkby thetime |

17 got the call, she was getting ready she maybewas already doing the press conference.

18 Soitwasn't like | was going to call her and they were going to call from the podium.

19 1 didn't think there was - | turned and| asked - let's see. So my chief

20 administrative officer had walked in a this point, Mr. Richard Braddock, and Tad Didiase.

21 think turned to the two of them and said, You've just seen the Speaker of the House go

22 on national TV and call for my resignation. What do you think are my chance of

23 surviving? Andit was pretty sim.

2 So! figured, you know what? | called the - Jamie Fleet, finally talked to him fora

25 littl bit, and said, You'll have my resignation by the end of the day.
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1 Q Can you tell me about that conversation with Jamie Fleet? Did you push

2 back? I mean, her intention had been made known at that point, but did you push back

3 with him on that phone conversation?

4 A No. Ididn'tfeel there was any reason to push back. There was I didn't

5 feel there was any -- any wiggle room on that decision.

6 Q Okay. I'm sure my colleagues have questions about that and other things

7 towrapup. lactually just have one really small question, if | can. It's alittle bit off

8 topic. It'salitlebit miscellaneous.

° But are you aware of the reporting around the trainings that were held - the U.S.

10 Capitol Police officers held training with agroup called Northern Red in 2018 and in 2019.

u A Yeah. The name soundsvery familiar. Northern Red. I think it would

12 have been some of our CERT team. They were having trouble finding range space, or

13 something like that, and they had set up an opportunity that went through a

14 procurement process.

15 So much like you bring in an outside vendor, they went out - | believe it was

16 Northern Red - they went and did CERT training, the SWAT team training out with them.

17 Yeah, that does sound familiar.

18 Q And you were aware someofthe reporting about them having White

19 supremacist iconography pretty openly on their ites and that sort of thing?

20 A Yeah. I've only heard that recently, since my departure from Capitol Police.

21 But, no, hadn't heard that at the time. ~ But it went through the regular procurement

22 processforit, so

23 Q Well, no, the only thing | want toaskyou about that s a litle bit about that

24 procurement process. And you're anassistant chief of operations starting in 2017, so

25 thatfirst year of 2018. Butin 2019 you do become chief in June. And so I'm
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1 wondering if you have any insight at all into how that training was approved.

2 That process that you talked about, did it g0 up tothe chief level? Where within

3 the ~ how high within the organization does approval fora group providinga training go?

a A No. Idon'tknow. Iknow they need to go through procurement for the

5 GSA schedule, doingal that, that fun stuff. | don't know off the top of my head.

s Q Do you have any independent recollection of yourself approving training in

7 2018.0r2019for Northern Red?

8 A They could have been one of ~ | don't know. ~ They could have been in the

9 approved training. I very well may have.

10 Q Okay. Andisit your understanding that, through that process, the chief

11 does ultimately sign off?

2 A Again, I'm just | don't ~ 1 don't recall who is the final signatoryon people

13 being able to go to outside training, because it was outside training, if remember

14 correctly, Virginia, West Virginia, something like that.

15 Sol don't know. ~ But there would be a paper tail through the chief

16 administrative officer for that.

w EE ov. Thankyou.
18 I so have one final question, but before | goJf do vou have

19 anything else?

2 I 1s clone thelinesof final question.

2 I oi.
2 I soo. co next, and then | can follow up then.

2 IE O':v. So did you want to ask the recommendation question or --

2 I 5:fore we set to the recommendations --
2 eh
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s Chet sun, youtmentioned a fer.acton, which thin s somewhat
4 standard practice in law enforcement and military, that after any significant engagement

$ there is aneffortto kind of look back and evaluate what went right and what went wrong.

. understand thtyouweren't any anger the chief str amuary th and did't
7 engage in that.

8 But I'm wondering if you could do a little bit of that with us now, if you had, in

9 retrospect -- | know you've had a lot of time to think about this. You've been asked a lot

10 of questions about it.

u What da you tink Catal Plc did ight and wrong with respest othe
12 preparation for and management of the January 6th attack on the Capitol?

13 A | would lookat -- there is probably a group of things that goes all the way

16 trom how do emergency resmonses et coordinated o get muddied down with the
15 oversight from the Capitol Police Board when you have a true emergency. That's

16 evident. | know they've recently gone through and made some changes to U.S. 2, 1974,

7 tochngethat
18 So | would look at, from Capitol Police, a couple of things.

19 One, the after-action. One, look at -- you know, we're intelligence driven.

20 What happened with the synthesizing of intelligence that is apparent was residing

2a with -- within the walls of our Department to get it into the products so people can make

22 thie decions nd it ca inform those mos relent on good teligence. So thats key.
23 I think when | have key people in critical positions, like Chief Thomas, it gets busy.

28 itgets esl busyin tht spot. And it would have been — you know, it would have been
25 really good -- it's hard for me to keep visibility on everything. | do my best, and | felt |
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1 developeda good relationship, was trying to move the Department forward.

2 But, like, Chief Thomas, would have been nice if he said, hey, if he had some

3 concerns about it, should | do a report, should | do an operations plan, to inquire about it,

4 butitsselfevident. It's required by our policy under NIMS.

5 S01 think making sure the right people that are in the right place know they're

6 there fora reason. They've risen to the second-highest-level rank of the 25th-largest

7 police department in the country, and with that, commensurate, is a lot of responsibility.

8 Anditwould really be nice if people would take care of someof that so, as a chief, when

9 I'm trying to dealwith a bunch of other stuff, I'm not having to go up and doyour j-o-b for

10 you. Sol think doing some leadership training.

u And, yeah, hindsight being what its, I'm the chief. | should have gone behind it.

12 Ishould have made sure he did that plan. | should have. Just making sure that that's

13 takencareof.

14 Abig issue that | would do is someone needs to do a manpower analysis of the

15 Department. We have gotalot of added posts. The House side you have added posts

16 as they're rebuilding, refurbishing, like the Cannon Office Building. Whereas before we

17 may have had three entrances, well, now we have five. Well, each of those instances

18 takes three people for each shift. So you do the math. It starts adding up real quick.

19 How the added posts begin to impact the rest of the Department, increases in

20 DPDteamsizes. All those impact the resources available.

2 Yeah, they can give us $50 million in overtime to be able to send - overtime to

22 workourofficers - or 24,000 hours - we're allotted 24,000 hours in overtime to send our

23 officerstotraining. Well, Ive got almost 2,000 officers. You do the math. ~ That's

24 12 hoursoftraning for every sworn person?

2 Alaw enforcement agency should have anywhere from 80 to 120 hours a year of
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1 professional development training if you want a good agency. So you've got to doa

2 manpower analysis and make sure that you're taking care of the shortages.

3 We've been over 200 officers short. I've briefed down on it, Chief Verderosa

4 briefed down ont at every one of our appropriations hearings.

5 Until you can get the Department up to a proper staffing and get rid of any of the

6 ancillary posts that aren't really providinga good bangfor the buck, you're going to

7 continue to overwork the officers and not be able to send them to training.

8 I mean, look at it. | tried to get equipment for my officers, and now they're only.

9 getting able togetit. You've got $105-5106 million supplemental, and then a

10 $105 million additional budget.

u Now they're able to get the equipment, but i's till - the Department is even

12 shorter than ever. Now they can't sendtheofficers to training because peopleare just

13 getting way overworked. Morale is going down.

1a 50 you've got to take care of that manpower issue first.

15 But |do think the relationship with the Capitol Police Board and the idea that the

16 chief is the chief, they are the ones that make the decision on security on the Hill, that

17 needs to be rectified. Because when you have a chief and then you have the chief law

18 enforcement with the Senate, chief law enforcement with the House, it just gets really.

19 muddied, because they all got bosses.

20 Q Yeah. Solet's breakthat down a little bit. | want to separate the

21 substantive things that went wrong from the people that were responsible for them,

2 It sounds like you identified intelligence processing, a lack of an ops plan, and kind

23 ofa manpower shortage as the substantiveissues that you'd identify as failures. | think

24 withintel you said it was a colossal intel failure, and you've agreed that there should have

25 beenanopsplan.
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1 Were there other -- set aside whose responsibility itis -- were thereother things

2 along those lines that you think should have happened that didn't happen within the

3 agency?

4 A Yes. So,ifyoulookat the CDU plan, there is a field force commander. So

5 you have the incident commander, which was Deputy Chief Waldow. Again, just you

6 have the incident commander, you have the field force commander.

7 The field force commander is in charge of your CDU platoons - when to put on

8 the hard gear, when to takeoff the hard gear, what equipment to have, when to deploy.

9 tobeonsite.

10 There were severe deficiencies in how the CDU was pre-deployed, the fact that

11 they weren't in their hard gear, that they weren't out there on post. That needs to be

12 corrected through training.

13 The evacuation of the Chambers, way too late. Way too late. ~ That should have

14 happened much earlier. Again, you've got incident commanders that are out there

15 fighting.

16 You look at Inspector Glover. He's the incident commander for MPD. He's

17 coordinating resources. You're going to do a lotbetter as an incident commander

18 coordinatingthe resources and getting in the fight. But you've lost your incident

19 commanders. The deputy incident commander should have picked up. Somebody

20 should have picked up where he left off.

21 The fact that officers are saying they're not getting directions and no one's

22 communicating with them, ultimately that comes up to the Command Center. The

23 Command Center should have immediately started working as what they call an area

24 command, in charge of all the stuf going on inside, outside, and making sure proper

25 communications and intelligence is being pushed out.
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1 Again, that's -it should have happened, and it didn't. It seemed people were

2 overwhelmed, people were unexperienced. It seemed like there is a number of those

3 failures and there was inability of someof the people, or incapability of some people, to, |

4 mean, handle the responsibilities of the positions they're in, so --

5 Q Yeah. Ican represent to you,Chief Sund, thatwe spoke to a numberof

6 menand women, sort of line officers, who indicated that there was no direction in real

7 time, that they essentially were moving from place to place based on anecdotal

8 impressions as to where the need was, that there was not a unified command where

9 someone was saying, allright, we need 15 people here, 25 people there.

10 It was very much kind of seat of the pants reactive in real time all the way down to

11 the men and women themselves who were ina really, really difficult situation.

2 It sounds like you agree that there ought to have been a little more control

13 A labsolutely agree.

1 Q Yeah.

15 A The CommandCenter should have immediately kicked in. The chief of

16 operation for uniform should have established some type of communication.

1” We had a plan fordeployingthe outside resources come in, because as I'm sitting

18 there making these calls, that's what I'm thinking of.

19 So theresources that we have with -- our own internal resources, | wish the

20 supervisorsthat were in charge of that would have handled that, because, yeah, that

21 huts.

2 Having beenout there and been a cop and hearing that, |care a lot about these

23 men and women, andit's just - it's not - it doesn't make me happy to hear that.

2 Q Yeah. No, absolutely. They fought valiantly and did their best in a really

25 hardsituation. But it sounds like they weren't given the training, equipment, the
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1 direction really that they could have used to more effectively defend themselves in the

2 coil
s Is that anaccurate assessment?
4 A Yeah, | would say that, I'd say it's accurate. A lotof times when you have

$ training set up, officers are having to be pulled from training to cover the posts because

6 theyresoshort. You cant send them to traning35 group.  Ifyou'egoing o really
7 train a CDU, you should train as a group, send them as a group.

8 I'd been working to try and get some new CDU equipment, but basic -- a

9 respirator, an air -- APR, a helmet, and a baton for every person on the Department, since

© am
u Iwas surprised coming in. Think about i. Capitol Pole theyre aneofthe
12 only agencies in the countrythat have been hit with biological, not once, but

13 twice ~anthraxin 2001, icin in 2013 ~ and thy didnt sue evry offera gos mask?
starve,

15 So I'd talk to -- | tried to push that initiative forward. Again, budgeting is the

16 issue. And Richard Braddock was finally able to identify money to get helmets in 2020,

17 which nal just stated coming in.
18 So they needtojust go back and outfit everybody with the basic gear. Again, not

19 everybody needs the full CDU gear, but everybody should have just basic protective

0 equipment
2a Q Yeah. Not just have it, but are trained in how to use it and what the

2 chreamstances are in which t should be deployed.
» A ves
24 Q Yeah

2 [Pe————
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1 donftwantto steal your thunder so
2 I just vant to ask
3 EE ochoJ
. EEheeIE

s o
. Q Chief Sund,are youfamiliarwith the GAOreportthat cameout in March
7 that interviewed about 300 officers in the Capitol Police Department about several

8 aspects of training included, but also the use of force training?

9 A That was March of this year?

10 a Yeah
un A No,malam, I'm not
12 Q Just the top lines were essentially that they -- | can give you the numbers.

13 They surveyed 315 officers, and the survey found that 80 officers identified concerns

14 related tothe use of force, and 57 of those officers indicated they fel the leadership
15 culture in the Department generally discouraged them from using force or they were

16 hesitant to use force because of a fear of disciplinary actions.

w Had you heard that during your tenure?
1 A No
1 Q Therewasalso an aspect that there was a fear to use force because — or to
20 behave harder force shown on January 6th because of the optics that it showed. One
21 officersaid the Department is aways worried about optics and never really wants us to
22 go hands-on with the pubicin terms of the physical security needs that they had.
23 Had that ever been brought to your attention?

2 A No. No. For January th there should have been no sue. | know, as
25 we were dealing with some of the other demonstrations that we may have, whether it's
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1 adapt, there is a group of wheelchair people or other demonstrations.

2 Sometimes | would hear from my oversight committees about their concern for

3 seeing ouroffcrs i hard gear, and, "Hey, can you just have maybe the gar nearby?
a Wejust don't likeseeing them there in their hard gear."

5 We get some of those kind of pushbacks, but not to the point where we would

6 say, Hey, you can't bein hard gear. They need to be i hard gear for this ane, and
7 they should have been.

8 Q Andaboutthe use of force, that had not been brought to your attention?

9 It looks like there had been some changes obviously since you left, that the Capitol Police

10 addressed some of the misconceptions that related to the use of force.

u A ve never heard that. Our officers, or the most part, arent lke nan
12 urban city. Youlook at crime up around the Capitol. It's like a crime-free zone in the

13 middleofan urban city.

u Sowe do have some, but a lmitd what | would consider to be a imitd use of
15 force. But I've never had an issue where an officer said, | didn't use force because | was

16 afridtousei No, haven't heard that.
uv Andi that's n relation to what went on on th 6th, you've got to ook at t from
18 this aspect. You had 17 lawenforcement agencies send almost 1,800 law enforcement

19 officers to my request for assistance, and all of them seemed to express the same level

20 when it comes to use of force, like lethal force, because we all get trained in that same.

21 levelof force. So just keep that in mind.

» J ih respect o the intel piece, again, Chief Sund - don't mean to
23 keep coming back to that -- but do you have any -- some of the criticism has been that law

24 enforcement failed to fully appreciate the risk because there was a perception that a lot

25 of these groups were pro-law enforcement or didn't present as much danger perhaps as
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1 some other groups, particularly groups of color. Black Lives Matter or other protesters.

2 were perceived as more of a threat than the kind of pro-Trump, pro-law enforcement

3 people that were expected to attend this rally.

4 Did you ever hear discussion like that, or do you have a personal view as to

$ whether the race or the ideology of these protesters presented less of a threat?

. A—
7 fashion. You treat everybody the same. But it should be based on intelligence. |

8 ‘mean, when you're talking about some of the intelligence that they had that should have

9 been incorporated into the products that we were getting, that would have informed a

10 much different response for the agency, regardless of who they are.

u A—
12 our -- attacking Members, finding their locations coming in? That's concerning. And it

13 doesn't matter, race, gender of the individual. We just need to be prepared.

» IE+. No. seca tht. And ase went thoughbeor,
15 there was a lot of intel that these people were not pro-law enforcement. There was

16 iteligenc that they intended be ile, intended to drut th int sesion, and
A

is oI
19 Q One thing, Chief Sund, | know that you've been referring to your timeline

3 and drums throughout is eri avd yor stamens, Conkwe stete
2a that as part ofthis record? And I'll ask your attorney to send it to us.

» A —
23 those documents to us.

24 A Okay. Yeah. [I'll make sure youget the supplementaltestimony for it, yes.

25 Q And whatever call logs or timelines that you were referencing, even if that
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1 was not submitted to the Senate, ifwe can have thatforour official record, that would be

2 great

3 A Okay. Yes. It'salloneand the same.

a a Great.

5 And then my final question is, 'm not sure if this is your Twitter account, but there

6 isa Twitter account that is from Chief Steven Sund that states, "Incredible misinformation

7 fedtoadiided nation. Iwas there. Iknow the truth. I'm going to be telling my

8 storysoon. | have the receipts."

9 Is that your account?

10 A Yes, itis, matam.

n Q Andis there anything that you feel that you need to tell us on the record

12 here as faras what that truth is that you're referring to?

13 Im sorry. You faded out.

1a A No,maam.

15 Q  S0doyou feel that this has been an opportunity for you to tell your the full

16 satchel, direct knowledge of the day that you had and the days preceding January 6th?

FY A Ithink, yeah. | think thereis alot of  'm still - again, I'm still kind of

18 thinking about how to tell my story, how to formulate my story. So, yeah,|mean this

19 has, I think, been an opportunity to address a numberof issues.

2 Q And when you say there have been many lies told about January 6th and the

21 incredible misinformation fed toa divided nation, what are those lies and misinformation

2 that you're talking about?

2 A I'm referring to, like, the Speaker coming out on national television saying |

24 never talked toher since the attack, when | did talk toher three times, much like you had

25 talked about Irving's conflicting statements with me requesting National Guard, the
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1 intelligence, you know. Those are things | think -- yeah.

2 I 5 there anything else, Chief Sund? And I'm going to let[Illlleet

3 toprospective recommendations last. Is there anything else that you want to make sure

4 that we — that the select committee knows, anything that we haven't asked you that you

5 thinkis relevant about your experience in the lead-up to or the managementofthe

6 events?

7 Mr. Sund. | think security on the Hill. Security should never be politicized.

8 Youshould never have toworry about one side is worried about security and the other

9 sides worried about security. Securityshould just be keeping people safe based on the

10 information you have.

1 And that, ultimately, if you get to a point where you can do that up at the Capitol,

12 think it would be a much safer place.
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5 A I don't want to say politicized. Just,in general, you're dealingwith, you

7 to their leadership. So | just think they're going to be hesitant to do anything that may

8 be in opposite to what they may want.

9 Q Isee. Sothe problem, as you see it, is that you've got sergeant at arms

10 who answer to political leaders, and that might impact security planning or operations

12 A Yeah. That's maybe a good way of saying it.

13 Q Yeah. And that leads to the recommendations. It sounds like the current

15 leaders/leaderwho has some inefficiency init. Can you talk a little more about what

16 woultbebeter?

18 truly a single person that handles security campuswide, that makes, you know, makes the

15 foal dedions. think that woul be a beterway of handing

21 be, you know, a single person that makes the final decisions, can call in assistance, can do

22 whatever they need to do, regardless of, you know, any concerns.
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1 But one that was identified to us by someane else we spoke to suggested that the

2 Capitol Police should be reshaped into what they calla force protection division, sort of

3 like the Federal Protective Service, where core arrest power would be removed and really

4 the core function of the force would be force protection of people and property.

5 I'm curious as to your thoughts abou that recommendation, given your

6 experience inlaw enforcementover the last 20-plus years.

7 A I've heard that ~ I've heard that described a couple different ways. One, as

8 aforce protection, or maybe looking at it from a, like,a Secret Service standpoint where

9 you have the uniform division and you have the agents, the plainclothes agents.

10 When you say a force protection, | think of the Pentagon force protection. ~ We're

11 notfar from that. You know, we've got - Pentagon has their plainclothes, their

12 dignitary protection, their uniformed officers out there. The one thing | would 1 think

13 we're very much like that. You know, | think we serve a national security role a lot more

14 than aregular police department role.

15 The one thing Id be hesitant to do would be to adopt a type of structure like the

16 Secret Service, because it creates a lot of division between the uniform and the

17 plainclothes, you know. There's always a litle bit of friction between the two, and

18 that's the last thing | think you want to have in an agency. You want everyone to get

19 along, because it's tough being a cop right now.

1) Q Copy that,sir.

2 Soit sounds like you don't necessarily disagree with the idea that if we were to

22 sort of excise out the law enforcement arrest function partofwhat you do now and focus

23 more ona national security aspect of it, that that wouldn't necessarily be a bad thing?

2 A You think you need to have the law enforcement arrest capability. |

25 reallydo. Imean, Secret Service has it, Pentagon hasit. Because if you're going to sit
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1 there and rely on the city police, MPD, come up and handleyour arrests and things ike

2 that, you never know what kind of delay you might be facing.

3 Sol think by having that arrest capability, you have the ability to control your

4 investigations, bring in people, if you're going to interview them. I'd be hesitant to say

5 you want to release your ability to handle arrests, but, you know.

6 Q  Copythat,sir.

7 And finally, again, and | mentioned this at the very beginning of our interview,

8 which know started a long time ago, at 10 a.m, but ~ and you've given us some thought

9 and some what think are good recommendations with respect to potential future

10 interactions with the Capitol Police Board.

1 But from the global government we standpoint,any thoughts about what we the

12 governmentin its totality might be able to do differently to help prevent something ike

13 January 6th from happening again, if you have any thoughts in that regard?

1 A That's that's a big question. So the totality | don't know. You know,

15 this needs to -this needs to start with an agency fixingit problems, and then, you know,

16 gofrom there. That's - that's big question. | don't know.

7 Q  Copythat,sir. And that's fair enough.

18 I so.vith that, unless thereare any otherfinal questions from

19 anyone, I want to, one, thank you for your time, Chief Sund. Thank you for your

20 flexibility. 1am verycognizant that we have kept you 3 hours over our intended time,

21 andl really do appreciate your flexibility and your cooperation with us in that regard.

2 1 think what you had to say was important, and | think our ability to hear it and ask

23 questions was important. So thank you for accommodating us. Thank you for your

24 service in your role as the chief of policeforthe Capitol Policeaswell

2 And unless anyone has any other questions or comments, then | wil allthis
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1 vanseribed interview adjourned at 456 pm
2 I csneces
3 I sory. sor. Inrecess, excuseme in recess at 4:56 pm.

4 unless there are anyother comments from anyone before we do so.

5 I jos vont 0 cho th thanks
. I cic ond, thankyou
; pp———
. I vevereachedthepoint -
. Wr.Sud. Thankyouverymuch
0 J orkvou, Chief. Thank you, Usa, Thanks for your cooperation
1 aswell We doapprecateit
2 Ms. Banks, Thankyou
5 Whereupon, a :56 p.m. the interview was recessed, sublect othe cal of the
Wu chain)
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